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BRIEF OF APPELLANT 
STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION 
The Supreme Court of Utah has jurisdiction in this matter 
pursuant to Section 78-2-2 of the Utah Code Ann. 1953, as 
amended. In addition, because this appeal concerns an issue of 
evidentiary exclusion, the Court views the trial judge's decision 
according to an abuse of discretion standard. State v. Wetzel, 
868 P.2d 64, 67 (Utah 1993). 
STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES AND STANDARDS OF REVIEW 
Issue: 
1. Whether U.C.A. 78-27-38(4) (a) meets the state and federal 
constitutional requirements of due process, right to fair 
jury trial, and equal protection, when allowing a non-party 
to be named to a special verdict form? 
Issue: 
2. Whether evidence of a dentist's failure to maintain a proper 
level of care such as to have his office closed by the 
Health department was properly excluded pursuant to U.R.E. 
403 or whether it meets the abuse of discretion standard? 
7 
When reviewing challenges to the trial court's ruling 
excluding evidence pursuant to relevancy reasons, the Supreme 
Court will only reverse for an abuse of discretion, and will be 
reversed if the trial court's determination was beyond the bounds 
of responsibility. State v. Archuleta, 850 P.2d 1232, 1241 
(Utah); State v. Morgan, 813 P.2d 1207, 1210 (Utah App. 1991). 
The legal conclusions of the trial court are not accorded 
deference, but are reviewed instead for correctness. Baldwin v. 
Burton, 850 P.2d 207 (Utah 1993). The Court will review a trial 
court's interpretation of a statute for correctness. Beyton v. 
St. George-Dixie Lodge #1743, 854 P.2d 513 (Utah 1993). 
DETERMINATIVE OR IMPORTANT PROVISIONS 
Constitution of the United States of America 
Utah State Constitution 
Statutes: 
Utah Rules of Evidence 401, 402, 403, 404, 406, 407, 609, 
609(a), 609(a) (1) and 609(a) (2) . 
U.C.A. 78-27-38 (4) (a) . 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
Nature of the Case: 
Plaintiffs/Appellants hereby appeal the Order on motion for a new 
trial signed January 24, 1997, and the Judgment on the trial 
8 
signed on January 24, 1997, by the Honorable Steven Hanson, Judge 
of the Fourth Judicial District Court in and for Utah County, 
State of Utah. The Judgement was issued pursuant to Judge 
Hanson's Memorandum and Decision, dated December 6, 1996. The 
Notice of Appeal was filed on February 10, 1997. 
Course of the Proceedings and Dispositions Below: 
A Motion for New Trial was submitted to the trial court on 
January 24, 1997, which argued largely the same issue on appeal 
as issue no. 1 of this appeal. The motion was denied on January 
24, 1997 in Judge Hanson's Notice of Signing and Entry of Order 
and Judgment H 1. The Notice of Appeal was filed February 10, 
1997. 
STATEMENT OF FACTS 
In this case the plaintiff averred negligence on the part of 
Defendant Day. Specifically, the claim was that Defendant Day 
rendered care below the standard of care on Randy Wilson thereby 
creating a cause of Randy Wilson's death. As proof that 
Defendant Day was in the regular business habit--as a dentist--of 
treating his patients with substandard care, plaintiffs offered 
the Division of Occupational and Professional Licensing 
Committee's findings whereby Defendant Day's license was revoked. 
Hand in hand with this evidence was the testimony of one of 
9 
Defendant Day's dental assistants, DeAnne Baily-Fox, who reported 
that he was in the regular habit of treating patients with 
substandard care. Not only was this evidence relevant habit 
evidence, but the State of Utah and the County Health Department 
also used this information when revoking Defendant Day's licence 
to practice dentistry. In addition, this evidence was sought to 
be admitted for impeachment purposes clearly falling within 
U.R.E. 609(a)(2), and should not have been denied admittance 
despite the judge's discretion in the matter. The Trial Court 
excluded this evidence at trial ruling that U.R.E. 403 barred its 
admission, consequently, prejudicing the plaintiff from receiving 
a fair trial. With the exclusion of the impeachment evidence 
Defendant Day testified on the stand without fear of 
contradicting evidence being presented to the jury. 
The Division of Occupational and Professional Licensing's 
material is public record which sets forth the license holders 
professional habits, thereby either deeming the license holder 
safe to practice or suspending the license holder from practice 
predicated upon the habit of the professional. In the case of 
Defendant Day, the Committee found multiple, habitual acts which 
it charged were below the standard of care for dentists in Utah, 
demonstrating that Defendant Day operated below the standard of 
10 
care not on any one particular occasion luL dL-i d matter of 
coi irse, So the argument that the Licensing Committee's report 
would prejudice the defendant, as it would implicate the 
defendant for substandard treati i tei i t • :>i: i par ties wl: 10 wer e i i : t: 
plaintiffs in this action, is incorrect. Rather the Licensing 
Committee found and correctly charged that Defendant Day was •• 
habitually and regu 1 ai 1 y be 1 ow the standard of care i nformat:i on 
which was crucial to the plaintiff. 
This evidence is important to the plaintiff's proof of 
negligence because Randy Wi 1 son was a patient i)f Dr Day at 11 ie 
same office and with the same operatories, equipment, staff, 
machines, and procedures as those which necessitated revocation 
of Defendant Day's ] icense T -•"::-:*:'* ' - :•- — 
particularly germane Randy Wilson's case in ihr- the plaintiff in 
this case is dead,, and the only available evidence of negligence 
in the con, i i t:i on of Defendant Day's office is the testimony of 
Connie Wilson, Randy's wife, who was not a patient of Defendant 
Day. The Division of Occupatior ia1 ai ld Professiona1 Licei ising 
(Licensing Committee) charged that during their investigation 
they found that on "several occasions" the condition of Defendant 
Day! s operative were below tl ie standard of ::are., stating that: the 
cold sterilization vat was orange with rust, ffthe instruments 
11 
were rusty, debris was caked i i i the ii istr \ rrnei it • drawer , ai :i i the 
floor and walls were dirty." Petition of the Division of 
Occupational and Professional. Licensing of the Department of 
Commerce of the State ot Utih, [ I "l,l i. 
The trial court so limited the scope of plaintiff's 
impeachment and introductio n o t tnis mat erial as to become 
entirely incomprehensible ai id i nisleadj ng Defendant Day stated, 
in his defense, that his plea of guilty was predicated upon a 
single act of mistaken billing. Yet the Licensing Committee 
found t h a. t t h e r e w e i e s e v e r a ] i n s z a n c e s o f • D V e r b i 1 1 i n g. 
Nonetheless, during trial the plaintiff was forbidden by the 
judge from impeaching the defendant with information from the 
Licensing •• '• ee Peti t: on of the Di vi si on of Occi ipationai 
and Professional Licensing of the Department of Commerce of the 
State of Utah, p. 4 f[ :i 
As addi tiona] proof of negligence in during the trial, the 
plaintiff offered a treating expert opinion evidence through Dr. 
Dennis ^. Dobson that ti le Defendant f s c DI lduct was below the 
standard of care. The defense moved, over plaintiffs'' objection, 
to put Dr. Dobson on the special verdict citing Utah Code 
Annotated § 78 27-38 (4) (a) . The defense"s moti en to i nclude 
Dobson was made mid way thorough the trial, completely catching 
12 
plaintiff by surpridf.j. i"h^  p Lainti i' t s a/^i tli^ i; having H>jhusi •;" 
on the special verdict form substantially prejudices them. 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 
Sect i on 1 Tl le Du B P r O C e s s C1 au s e s • : f t: 1 le Eqi la ] ? ro t e c t: i on 
Clause guarantee the fairness of laws, substantive due process 
requires laws to be reasonable and not arbitrary. Procedural due 
process guarantees that: where <* party's ! i. !>:j, liberty, oi property 
interests are at stake, a party is constitutionally entitled to 
notice and a fair hearing before an unbiased decision maker. For 
:i t i: e q u i r e s t: h a t: s :i m. i 1 a r 1 ^  s i t u a t e d p e r s o n s w i 1 1 b e t r e a ted-
similarly by the law. 
In the present case, U.C.A. 5 '78-2 7-3 8 4(a) (1994) violates 
Randy and Connie Wilson's right: to due process because (1) the 
statute unreasonably and arbitrarily creates the risk that an 
artificial apportionment of negligence to a "scapegoat ' i IOI iparty 
will, result in improper reduction or complete denial of relief to 
the Wilsons; (2) the statute imposes an arbitrary and unreasonable 
b u r d e n o n 11: I • B W :i 1 s o i i s t: o e x o n e r a t e a n o n p a r t y f r o m 1 i a b i 1 i t y; a n d 
(3) Day's assertion of the nonparty defense will divert the jury 
from its proper task of assessing whether Day negligently caused 
t h e W11 s o n s t o s u f f e r i n j u r y. 
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i> e i: 11 ui i ?.. Tl le t: i: :i a 1 ::01 11 t abus ed i t: s d i s < :: r e t i c >i i 1 inde r IT R E . 
4 03 by not allowing into evidence relevant information which the 
jury needed to make a fair determination of the issues and provide 
tl le plaint: i f f s w:i tl: i a fa :i i : t:i :i a J Tl: le Bvidei ice si 101 i] d have been 
allowed under U.R.E. 609(a) (2) which allows evidence, in spite of 
403, for impeachment purposes. Not only was this evidence being 
s ought t: D be ::i n t rodi ic ed f o i: :i nipe a c hment pu rpo s e s hi 1t: a 1 so f • Dr i t s 
relevancy. The trial court further did not apply 403 correctly. 
It blindly stated that the evidence would be unfairly prejudicial 
to the defendant w::i tl IOI it: COT: Ii icting the r eqi li red balancing test and 
finding that the evidence's probative value is substantially 
outweighed by the risk of unfair prejudice. Further, the trial 
court fad led t: ::> g : ^  <re any reason or rationale as to why the evidence 
was unfairly prejudicial or would mislead the jury, Therefore, the 
trial court erred and abused its discretion and should be 
overturned on these issues. 
14 
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I. THE ALLOCATION OF PERCENTAGES OF LIABILITY TO NONPARTIES 
VIOLATES SUBSTANTIVE DUE PROCESS A3 ™ mTT^ PLAINTIFFS. 
The substantive :it le pi ocess . _=.:- .- . -:ire 
whether the nonparty defense provisions of U.C.A. § 78-27-38 4(a) 
(1994) violate substantive due process. Due process mandates 
t h a t v 1i t: I i e I a w s h a ] 1 i I • :: t: b • B I 11 l r e a s o n a b ] e , a r b i t: r a r y : i: • :: a p r i c i :> i i s , 
and that the means selected shall have a real and substantial 
relation to the object sought to be attained." Nebbia v. New 
Yc::.*:, 1 :<~ ~ ) 
in 1994, i„ Newville v. State, Department of Family 
Services, the Supreme Court of Montana correctly concluded that 
"the a 1 1 ocat::i on of percentages of liability to nonparties 
violates substantive due process as to the plaintiffs." 883 P. 2d 
7 93 , 803 (19 9 4 ) . U.< I". A. § ' 78-2 7-28 4(a) (1994) added a nonparty 
defense" that permits the trier of fact allocate a percentage of 
liability to nonparties on the verdict form. This rule violates 
substantive • :Iue process because it provi Ies for an a 11 ocation ::>f 
negligence to nonparties. 
To discourage reliance on substantive due process is to 
d i s c o u r age c o u r t s f r o m a n a 1 y z i n g s t a t u t e s o n 11: i e b a s :i s o f 
15 
fundamental fairness. It is not only proper, but essential to 
justice that this Court continue to strike down those laws it 
finds unreasonable, arbitrary and capricious. It is not only 
within this Court's power, but it is also this Court J u *• y, - D 
strike down any law repugnant to the Constitution. See M.arbury 
v, Madison, 2 L.Ed. 60 (1303). U.C.A. § 78-27-28 4(a) (1994) is 
such a law, 
A. U.C.A. S 78-27-38 4(a) (1994) Creates an Artificial 
Allocation of Negligence, and Is, Therefore 
unreasonable, Arbitrary, and Capricious. 
:
 I'he r eal danger created by tl le i lonparty defense is ai I 
artificially inflated apportionment: of negligence attributed to 
the nonparty defendant. No attorney represented the nonparty's 
i n t: e r e s t e d a t: t: 1 I e t: r i a J A s a ] : e s u 11, i :: i s p o s s i b I e t: h a t: t: h e 
application of percentage of negligence was higher than would 
have been appropriate had the facts as to the case been presented 
by -appropriate counsel Newville , 3 83 , ? . 2d 7 93 .. Nothing „i i i 
U.C.A. §78-27-38 4(a) (1994) addresses, much less cures, this 
fatal flaw.. 
In def endi ng aga i nst a. • ::] a,i m of neg 1 i g e n c e , defense coi inse 1 
naturally argues the facts in a manner minimizing both liability 
and the plaintiff's damages. As a practical matter, the nonparty 
defense will not be as strong as a defense presented by counsel 
16 
whose loyalties are undivided. This is the most likely cause of 
an artificial allocation of negligence. In short, the empty 
c h a i r :ii s a i i e a s y t a r g e t: 
If the percentage of negligence apportioned to a nonparty if 
thus artificially ini-au^a, ./. inevitably follows that the 
percentage c f negl i gence apportioned to the party defendant is 
artificially diminished. If the Inflated percentage apportioned 
to the scapegoat nonparty defendant reaches 50%, ihe party 
defendant will thereby improperly avoid joint and several 
liability. 
As applied to the present case, . . ..-.- .._ v-i-r . . _ -:.u the 
unrepresented nonparty party Dr. Dennis Dobson 67% negligent and 
Day 33% negligent, the Wilson's actual recovery would amount to 
only one 11 lir d of 11 le damages and t:he 1 os s they actua 11 y 
suffered, despite the complete lack of any negligence on the part 
of the Wilsons. 
B. The Nonparty Defense of U.C.A. § 78-27-38 4(a) (1994) • 
Arbitrarily and Unreasonably Imposes a Conflict of 
Interest on Plaintiff's Counsel. 
U.C.A. § ' 78 -27 38 4(a) provides named defendants the 
opportunity to assert the so-called "nonparty defense." The 
statute provides for the trier of fact to determine the 
percentage of negligence of a "phantom" defendant, a strategy 
sometimes called the "empty chair" defense. See Victor E. 
Schwartz, Comparative Negligence § 15-5 (a) (1994). The statute 
unconstitutionally arbitrarily prejudices plaintiffs by requiring 
them to exonerate nonparties. The statute thus flies in the face 
of an essential component of our adversarial system of justice by 
imposing on plaintiffs' counsel a conflict of interest. 
Our adversarial system of justice can properly function only 
when opposing parties are present before the court, making their 
respective arguments, and each side vigorously advocating its own 
position. The trier of fact can render a just decision because 
it has heard from all sides. The whole adversarial process fails 
where a nonparty defense is invoked for because the nonparty 
scapegoat is defenseless. 
To be sure, no court would permit counsel for the plaintiff 
to simultaneously represent a party defendant. Forcing 
plaintiffs' counsel to exonerate nonparty defendants is similarly 
unreasonable and arbitrary. 
C. U.C.A. S 78-27-38 4(a) (1994) Attempted to Cure a 
Violation of Substantive Due Process With a Procedural 
Remedy. 
The only practical difference between the 1994 and earlier 
versions of the statute is now the plaintiff is provided with 
notice that the unreasonable and arbitrary nonparty defense is 
18 
coming. Denial of substantive due process, with notice, is still 
denial of substantive due process. 
D. U.C.A. § 78-27-38 4(a) (1994) Is Neither Necessary Nor 
Reasonably Related to a Legitimate Legislative Purpose. 
The negligence of Dr. Dobson, if any exists, is simply not 
relevant as to the issue of whether Day committed malpractice. 
Dr. Dobson was not there when Day treated Wilson. If Day 
persuades the trier of fact that he was not negligent, then the 
trier of fact will apportion no liability to him — regardless of 
the purported negligence of Dobson. 
If a named defendant believes that a nonparty is primary 
culpable, then it is incumbent upon the named defendant to bring 
the nonparty into the litigation as a third-party defendant. It 
is both unrealistic and patently unfair to expect a trier of fact 
to accurately apportion culpability to persons not there to 
defend themselves. In light of the existing statutory 
protections of the deep pocket's interests, the nonparty defense 
cannot be said to have a real and substantial relation to the 
object sought to attained. Hence, U.C.A. § 78-27-38 4(a) (1994) 
cannot withstand scrutiny under substantive due process. 
II. THE ALLOCATION OF PERCENTAGES OF LIABILITY TO NONPARTIES 
VIOLATES PROCEDURAL DUE PROCESS. 
19 
Procedural due process guarantees that where a party's 
rights are to be affected, a party has a constitutional right to 
be notified, and a right to be heard by an unbiased decision 
maker. Fuentes v. Shevin, 407 U.S. 67, 80-81 (1971) . The 
statutory scheme set forth in U.C.A. § 78-27-38 4(a) (1994) 
violates the Wilson's right to procedural due process. Although 
the notice provisions of the statute seem adequate, Plaintiffs 
are denied a meaningful hearing before an unbiased decision 
maker. To require plaintiffs to exonerate nonparty defendants at 
trial is to unreasonably burden plaintiffs in seeking a fair 
hearing on the merits of their claim. 
The plaintiffs have pleaded a malpractice cause of action 
against Day. However, if Day is permitted to proceed with its 
nonparty defense, the case will be tried, in substantial part, as 
a medical malpractice case against Dr. Dobson. Rather than 
trying the case as a against Day, counsel would be forced to 
shift focus to defend against Day's assertion that Dr. Dobson 
committed malpractice, thus creating bias in the decision maker. 
The imposition of the burden on the Wilsons to mount a full blown 
defense would unreasonably interfere with their hearing on the 
original claim against Day, and would divert the trier of fact's 
20 
attention from the issue of Day's negligence. Hence, the 
Wilsons' right to an unbiased decision maker would be denied. 
Moreover, the nonparties are denied their right to due process 
because they receive no hearing at all. "No principle is more 
vital to the administration of justice than that no man shall be 
condemned in his person or property without notice, and an 
opportunity to make his defense. Lessee v. Otis, 18 Curtis 168, 
171 (184 9). The nonparty defendant finds himself "condemned in 
his person" without "an opportunity to make his defense." Id. 
III. THE ALLOCATION OF PERCENTAGES OF LIABILITY TO NONPARTIES 
VIOLATES PLAINTIFFS' RIGHT TO EQUAL PROTECTION. 
The 14th Amendment to the United States Constitution 
provides that "No state shall ... deny to any person within its 
jurisdiction the equal protection of its laws." The Utah 
Constitution, Article I, § 2 notes that "all free governments are 
founded on [the people's] authority for their equal protection 
and benefit..." 
Equal protection means that similarly situated persons must 
receive similar treatment under the law. Persons receive equal 
protection of the laws of a state "when its courts are open to 
them on the same conditions as to others, with like rules of 
21 
evidence and modes of procedure, for the ... prevention and 
redress of wrongs." Black's Law Dictionary 537 (6th ed. 1991). 
The apportionment of liability to nonparties under U.C.A. § 78-
27-38 4(a) (1994) is a denial of the plaintiffs' right to equal 
protection in two ways. First, the plaintiffs forced to defend 
and exonerate nonparties carry a substantial burden not imposed 
on similarly situated plaintiffs in cases not involving 
nonparties. Second, the actual apportionment of negligence to 
nonparties, and the corresponding reduction in plaintiff's 
recovery, constitute a denial of protection of the law equal to 
plaintiff in cases not involving nonparties. 
A. The Nonparty Defense Provisions of U.C.A. § 78-27-38 
4(a) (1994) Should be Deemed an Infringement on the 
Fundamental Right to Full Legal Redress, and Thus 
Subject to Strict Scrutiny Under an Equal Protection 
Analysis. 
In applying and equal protection analysis, courts must first 
determine the proper test to apply: strict scrutiny, middle-tier, 
or rational basis. If a statute invades a fundamental right or 
discriminates against a suspect class, the validity of the 
statute is subject to strict scrutiny. San Antonio School Dist. 
v. Rodriguez, 411 U.S. 1, 16, (rehg denied) 411 U.S. 959 (1973)). 
In order for a right to be considered fundamental, it must be 
founded within the Utah Declaration of Rights or be a right 
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without which other constitutionally guaranteed rights would have 
little meaning. Id. 
The Utah Constitution's Declaration of Rights Provides in 
part that no person shall be deprived of full legal redress. 
Article I Section 11. The apportionment of liability to an 
unrepresented nonparty has the potential for denying plaintiffs 
their fundamental equal right to be made whole again to the same 
degree as similarly situated plaintiffs, which is the essence of 
the constitutional right to full redress. Allowing an undefended 
nonparty to be held responsible for the actions of the defendant 
creates the risk that the plaintiff will only receive a portion 
of their constitutionally guaranteed full redress. The intent of 
negligence theory is essentially to make the victim whole. 
Because the nonparty scapegoat defense creates the risk that 
victims will be denied their right to be made whole, it is both 
unconstitutional and in conflict with the previously established 
public policy. 
B. Even If a Rational Basis Test, Rather Than Strict 
Scrutiny, Were Applied, § 78-27-38 4(a) (1994) is 
Unconstitutional Because it is not Rationally Related 
to a Legitimate Legislative Purpose. 
When a statute lacks any rational relationship to the 
purpose of the establishment of classifications of persons, the 
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Court does not hesitate to strike it down under a rational basis 
equal protection analysis. Utah Pub. Employees Ass'n v. State, 
610 P.2d 1272, 1273-74 (Utah 1980). In the present case, the 
enactment of the nonparty scapegoat defense is not rationally 
related to a legitimate governmental purpose. U.C.A. § 78-27-38 
4(a) does not provide procedural safeguards. The nonparty 
scapegoat defense unfairly benefits the defendants, strikes at 
the essence of our adversarial system of justice, and creates a 
substantial risk of plaintiff's recovering dramatically and 
unfairly reduced damages. This is not a legitimate legislative 
purpose. The statute is wholly arbitrary and an example of the 
Legislature picking and choosing who will receive benefits 
without making any distinction between the affected classes. 
Hence, the statute cannot pass the rational basis test because it 
is not reasonably related to a legitimate legislative purpose. 
IV. AS A MATTER OF PUBLIC POLICY, THE NONPARTY DEFENSE IS WHOLLY 
UNNECESSARY TO PROTECT DEFENDANTS. 
Striking down the nonparty defense will not prejudice 
defendants because defendants have other options protecting their 
interests. The defendants have a full range of legal remedies to 
ensure that in the final analysis, they do not end up paying a 
disproportionate share of the damages. 
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If a third party has not settled out of the case, the 
defendant may implead the third party as a third-party defendant 
under Rule 20(a) of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure. U.C.A. § 
78-27-38(4) (a) (1994) (each party against whom recovery may be 
allowed "may recover from any defendants whose fault, combined 
with the fault from the persons immune from the suit, exceeds he 
fault of the person seeking recovery...")- The defendants should 
not benefit from a plaintiffs lack of naming a party. If a party 
is dismissed out of the suit, or is immune for any other reasons, 
the statute speaks clearly, and the Utah Supreme Court has spoken 
as to this issue of immune third parties. Sullivan v. Seculor 
Grain, 853 P.2d 877 (1993). If a more culpable third party has 
settled out of the case, the defendant is entitled to a dollar-
for-dollar credit in the amount of the settlement, thereby 
reducing the defendant's liability. U.C.A. § 78-27-38 (4) (a) . 
Finally, if any party actually has to bear a loss occasioned by a 
disproportionately low settlement or an immune party, the loss 
should be borne in a manner consistent with Utah tort law; i.e. 
as between a wholly innocent plaintiff and a defendant who 
wrongfully inflicted the injury, the defendant should pay the 
loss. 
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A. The Defendant Can Seek Relief Through Joining 
Nonparties under Rule 20(a) of the U.R. Civ. P. 
If a defendant believes that the plaintiff has omitted a 
third party through inadvertence or as a deliberate litigation 
tactic, then the defendant has the procedural option to plead the 
third party into the case under Rule 20(a) of the Utah Rules of 
Civil Procedure. Joinder of additional defendants under Rule 
20(a) is the prerogative of plaintiffs and defendants alike. 
Two critical distinctions between a named defendant joining an 
additional party defendant under Rule 20(a) and naming a nonparty 
defendant under U.C.A. § 78-27-38(4) (a) (1994). Examination of 
these two distinctions reveals the inherent unfairness of the 
nonparty defense. 
First, additional party defendants brought into the case 
under Rule 20(a) will be there to defend themselves. The 
additional defendant will be afforded a full opportunity to 
participate in discovery, and at trial can present evidence, make 
objections, and present argument to the trier of fact, along with 
other parties. The fact that they are at risk of incurring 
liability provides the necessary incentive for their defense to 
be vigorous. The nonparty, in contrast, must sit silently by as 
the named defendant's scapegoat, while the named defendant 
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vigorously -- and publicly -- casts the nonparty in the worst 
possible light. The procedure providing the third party the 
opportunity to defend itself is most likely to enable the trier 
of fact to render a just decision as to apportionment of 
liability. 
Second, the practical result of apportionment of fault to 
nonparties, compared to apportionment of fault to named 
defendants, further illustrates the inherent unfairness of the 
nonparty defense. A party defendant who is found to be at fault 
is liable for the plaintiff's damages. The degree of each party 
defendants's liability will be determined according to principles 
of joint and several liability, and in some cases, comparative 
negligence. In contrast, when fault is apportioned to a nonparty 
defendant, such apportionment can effectively deny the plaintiff 
the full measure of the damages, even where the plaintiff is 
completely innocent. 
SECTION 2. 
V. THE TRIAL COURT COMMITTED PLAIN ERROR IN DISALLOWING 
RELEVANT EVIDENCE UNDER UTAH RULE OF EVIDENCE 403 AND 609 
A. The Trial Court Erred and Abused its Discretion in 
Denying Plaintiff to Enter into Evidence an Order 
Revoking the License of Defendant Dentist for Purposes 
of Impeaching the Witness When the Order was a Result 
of Defendant's Fraud and Deception of Prior Clients and 
Insurance Carriers. 
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Utah Rule of Evidence 609(a)(2) states "evidence that any 
witness has been convicted of a crime shall be admitted if it 
involved dishonesty or false statement, regardless of the 
punishment." U.R.E. 609(a)(2) (1996). In this case the 
plaintiffs sought to introduce evidence which would impeach the 
defendant's testimony. 
The evidence, plaintiff's Exhibit's One and Two, are orders 
and findings of fact by the Division of Occupational & 
Professional Licensing of the Department of Commerce of the State 
of Utah. The Order and Stipulation and the Findings of Fact and 
Conclusions of Law, find the Defendant guilty of numerous 
fraudulent acts and unhealthy practices. These exhibits, inter 
alia, find that the Defendant billed patient's insurance for work 
he did not perform, or for inadequate performance. It found that 
the Defendant's records were flawed and incomplete, performed 
blatantly unnecessary surgeries on patients, and did not sanitize 
drill bits, called burrs, between patients. Among these 
exhibits were affidavits from the Defendant's former employees 
attesting to hazardously unsanitary conditions, patient's who's 
mouths became infected after being treated by the Defendant and 
of the Registered Sanitarian of the City and County Health 
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Department found that conditions at the Defendant's dental 
offices were hazardously unsanitary. Plaintiff's Exhibit One. 
However, the trial court under its U.R.E. 403 broad discretionary 
powers found that these exhibits and this evidence was unfairly 
prejudicial and that it would mislead the jury and did not allow 
the Plaintiff to introduce the evidence for impeachment purposes. 
Reporter's Partial Transcript of Proceedings, 3-9; Notice of 
Signing and Entry of Order and Judgment. 
In denying the Plaintiff to introduce this evidence the 
court committed prejudicial error against the Plaintiff. The 
Plaintiff's evidence was that of a conviction for fraud and 
deceptive practices. The Occupational & Professional Licensing 
Department specifically found such fraud as it related to billing 
insurance providers for work which was not performed. Further, 
the Defendant defrauded his patients by committing unnecessary 
surgeries which he told them they needed. Plaintiff's Exhibit 
One. 
Rule 609 specifically allows for the admittance of this kind 
of evidence regardless of Rule 403. Rule 609 says that evidence 
of a conviction of crime involving dishonesty or false statement 
"shall be admitted." Rule 609(a)(2). Plaintiff told the trial 
court that the evidence was being sought to be admitted for the 
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purposes of impeaching the Defendant, who was a witness in the 
case. Ld. Despite Plaintiff's averment the trial court still 
did not allow the introduction of the evidence. However, 
according to Evidence by Mueller & Kirkpatrick, there is no 
discretionary power to exclude felony convictions based on fraud 
or false statements regardless if the trial court finds that the 
instruction of such evidence would be unfairly prejudicial to the 
other party. P. 622-23 (1996). The United States Supreme Court 
in Green v. Bock Laundry Mach. Co. implied that while there is 
discretion to exclude evidence under 609(a) (1) for unfair 
prejudice, under 609(a) (2) the discretion does not exist. 490 
U.S. 504 (1989) . Although this case related to the Federal Rules 
of Evidence, it is proper to analogize them to the Utah Rules of 
Evidence because the Utah rules track the Federal Rules almost 
verbatim. 
Federal courts have followed this rule of automatically 
allowing 609(a)(2) evidence. United States v. Morrow, 923 F.2d 
427, 431 (6th Cir. 1991); Altobello v. Borden Confectionery 
Products, Inc.. 872 F.2d 215, 216 (7th Cir. 1989); United States 
v. Bay, 762 F.2d 1314, 1317-1318 (9th Cir. 1984). Rule 609(a),2) 
expresses the judgment that crimes involving dishonesty or 
statement have special probative worth on veracity. These type 
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of convictions are, therefore, automatically admissible to 
impeach unless one of the express exceptions applies - the ten-
year rule and the limits on juvenile adjudications. U.R.E. 
609(a)(2). The rule itself states what the federal courts have 
held. The keys are the strong verb used three times in U.R.E. 
609(a), convictions "shall be admitted," coupled with the absence 
from the 609(a)(2) of any reference to exclusion for unfair 
prejudice. At the federal level any doubt about this variation 
was dispelled by the 1990 amendment to the Federal Rules of 
Evidence that adjusted the treatment of 609(a) (1) felonies 
without making any change for 60 9(a) (2) convictions. F.R.E. 
609(a) (1) and 609(a) (2). This is significant because the 
amendment came in response to Green that implied there is no 
discretion to exclude them. F.R.E. 609(a)(1) and 609(a)(2) 
(1996); Mueller & Kirkpatrick, p. 629 (1996). The State of Utah 
follows the federal cases which allow this type of evidence in 
the face of judicial discretion. State v. Wright said of this 
type of evidence "if honesty was involved, evidence of the prior 
conviction is automatically admissible under 609(a) (2)." 765 
P.2d 12 (Utah App. 1988). 
In the case at bar the trial judge did not allow the 
Plaintiff to address the convictions which were based on fraud 
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and untruthful statements to patients and insurance providers 
even though Plaintiffs asserted that this evidence would be 
introduced for impeachment purposes. Reporter's Partial 
Transcript of Proceedings 4-11. Additionally, the court did not 
allow evidence to be admitted which was the bases of the Findings 
of Fact and Conclusions of Law of these convictions which plainly 
fall within 609(a)(2). 
B. Whether the Trial Court Erred in Denying Plaintiff to 
Enter into Evidence Detailed Accounts of an Employee of 
Defendant Dentist's Lack of Sanitizing Instruments, 
Providing a Sterile Environment and Habit of Providing 
a Negligent Standard of Care to His Patients. 
The trial court erred in not allowing Plaintiff to enter 
into evidence detailed accounts of an employee who had witnessed 
the negligent standard of care regularly given to the Defendant 
Dentist's patients. The accounts were specifically relied on by 
the State of Utah's Division of Occupational & Professional 
Licensing in its Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law. In the 
division's Stipulation and Order finding the Defendants Dentist 
guilty of False or Fraudulent Insurance Claim, Communication 
Fraud and Pattern of Unlawful Activity. Plaintiff's Exhibit 2. 
This order fall within the parameters of Rule 609(a)(2). The 
account of the Defendant Dentist's negligent standard of care, 
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being part of the division's finding of fact, would then be 
admittable under 609. 
The trial court refused to allow the Plaintiff to admit into 
evidence detailed accounts of the Defendant not changing drill 
bits between patients, using the same gloves and instruments on 
numerous patients without sanitizing them, and the Defendant 
leaving foreign objects being left in patients teeth and gums. 
These detailed accounts came from a journal kept by one of the 
Defendant's employees and affidavits from various other 
employees. 
The employees' evidence was directly cited in the Licensing 
Division's Findings of Fact and Conclusion of Law. Plaintiff's 
Exhibit 1. This evidence was also the basis for revoking the 
Defendant's license to practice dentistry and finding him guilty 
on numerous charges of fraud. Plaintiff's Exhibit q. This 
evidence, being the basis for which the fraud conviction were 
founded, like the convictions themselves come in under 609(a) (2) 
and their exclusion was plain error. 
The blatantly unhealthy practices which were a regular part 
of the Defendant's practice were not allowed to come in, and 
therefore, the jury could not have made a rationale proximate 
cause determination for the Plaintiff's injuries. Such error is 
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obviously prejudicial to the Plaintiffs constitutional right to a 
fair trial. 
C. The Trial Court Improperly Applied Rule 4 03 and 
Excluded Relevant Evidence at Trial Which Should Not 
Have Been Excluded Under 403. 
The appropriate standard of review in Utah for a trial 
court's determination that evidence should be excluded under rule 
403 is abuse of discretion. Nay v. General Motors Corp., GMC 
Truck Div.. 850 P.2d 1260 (Utah 1993); State v. Dunn, 850 P.2d 
1201, 1221 (Utah 1993) . Given the facts that surrounds this case 
it is clear that the trial courts actions were an abuse of 
discretion. 
Under U.R.E. 4 03 a trial court may exclude relevant evidence 
if its "probative value is substantially outweighed by the danger 
of unfair prejudice, confusion of the issues, or misleading the 
jury . . . ." U.R.E. 403. In making this determination the 
court must assess the probative value of the proffered item as 
well as the harmful consequences specified in 403 that might flow 
from its admission. United States v. Flanagan, 34 F.3d 949, 953 
(10th Cir. 1994). 
If there is doubt as to the existence of unfair prejudice or 
any possible 403 maladies that may effect a trial, the Tenth 
Circuit Court of Appeals has held that it is better to admit the 
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evidence, taking necessary precautions by way of contemporaneous 
instructions to the jury followed by additional admonition in the 
charge, rather than to flat out deny the evidence. United States 
v. Primrose, 718 F.2d 1484, 1491-1492 (10th Cir. 1983). 
Consequently, the rules of evidence favor admissibility unless 
the probative value of the evidence is so low so as to be 
substantially outweighed by its unfair prejudicial effect. 
In the case at bar the trial court never made that 
determination. It simply stated that the evidence was unfairly 
prejudicial and that is would mislead the jury. Reporters 
Partial Transcript 5-9. The evidence was not weighed so as to 
make the determination that its probative value was substantially 
outweighed by its unfair prejudice. The record seems to suggest 
that: it was weighed to some degree and that the evidence was 
prejudicial. Evidence is by its nature prejudicial, and this is 
why the rules provide that the evidence's potential for unfair 
prejudice must substantially outweigh its probative value. 
Utah case law specifically recognizes that the evidence's 
potential for unfair prejudice must substantially outweigh its 
probative value. Dikeou v. Osborn, 881 P.2d 943 (Utah App. 
1994). The trial court in the case at bar merely recited that 
the evidence would be confusing and unfairly prejudicial without 
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stating a rationale. Trial courts generally should give their 
rationale for excluding evidence under rule 403. However, the 
trial court in this case did not, it blindly asserted that the 
evidence would be unfairly prejudicial without ever stating why. 
Specifically to medical malpractice cases, like the case at bar, 
evidence is generally inadmissible if by its nature it is so 
unfairly prejudicial that it substantially outweighs its 
probative value. Examples are death-scenes or pictures which are 
gruesome in nature. However, such evidence is allowed so long as 
it is material and is not calculated to arouse the sympathies and 
prejudices of the jury. Lucas v. HCMF Corp, 384 S.E.2d 92 (Va. 
1989); Moore v. Swoboda, 571 N.E.2d 1056 (111. App. 4 Dist. 
1991); Georgia Osteopathic Hosp. Inc. v. O'Neal, 403 S.S.2d 235 
(Ga. App. 1991). The evidence at the case at bar is not so 
gruesome so as to arouse the sympathies of the jury. Its 
intention was to impeach the Defendant witness who could answer 
less than truthfully regarding these convictions and employee 
observations without fear of impeachment by Plaintiff's counsel 
because the trial court would not allow the evidence to be 
admitted. The evidence falls squarely within the parameters of 
relevant evidence which the jury should have been allowed to 
consider before making a liability determination. 
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Therefore, the trial court erred in applying rule 403 to the 
case at bar. It neither weighed the evidence and made a 
determination that its probative value was substantially 
outweighed by the potential for misleading the jury or unfair 
prejudice nor did the trial court state why the evidence would 
mislead the jury or be unfairly prejudicial. Furthermore the 
type of evidence which was excluded is not the type that is 
usually kept out under 403 in medical malpractice cases. 
Consequently, the evidence was improperly denied admittance into 
evidence and the jury is without bases to make a fair 
determination of liability and thus the Plaintiffs were denied 
their right to a fair trial and determination of the issues. 
CONCLUSION 
For the foregoing reasons Plaintiff/Appellant respectfully 
requests this Court reverse the decision of the lower court in 
this matter and grant a new trial so that these issues may be 
properly resolved. 
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REQUEST FOR ORAL ARGUMENT 
Petitioners hereby request that this matter be set for oral 
argument before the above-entitled court. 
Dated and signed this 5 C day of/Il/iA, , 1997. 
Alien\K. Yqung 
Attorney of" Record for Appellant 
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A P P E A R A N C E S 
FOR THE PLAINTIFF: 
FOR THE DEFENDANT: 
ALLEN K. YOUNG 
YOUNG KESTER & PETRO 
101 East 200 South 
Springville, UT 84663 
DAVID G. WILLIAMS 
SNOW, CHRISTENSEN & MARTINEAU 
10 Exchange Place #1100 
Salt Lake City, UT 84111 
COMPUTER-AIDED TRANSCRIPTION 
PROVO, UTAH; JUNE 18, 1996; A.M. SESSION 
(REPORTER'S NOTE: The following is 
the proffer to the court re expert 
witness testimony given during 
trial proceedings in the 
above-entitled case held in open 
court out of the presence of the 
jury:) 
THE COURT: Please be seated. All right. 
Mr. Williams, approach the bench and make your record 
as to this line of questions, then Mr. Young may 
respond and make his record as well. 
MR. WILLIAMS: Yes, thank you, your Honor. 
I object to this line of questioning because 
it's not relevant. It is intended only to get into 
the area the court has excluded concerning licensure 
and other incidents. There's no other possible reason 
to be talking about burrs, or standard of care with 
burrs, or cleaning of burrs. There is no issue in 
this case about whether burrs were cleaned adequately 
or appropriately. It's never been a claim in this 
case. It's simply an effort to get in through the 
back door what the court has told Mr. Young he can't 
get in. 
And in addition to that, your Honor, I'd like 
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to make an objection. I think counsel is getting --
treading dangerously close -- to what we have been 
talking about in chambers for quite some time. He 
referred to Dr. Day -- in questioning Dr. Day to the 
license he had, in the past tense, and said that was 
your license. I think he is trying to absolutely get 
across to the jury what the court has told him he 
can't say, and I object to that. I hope it hasn't 
prejudiced the jury to this point. I think it would 
be grounds for a mistrial. I'm not making that motion 
at this time, but I would like a little better 
adherence to the court's rulings. Thank you. 
MR. YOUNG: Your Honor, the allegation in 
this case is that Dr. Day used substandard care in the 
treatment of my client. Whether or not the doctor 
used a face mask and gas on my client is irrelevant in 
this case. Whether or not he followed the standard of 
care that he is outlining in the cleaning of the 
equipment he is using in my client's case as an issue, 
he will tell you that he did. He will tell you that 
met the standard of care. 
I believe he did not. I have claimed he 
didn't meet the standard of care. I believe he did 
not meet the standard of care with the burrs in this 
case, with the drills in this case, with the mirrors 
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1 in this case; and I believe the evidence that the 
2 state has, I believe, of Deanna Bailey has, all go 
3 directly to the issue of his veracity on this point, 
4 The truth that when he says I followed that 
5 standard of care, I changed burrs in order to drill on 
6 Mr. Wilson, I disagree with that. I believe he did 
7 not, just like he didn't do it any time in his 
8 practice, and I believe I'm entitled to get into that 
9 to show he failed in his standard of care to my 
10 client. 
11 Your Honor, I didn't get into that licensing 
12 at all. It was a fundamental question if he had a 
13 license and talked about what that entitled him to do. 
14 THE COURT: All right. The objection is 
15 sustained. You are not to refer to the state 
16 licensing procedures, the actions of the state, or the 
17 specific cases that were used by the state to result 
18 in revocation of his license. I have already 
19 indicated -- I think I did in chambers, even on the 
20 record, even under Rule 403 — I thought, and do find, 
21 that is unfairly prejudicial in this case. It's 
22 misleading to the jury. It would be confusing of the 
23 issues and would be trying other issues and other 
24 cases that would be unfair in this case. 
25 MR. YOUNG: Your Honor, may I speak to that? 
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THE COURT: I'm not going to allow you to 
refer to Deanna Bailey's notes. I'm not going to 
allow you to refer to the proposed exhibits that were 
provided to me -- I believe they were yesterday -- for 
the same reasons. I don't find they go to the issue 
of truthfulness under 608(b) that you are entitled to 
cross-examine on. I think they go to specific bad 
acts, evidence of other bad acts, other conduct of the 
witness which the rule is designed to exclude, and 403 
is available for the court to consider in the weighing 
process. 
I'm trying to keep the evidence in this case 
on the care and treatment or lack thereof as it 
relates to Randy Wilson, and not other patients, not 
other cases, and keep the trial focused in that area, 
Mr. Young. 
I want you to clearly understand that so 
there's no further reference to his violation of the 
standard of care in other cases, in other instances. 
Okay? 
MR. YOUNG: Thank you. May I speak? 
THE COURT: Yes. 
MR. YOUNG: Thank you. Your Honor, I'm 
trying to try this case very carefully. I have not 
nor do I intend to mention the licensure hearing or 
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Deanna Bailey. But I intend to see if this man's 
veracity is correct, so I have to have what the 
standard of care is. There has to be a standard of 
care established to see if he violated it. 
THE COURT: Veracity and specific bad acts, 
conduct of the witness, are two entirely different 
things. You may cross-examine him as to his veracity 
for truthfulness as a witness, but not as to specific 
bad acts and prior misconduct or lack thereof. 
MR. YOUNG: Your Honor, I'm trying to do 
that. I haven't brought up the licensing. You say 
the objection is sustained. I haven't brought up the 
licensing. I don't intend to. I haven't brought up 
Deanna Bailey's notes. I don't intend to, nor have I 
laid my record about what he says he did, then I'll 
bring it up. If you rule I can't do it, that's fine. 
We are there, then we'll move on. 
THE COURT: Then why are you bringing it up? 
I'm ruling you can't bring it up, so there's no sense 
in asking him about the standard of care and practice 
if it doesn't relate to Randy Wilson. 
MR. YOUNG: Okay. Thank you. And maybe so 
that the record flows clearly, and I'll move along a 
little quicker now, I assume, therefore, your Honor's 
ruling is that my going through the standards of care 
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as they relate to my client and the treatment he gave 
my client, and then when I do that and he says he met 
those standards of care, which he will under any 
circumstance, to challenge his veracity, you will not 
let me refer to Deanna Bailey's notes? 
THE COURT: I don't think that was his 
objection. I won't let you refer to Deanna Bailey's 
notes if it didn't relate to other people, if he 
didn't clean the drill bits on other people on other 
occasions. 
MR. YOUNG: That is the relevance of her 
notes. 
THE COURT: I will not allow you to do that. 
MR. YOUNG: Under any objection? 
THE COURT: Under any objection, 608(b) and 
403, if he wants to bring up Mr. Williams, if he 
intends to bring up violation of the standard of care 
in the treatment of Randy Wilson, and bring in -- ask 
him about whether he did certain procedures as it 
relates to Randy Wilson, do you have any objection to 
having him bringing in other witnesses that may 
impeach his testimony on those points? 
MR. WILLIAMS: My objection now on this issue 
is that he doesn't have any witness who says that 
using burrs caused any injury to Randy Wilson, for 
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example. 
THE COURT: I don't know that. 
MR. WILLIAMS: Well, he has got to lay that 
foundation. Why are we going to spend two hours in 
here talking about standard of care for burrs when 
it's not an issue in the case? 
THE COURT: I don't know if it is or isn't. 
Mr. Young is telling me it is; you're telling me it 
isn't. 
MR. YOUNG: I'll tell you the overall care he 
used with Randy Wilson is substandard and I think 
Mr. Williams and I both agree where I'm going. I 
don't want to mislead the court. We'll both talk 
about where I'm going. I want him to lay out the 
standard of care, then I am going to ask him if he met 
them in the Randy Wilson case; then it would be my 
plan and a lot of tomorrow is going to be taken up 
with calling people that said he never followed his 
own standard of care in these cases. 
THE COURT: With Randy Wilson? 
MR. WILLIAMS: He is talking about other 
people. 
people. 
MR. YOUNG: No. I'm talking about other 
THE COURT: I'm not going to allow you to do 
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that. 
MR. YOUNG: I want the record clear. 
THE COURT: Other patients and other 
circumstances. I think I have made the record very 
clear, I'm not going to allow you to do that. If you 
have otherwise that you intend to use to impeach 
Dr. Day regarding his treatment of Randy Wilson, and 
he failed to comply with the standard of care in his 
treatment of him, I'll consider that, and in all 
likelihood allow you to do that under the rules. 
MR. YOUNG: Your Honor, I think we understand 
each other. 
THE COURT: Just so the record is clear. 
MR. YOUNG: I don't have a nurse that was 
working for him while he worked on Randy Wilson as an 
expert. I have a nurse that has worked before and 
after and filing with the state, that are public 
records, and I believe I'm entitled to ask him about 
those. If you tell me I'm not, I'll move on. 
THE COURT: I think I'd say that you're not. 
MR. YOUNG: Frankly, what I have been doing 
is laying a foundation, then, to ask those questions 
out of the presence of the jury, so maybe we ought to 
just terminate this real quickly right now. 
THE COURT: Move on. I thought if you're 


























laying a foundation to impeach his testimony on the 
standard of care with other witnesses as it relates to 
Randy Wilson, I'll allow you to proceed. If you're 
not, it isn't relevant for the reasons that I have 
stated. 
MR. YOUNG: I'm laying foundation to impeach 
the character as it relates to all patients he had. 
THE COURT: And the objection is sustained. 
It's not relevant or it's relevant, but it's highly 
prejudicial under 403. It's not allowed in my view in 
608(b). 
MR. YOUNG: Thank you. Now the record is 
made, I appreciate it. 
THE COURT: Okay. Anything further, 
Mr. Williams? 
MR. WILLIAMS: No, thank you. 
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PROVO, UTAH; JUNE 1 7 ; P .M. SESSION 
P R O C E E D I N G S 
(REPORTER'S NOTE: The following is 
an excerpt of trial proceedings 
held in the above-entitled case:) 
THE COURT: Counsel, call your first witness. 
MR. YOUNG: Your Honor, may we approach the 
bench? 
THE COURT: Yes. 
(Bench conference held off the 
record.) 
THE COURT: Ladies and gentlemen of the jury, 
we are out of time tonight. It's 5:00. And as you 
can see in the trial, we'll be ready to call the first 
witness. Rather than keep you into the evening 
tonight, you've been here for quite a while today, I'm 
going to let you go home. The rest of us are going to 
stay for some other matters that need to be considered 
and have you come back tomorrow morning at 10:00. 
We can't start every morning at 9:00. I wish 
we could, but the Court has other matters I have to 
deal with and other cases for an hour before we start 
the case at 10. So we'll have you come back at 
10 a.m. to begin with the testimony. 
Remember my admonitions. Don't talk to 
^ 
1 anyone tonight about the case. You're instructed not 
2 to do that. Don't let anyone talk to you about it. 
3 Don't express or form any opinions about it until the 
4 matter has been finally submitted to you for your 
5 deliberations. 
6 Members of the jury you may be excused until 
7 tomorrow at 10 a.m. Everyone else remain in the 
8 courtroom. 
9 (The following proceedings were 
10 held in open court after the jury 
11 left the courtroom:) 
12 THE COURT: Please be seated. Okay. 
13 I Mr. Toung, I understand that Dr. Dobson is here and 
14 you'd like to call him for purposes of making a 
15 proffer as to what you would --
16 MR. YOUNG: Yes, your Honor. I haven't had 
17 the opportunity to talk to Dr. Dobson at all since 
18 last night when I went over his testimony. I would 
19 like maybe five or ten minutes so I can explain what 
20 the issues are. 
21 THE COURT: How long do you anticipate 
22 tonight? I know the court staff has been here all 
2 3 J day. 
MR. YOUNG: It's my plan to only go over 24 
25 those items that he has considered that you are 
1 looking at, in other words, the DeAnne Bailey report 
2 and the state report and how it affects his opinions 
3 and whether or not these are documents that would be 
4 normally used to form opinions. 
5 THE COURT: Let's take a short ten-minute 
6 recess to let you do that. We'll try to reconvene at 
7 5:15, and hopefully we will be able to be excused at a 
8 reasonable time. 
9 MR. YOUNG: 15 or 20 minutes. 
10 THE COURT: The Court is in recess. 
11 (Brief recess taken.) 
12 THE COURT: Please be seated. 
13 Are you ready to proceed, Mr. Young? 
14 MR. YOUNG: I am, your Honor. Thank you. 
15 Your Honor. I'd call Dr. Dennis Dobson. 
16 Doctor, will you stand and be sworn and then 
17 take a seat. 
18 DR. DENNIS DOBSON, 
19 called as a witness by the Plaintiff, was duly 
20 sworn and testified as follows: 
21 DIRECT EXAMINATION 
2 2 BY MR. YOUNG: 
23 Q. Doctor, thank you for staying over a few 
24 minutes tonight so we can get this matter cleared up. 
25 MR. WILLIAMS: Allen, could I get you to move 
1 the pulpit one way or the other? 
2 MR. YOUNG: You bet. 
3 MR. WILLIAMS: Thanks. 
4 Q. (BY MR. YOUNG) Would you state your name 
5 please, sir. 
6 A. Dennis L. Dobson. 
7 Q. And where do you reside, sir? 
8 A. Here in Provo, Utah. 
9 Q. And would you -- well, forget as briefly as 
10 possible. Would you tell me about your college 
11 education. 
12 A. Graduated from Brigham Young University in 
13 zoology in 1974. I graduated George Town Dental 
14 School in 1978. I then did two years of service with 
15 the public health service as a dentist, and then I 
16 went into my oral and maxillofacial surgical training 
17 in 1980 through '83 and finished the residency then. 
18 And I've been in practice since 1983 here in Provo. 
19 Q. Here in Provo? 
20 A. Uh-huh. 
21 Q. Doctor, so you have a dental degree? 
22 A. That's correct. 
23 Q. And then you actually practiced dentistry for 
24 a period of time? 
25 A. That's correct. 
1 Q. And where did you practice dentistry? 
2 A. With the public health service. I was 
3 actually located on Teec Nos Pos, Arizona, which is on 
4 the Navajo reservation. 
5 Q. You filled teeth and did ordinary dental 
6 things; is that right? 
7 A. That's correct. 
8 Q. Did you still hold a dental license in Utah? 
9 A. I do. 
10 Q. Do you hold a dental license in other states? 
11 I A. I do, in Oregon and Arizona. 
12 Q. And do you hold a maxillofacial surgical 
13 license here in Utah? 
14 A. I do. 
15 Q. In your practice of maxillofacial surgery do 
16 you often see other dentists' work? 
17 A. All the time. 
18 Q. And is it fair to say that you see some good 
19 work and maybe some bad work? 
20 A. Oh, absolutely. I see the range. I probably 
21 see the gamut from the poorest to the best. 
22 J Q. And the surgery you did on Randy Wilson, is 
that kind of something you do on a fairly regular 23 
24 basis? 
25 A. On individuals. But depending upon the 
case -- Randy's was a little bit different. He was a 
little bit young to have all of his teeth removed. 
But, yeah, I do that type of surgery on a regular 
basis. 
Q. I have asked you to come to this court before 
this jury and render some opinions; is that true? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. And I have asked you to gather all of the 
information that you believe is necessary to render an 
opinion about the care that Randy got at the hands of 
Dr. Day, particularly for the period of time February 
of '91 through March of '91; is that true? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. And you're prepared to render opinions about 
that? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. I have also asked you to gather the 
information that you believe is important and relevant 
to determine an opinion as to whether or not the 
endocarditis that Randy Wilson suffered in 1992 was 
caused or was -- a proximate cause of which was the 
care and treatment given to Randy Wilson in 1991 by 
Dr. Day; is that correct? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. And you are prepared to render opinions about 
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that before the jury? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Doctor, I have provided you now Dr. Day's 
record; is that right? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. I have provided you his charts. 
A. That's correct. 
Q. There are two x-rays I've provided you that 
Dr. Day had prepared on 2/28/91. 
A. Yes, I believe so. 
Q. And one on March 4th, '91. 
A. I believe so. 
Q. And are those sorts of things important in 
your coming to the opinions that you've come to? 
A. Not only those, but others that I have in my 
possession. 
Q. Yes, and I'm going to walk down through those 
too. 
A. Okay. 
Q. Also at the time you met Randy Wilson you 
came into some -- can you help me with the word that 
means the full mouth x-ray? 
A. The panorex. 
Q. The panorex x-rays that Dr. Reece had made on 
about the 23rd of April of 1992; is that correct? 
9 
A. That's correct. 
Q. And are those important in the opinions you 
have in this case? 
A. Absolutely. 
Q. And I've also provided you with copies of 
Dr. Day's charts and his charting procedures; is that 
true? 
A. That's correct. 
Q, And are those documents important in coming 
to the opinions that you intend to render? 
A. They are. 
Q. And when you render opinions in cases like 
this -- you've not been an expert before; is that 
right? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. But you would want all of the information 
that's available to you that's relevant to the topic; 
is that true? 
A. That's correct. 
MR. WILLIAMS: Your Honor, at this point I'm 
going to object to leading. I haven't until this 
time, but I think now we ought not to lead the witness 
anymore. 
THE COURT: Sustained. Some of it is 
foundational, counsel. I'll allow a certain amount of 
10 
it, but let the witness testify. 
MR. YOUNG: Okay. 
Q. (BY MR. YOUNG) And are the things that 
you've talked about -- in other words, the films, and 
the records, and things like that -- things that you 
would rely upon as an expert to come to opinions? 
A. It's basically all I have to be able to do 
that. 
Q. Okay. I have also shown you a tooth; is that 
correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And it is represented to me that this tooth 
fell out of Randy Wilson's mouth while he was in the 
hospital in March of 1992. I have shown you this 
tooth; is that true? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Is that tooth also important to your opinions 
about the care that Dr. Day rendered in 1991? 
A. That's correct. 
MR. WILLIAMS: Objection, your Honor. I 
think we need some foundation on this tooth. I've 
never seen it. I don't know who claims it came from 
where or whether the doctor can tell us where it came 
from. I doubt he can. 
MR. YOUNG: I provided it to him, your Honor. 
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I intend to lay foundation through Mrs. Wilson. And 
now that the doctor has so graciously agreed to come 
back, we will have laid the foundation on that tooth 
by the time he comes back. I'm just asking him if 
that's important to him in the conclusions he comes 
to. 
THE WITNESS: If indeed this tooth came --
MR. WILLIAMS: Could I just briefly voir dire 
on that? 
THE COURT: You may. 
VOIR DIRE EXAMINATION 
BY MR. WILLIAMS: 
Q. Dr. Dobson, can you identify that tooth? 
A. I can identify that it's a crown, yes. 
Q. Can you tell us what tooth number it is? 
A. No, I cannot. 
Q. And obviously you don't know without somebody 
telling you where it came from or whose tooth it is? 
A. The only thing I can tell you is about the 
crown. And depending upon where it actually came 
from, then an opinion could be render. 
THE COURT: I didn't hear the last comment. 
THE WITNESS: This is a crown, and this 
obviously represents some work. Okay. And based upon 
12 
this, I can render an opinion as to what I think about 
this crown. If this crown can be identified as one of 
Mr. Wilson's, then I can render an opinion as to his 
care . 
Q. (BY MR. WILLIAMS) And my question, 
Dr. Dobson, is can you tell us which tooth in the 
mouth that is? 
A. I cannot. 
Q. You don't even know who did the crown work; 
right? 
A. I've only been told. Now, what I've been 
told depends upon whether that's correct or not. 
MR. WILLIAMS: I would object, your Honor. I 
don't think -- not only don't we have foundation now, 
I don't think we have somebody qualified to lay 
foundation unless we know which tooth this is. We 
don't even know who did the work. We've seen that 
Randy Wilson had all kinds of crowns done by 
Dr. Dehart. Now they want to criticize Dr. Day for 
work that we don't even know he did. 
MR. YOUNG: Your Honor, at this point in time 
all I'm doing is laying foundation that that tooth is 
important to him. I intend through Mrs. Wilson and 
through the x-rays that existed in 1993 to attempt to 
identify where that tooth came from in the mouth. 
13 
1 THE COURT: Subject to the proper foundation 
2 laid --
3 MR, YOUNG: Right. 
4 THE COURT: -- I would allow it. But I would 
5 sustain the objection at this point if the jury were 
6 here to allow the doctor to testify as to his opinion 
7 without further foundation regarding this tooth. 
8 MR. YOUNG: Okay. Yes, sir. And I was just 
9 saying it plays a role in his opinion, so you're on 
10 advice that it does. 
11 
12 DIRECT EXAMINATION (Continued) 
13 BY MR. YOUNG: 
14 Q. Is seeing a tooth like that important -- can 
15 it be important in the opinions that you would intend 
16 to render? 
17 A. Yes. 
18 Q. Why? 
19 A. Because this represents some work done. And 
20 based upon whether or not this is good or bad work, it 
21 obviously affects my opinion. 
22 Q. Right. Thank you. 
23 MR. YOUNG: Your Honor, it's my intent to 
24 show Mrs. Wilson -- have her identify where she got 
25 it, how she got it, and then have Dr. Dobson look at 
1 A 
the x-rays of '93 to see which crowns are missing in 
his mouth. 
THE COURT: All right. 
Q. (BY MR. YOUNG) Doctor, I have also provided 
to you two documents. One is a notice of agency 
hearing, and attached to that are a number of 
affidavits. Have you seen the document that is 
entitled my Plaintiff's Exhibit 1 and the attached 
affidavits? 
A. I have. 
Q. I have also provided to you a document 
entitled Stipulation and Order which also includes a 
document entitled Amended Petition and a petition that 
is on file with the State Professional Licensing and 
the Department of Commerce. Have you studied that 
document as well? 
A. I have looked through it. I have not studied 
it in full detail. 
Q. Are those two documents important to you in 
coming to the opinions that I have asked you to render 
about Dr. Day's treatment? 
A. They are. 
Q. Would they be important to any expert that 
was going to testify about the treatment that Dr. Day 
performed on Randy Wilson in 1991? 
15 
MR. WILLIAMS: I would object to that 
question. This witness testified he's never done 
expert witnessing. He wouldn't even know. 
THE COURT: Sustained. 
Q. (BY MR. YOUNG) They're important to you? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. And they would play a role in your decision 
making? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. I show you a document --
(Discussion held off the record.) 
MR. YOUNG: Your Honor, Mr. Williams pointed 
out to you and me this morning that this didn't have 
an independent exhibit number. It was appended to 
No. 1. 
Q. (BY MR. YOUNG) I show you a document which 
will be marked as No. 40 and ask you if you can see 
this? It purports to be a report on John W. Day from 
a DeAnne Bailey? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And have you read that report? 
A* I've read most of it, not all of it. 
Q. And is that report important to you in coming 
to the opinions you intend to rendered about the 
quality of care and the cause of the endocarditis to 
16 
Mr. Wilson? 
A. It is. 
Q. And these documents -- everything that I've 
discussed with you bolsters or helps the opinions that 
you intend to render? 
MR. WILLIAMS: Same objection, your Honor. 
He's leading again. 
THE COURT: Overruled. 
THE WITNESS: Yes. 
MR. YOUNG: I think that's all I have, your 
Honor. 
CROSS-EXAMINATION 
BY MR. WILLIAMS: 
Q. Dr. Dobson, when you see patients in your 
practice and form opinions about the work performed by 
other dentists -- you do that, I take it. 
A. I do. 
Q. When you do that, you don't review notices of 
agency action before you form your opinions, do you? 
A. No, I rarely have that opportunity. 
Q. You don't review orders from some 
administrative law judge, do you? 
A. I don't because I don't have them available. 
Q. And you don't review affidavits from lay 
17 
people giving conclusions about giving their --
A. Actually --
THE COURT: Just a moment. 
Q. (BY MR. WILLIAMS) You have to let me finish 
my question. 
A. Okay. 
Q. You don't normally review statements or 
affidavits from lay people which give their opinions 
about sanitation issues, do you? 
A. Actually, occasionally I do. 
Q. Okay. 
A. Patients come to me with -- you know, 
reporting certain things, and I have to decide if I 
believe them or not believe them obviously. 
Q. But my question is you don't normally review 
affidavits, do you? 
A. No, no. 
Q. Probably never have done that in forming an 
opinion about the care performed by a dentist, have 
you? 
A. In other cases for depositions. 
Q. You don't normally review logs kept by 
someone reporting their daily observances of dental 
care, do you? 
A. I do not. 
18 
Q. You form opinions every day about dental care 
without reviewing any of those things, don't you? 
A. I do. 
Q. And you don't know what other experts do; 
correct? 
A. Only based upon what they've told me, no. 
Q. It's also true, isn't it, Doctor, that you 
formed your opinions in this case before you ever saw 
Exhibits 1, 2 or 40? 
A. I had some opinions prior to these, yes. 
Q. You expressed those opinions under oath in 
this case before you ever saw those documents, didn't 
you? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. And those opinions were essentially the same 
opinions you plan to give in this trial? 
A. Basically, yes. 
MR. WILLIAMS: That's all I have, your Honor. 
MR. YOUNG: I've just got a few more 
questions. 
REDIRECT EXAMINATION 
BY MR. YOUNG: 
Q. If you were asked to render an opinion by a 
lawyer or by someone else and not just form an opinion 
i Q 
of your own of your care, would it be important to you 
that if there was an eyewitness record of what this 
doctor was doing, that it would be important to you to 
study it in coming to your opinion? 
A. If the eyewitness record was accurate, yes. 
Q. Would it be important to you if there were 
available agency rulings or affidavits from the state 
agency about an individual doctor whose care you were 
considering in terms of an opinion, if they were 
available, that you read them? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Would it be a bad policy not to consider 
those? 
A. If they were available, I think it would be 
poor policy. 
Q. Thank you. 
MR. YOUNG: That's all I have. 
RECROSS-EXAMINATION 
BY MR. WILLIAMS: 
Q. Dr. Dobson, you didn't review those before 
you formed your opinions at the request of a lawyer in 
this case, did you? 
A. I couldn't because I did not know they 
existed. 
20 
1 Q. Did you ask Mr. Young? 
2 A. No, sir. 
3 Q. Did he tell you they existed? 
4 A. No, sir. 
5 Q. You didn't even make any inquiry about it, 
6 did you? 
7 A. No, sir. 
8 Q. You formed your opinion based on the kinds of 
9 things you would normally review; right? 
10 A. That's correct. 
11 MR. WILLIAMS: That's all. 
12 THE COURT: Anything further? 
13 MR. YOUNG: That's all. 
14 THE COURT: You may step down. 
15 MR. YOUNG: Thank you, Doctor. 
16 THE COURT: Counsel, I want to take this 
17 issue under advisement over the evening. It doesn't 
18 seem to be a matter that needs to be decided tonight. 
19 Dr. Dobson will be back to testify, and I will issue a 
20 ruling prior to that without holding him up from 
21 further scheduling. 
22 Is there anything further you'd like to say 
23 or argue on this point regarding these issues tonight? 
24 MR. WILLIAMS: I would just — 
25 THE COURT: Do you want to provide additional 
1 authority to me before he testifies? I'd be happy to 
2 listen to what either one of you would like to say or 
3 consider anything either party would like to provide. 
4 MR. WILLIAMS: I would like to just briefly 
5 comment on what Dr. Dobson has testified to. 
6 THE COURT: You may. 
7 MR. WILLIAMS: The rule requires that the 
8 material relied upon be the kind of material 
9 ordinarily relied upon by experts. The only thing 
10 he's testified is it would be important to him. He 
11 has not testified that it's the kind of thing he would 
12 normally rely on. He's told us he doesn't know what 
13 others would normally rely upon. He doesn't meet the 
14 requirements of the rule. 
15 The rule doesn't say, "Is it important to 
16 you?" It says, "Is it the kind of material ordinarily 
17 relied upon." He didn't testify at all that he would 
18 normally rely on it or others would, so it doesn't 
19 meet the rule. 
20 MR. YOUNG: I would simply say in rebuttal 
21 that that isn't what he said. He said, "If it were 
22 available in a case, I think that you ought to read 
23 J it. It would be improper not to rely on it if there 
were things like this in existence. There are very 24 
25 rarely things like this in existence." 
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THE COURT: I haven't seen the exhibits. 
Would someone please hand them to me. 
MR. YOUNG: Sure. 
THE COURT: I haven't even been told what's 
in them. Do these exhibits run the gauntlet of 
Dr. Day's practice in general? Are there other cases 
that are referred to here? 
MR. WILLIAMS: There are not other legal 
cases. There are other patient cases. 
THE COURT: That's what I meant. I meant 
other patients. 
MR. WILLIAMS: There are other extraneous 
matters referred to, such as I mentioned this morning. 
THE COURT: I remember our prior discussions, 
but I had not seen the documents. From what period of 
time does DeAnne Bailey's report cover on Dr. Day? 
MR. YOUNG: The period of time, your Honor, 
is --
THE COURT: December 30th? 
MR. YOUNG: Yes, of '91 until his last day of 
operation in March of '92 when the State shut him 
down. 
THE COURT: All right. I'll examine the 
documents and what you've both said and take the 
matter under advisement. We'll begin tomorrow at 
23 
1 10 a.m. Is there anything we'll need to talk about 
2 scheduling tomorrow? 
3 MR. YOUNG: No, your Honor. I think that I 
4 intend to call Paul Randle right at 10. He will be 
5 probably an hour or less. He's the damage expert. 
6 And then as soon as I'm done with him, I intend to 
7 call Dr. Day. 
8 THE COURT: All right. Anything further 
9 tonight or anything you need to have brought to my 
10 attention in the morning? Or if you need any ruling 
11 from the Court prior to any of the witnesses 
12 testifying, try to bring it to my attention. I will 
13 try to do the same and consider all of these issues 
14 that we've been talking about today and try to keep 
15 this trial on schedule. Thank you. 
16 We'll be in recess until 10 a.m. tomorrow 
17 morning 
18 MR. YOUNG: Thank you, your Honor 
9 I (An adjournment was taken until 
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ALLEN K. YOUNG (A3583) 
YOUNG & KESTER 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
101 East 200 South 
Sprinaville. Utah 84663 
Telephone: (801)489-3294 
IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
UTAH COUNTY. STATE OF UTAH 
—oooOooo— 
RANDY WILSON, et al. 
Plaintiff, 
JOHN W. DAY, D.M.D.. and 
JOHN DOES I through V, 
Defendant. 
POINTS AND AUTHORITIES 
SUPPORTING PLAINTIFF'S MOTION 
FOR A NEW TRIAL 
Civil No. 930400330 
Judge: Steven Hansen 
—oooOooo-
COMES NOW the plaintiff, by and through counsel. Allen K. Young of Young & 
Kester. and hereby supports the plaintiffs motion for a new trial with the following 
memorandum of points and authorities. 
I. STATEMENT OF FACTS 
1. On Tuesday. June 25, 1996 following seven days of jury trial, the jury 
returned a verdict for the defense. 
2. Previously, pursuant to a defense motion in limine. Judge Steven Hansen 
ruled that evidence offered by the plaintiff regarding Defendant Day's dental license 
revocation and observations bv Deanne Bailv-Fox were to be excluded. 
II. 
MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES 
In relevant part, U.R.C.P. 59 states: 
Subject to the provisions of Rule 61, a new trial may be granted to all or any 
of the parties and on all or part of the issues, for any of the following 
causes; provided, however, that on a motion for a new trial in an action tried 
without a jury, the court may open the judgment if one has been entered, 
take additional testimony, amend findings of fact and conclusions of law 
or make new findings and conclusions, and direct the entry of a new 
judgment: (1) Irregularity in the proceedings of the court, jury or adverse 
party, or any order of the court, or abuse of discretion by which either 
party was prevented from having a fair trial . . . (7) Error in law. 
In this case, the trial court substantially prejudiced the plaintiff in two ways: 1) the 
trial court erred in not allowing the State Disciplinary Proceeding Conclusions of Law and 
Findings of Fact evidence against Defendant Day, and 2) the trial court erred in not 
allowing the testimony of Deanne Baily-Fox regarding the professional office habit of 
Defendant Day's dental office. 
A. The Trial Court Erred By Not Allowing The State's Professional 
Licensing Panel's Report, 
In this case the plaintiff averred negligence on the pan of Defendant Day. 
Specifically, the claim was that Defendant Day rendered care below the standard of care on 
Randy Wilson thereby creating a cause of Randy Wilson's death. As proof that Defendant 
Day was in the regular business habit-as a denust—of treating his patients with substandard 
care, plaintiffs offered the Division of Occupational and Professional Licensing 
Committees findings whereby Defendant Day's license was revoked. Hand in hand with 
this evidence was the testimony of one of Defendant Days dental assistants. DeAnne 
Baily-Fox. who reported that he was in the reguiar habit of treating patients with 
substandard care. The Trial Court excluded this evidence at trial, consequently, prejudicing 
the plaintiff from receiving a fair trial. 
According to Utah Rule of Evidence 406. "Evidence of the habit of a person or of 
the routine practice of an organization, whether corroborated or not and regardless of the 
presence of eyewitnesses, is relevant to prove that the conduct of the person or organization 
on a particular occasion was in conformity with the habit or routine practice." Utah Rule of 
Evidence 406 (1992). The Division of Occupational and Professional Licensing's material 
is public record which sets forth the license holders professional habits, thereby either 
deeming the license holder safe to practice or suspending the license holder from practice 
predicated upon the habit of the professional. In the case of Defendant Day. the Committee 
found multiple, habitual acts which it charged were below the standard of care for dentists 
in Utah, demonstrating that Defendant Day operated below the standard of care not on any 
one particular occasion but as a matter of course. So the argument that the Licensing 
Committee's report would prejudice the defendant as it would implicate the defendant for 
substandard treatment on parties who were not plaintiffs in this action is incorrect. Rather 
the Licensing Committee found and correctly charged that Defendant Day was habitually 
and regularly below the standard of care-information which was crucial to the plaintiff. 
Further, as public record the Division's material not only meets the authentication 
rule (U.R.E. 902) but is also an exception to the hearsay rule (U.R.E. 803(6), (21), (24)). 
The proceeding by the Licensing Committee was performed by a committee of licensed 
Dentists which make up the committee of licensees. In other words, the committee which 
re\oked Defendant Day's license was comprised of fellow practicing dentists who rendered 
expert opinions upon the standard of care of the defendant and concluded that his standard 
of care was negligent, so they revoked his license. In this case, the evidence of the state's 
hearing and that of DeAnne Baily-Fox proved to the state that Dr. Day's office habits were 
below the standard by such a degree that his license as a dentist was revoked. 
This evidence is important to the plaintiffs proof of negligence because Randy 
Wilson was a patient of Dr. Day at the same office and with the same operatories, 
equipment, staff machines, and procedures as those which necessitated revocation of 
Defendant Day's license. Therefore, the findings by the state is particularly germane 
Randy Wilson's case in that the plaintiff in ihis case is dead, and the only available 
evidence of negligence in the condition of Defendant Day's office is the testimony of 
Connie Wilson, Randy's wife, who was not a patient of Defendant Day. The Division of 
Occupational and Professional Licensing (Licensing Committee) charged that during their 
investigation they found that on "several occasions" the condition of Defendant Day's 
operative were below the standard of care, stating that the cold sterilization vat was orange 
with rust, "the instruments were rusty, debris was caked in the instrument drawer, and the 
floor and walls were dirty." Petition of the Division of Occupational and Professional 
Licensing of the Department of Commerce of the State of Utah. p. 4, f j . 
As additional proof of negligence in during the trial, the plaintiff offered expert 
opinion evidence through Dr. Dennis L. Dobson that the Defendant's conduct was below 
the standard of care. Dr. Dobson stated during a hearing on the matter that the stipulation 
and order of the Licensing Commission was important for him in forming opinions 
regarding the defendant's negligence. The importance of the Licensing Committee's report 
to Dr. Dobson was that he could see professional habits of Defendant Day—from the 
Licensing Committee-and compare them with Randy Wilson's chans and records to see if 
there was a pattern of negligence. Dr. Dobson opined that there was negligence regarding 
Randy Wilsons care. Specifically. Dr. Dobson offered opinions concerning Defendant 
Day's charting procedure, stating that Defendant Day's charting procedure was below the 
standard of care. 
However, the defense's expert, Dr. Jay Aldous, opined that Defendant Day's 
charting and record keeping was within the standard of care. However, one of the 
Licensing Committee's charges was that the dental records kept by Defendant Day were 
"flawed and incomplete with no evidence of proper diagnosis or plan of treatment." 
Petition of the Division of Occupational .and Professional Licensing of the Department of 
Commerce of the State of Utah, p. 2. % c. The Licensing Committee-the people who set 
the standard of care for Utah dentists-claimed that Defendant Day's charting was 
negligent, yet plaintiff could not cross examine the Defenses expert, offer as habit 
evidence, or read into the record the Licensing Committee's findings and charges as the 
trial judge had excluded this evidence even though it relates directly to the Defendant's 
negligence and the exception for business habit as stated by Utah Rule of Evidence 406. 
Furthermore, Defendant Day stated, in his defense, that his plea of guilty was 
predicated upon a single act of mistaken billing. Yet the Licensing Committee found that 
there were several instances of over billing. Nonetheless, during trial the plaintiff was 
forbidden by the judge from impeaching the defendant with information from the 
Licensing Committee. Petition of the Division of Occupational and Professional Licensing 
of the Department of Commerce of the State of Utah. p. 4, {l i.\ 
In a similar malpractice case against a dentist, the dentist was able to establish that 
he was in the "habit" of routinely and regularly informing dental patients of the potential 
risks involved in extraction of third molars as was supported by his dental assistants. 
Mever v. United States. 464 F.Supp. 317, 321 iD.Colo. 19^9). affirmed 638 F.2d 155 
(10th Cir.1980). As the Dentist's testimony wa> admissible in Meyer because of the dental 
assistants' corroboration of the dentist's habit for properly receiving informed consent, 
evidence of Defendant Day's routine practice was also admissible, as it illuminated the 
central issue in this case of whether Defendant Day's substandard dental care caused 
infection in the mouth of Randy Wilson. 
As an additional supporting example, a doctor's testimony concerning his practice 
routine was relevant and admissible as "habit" evidence, even when he could not remember 
the specifics of a surgical procedure because he had done the procedure numerous times 
during the length of his career. Salis v. United States. 522 F.Supp. 989. 995 n. 4 
(M.D.Pa. 1981). Similarly, Dr. Day's office routine was and will be shown to be 
consistently substandard, infection causing, and non sanitary, making the evidence of his 
licensing hearing relevant, and probative. 
Finally, the plaintiffs experts have the right to use and testify about the nature of 
Dr. Day's professional hearings as it will help then to properly evaluate and then effectively 
communicate to the jury their expert opinions. Utah Rules of Evidence 70? states. 
The facts or data in the particular case upon which an expert bases an 
opinion or inference may be those perceived by or made known to the 
expert at or before the hearing. If of a type reasonably relied upon by 
experts in the particular field in forming opinions or inferences upon the 
subject, the facts or data need not be admissible in evidence. URE 703 
(1992). 
Further. Rule 702 of the Utah Rules of Evidence states, "If scientific, technical, or other 
specialized knowledge will assist the trier of fact to understand the evidence or to determine 
a fact in issue, a witness qualified as an expert by knowledge, skill, experience, training, or 
education, may testify thereto in the form of an opinion or otherwise." URE 702 (1993). 
Pursuant to these statutes, the experts called by the plaintiff may use the information from 
Dr. Day's professional hearings and his criminal information in order to formulate their 
expert opinion. The experts are then allowed to inform the jury of their opinion explaining 
the information which allowed then to formulate such an opinion. 
III. CONCLUSION 
Based upon the foregoing, the plaintiff was substantially prejudiced by the 
misinterpretation of law by the trial judge resulting in harmful error and a defense verdict. 
Therefore, the plaintiff prays that the trial court will set aside the verdict and order a new 
trial. 
DATED this da\ of , 1996 
ALfe£N\ 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
MAILING CERTIFICATE 
I hereby certify that I mailed a true and correct copy of the foregoing, postage pre-
to the following: 
David Williams 
Snow. Christensen, Martineau 
10 Exchange Place, Eleventh Floor 
Post Office Box 45000 
Salt Lake Citvr UT 84145 
DATED this dav of , 1996. 
Jeffrey D. Gooch 
Law Clerk 
ALLEN K. YOUNG (A3583) 
YOUNG & KESTER 
Attomevs for Plaintiff 
101 East 200 South 
Sprineville. Utah 84663 
Telephone: (801)489-3294 
IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
UTAH COUNTY. STATE OF UTAH 
—oooOooo— 
RANDY WILSON, et al. 
Plaintiff. 
JOHN W. DAY, D.M.D.. and 
JOHN DOES I through V. 
Defendant. 
REQUEST FOR ORAL ARGUMENT 
Civil No. 930400330 
Judge: Steven Hansen 
—oooOooo— 
COMES NOW the plaintiff, by and through counsel. Allen K. Young of Young & 
Kester. and hereby requests oral argument for Plaintiffs Motion for a New Trial pursuant 
to Rule 4-501i3)(b) of The Utah Code of Judicial Administration. 
DATED this davof ., 1996. 
Attomev for Plaintiff 
D 
DAVID G. WILLIAMS (A3481) 
TERENCE L. ROONEY (A5789) 
SNOW, CHRISTENSEN & MARTINEAU 
Attorneys for Defendant 
John W. Day, D.M.D. 
10 Exchange Place, Eleventh Floor 
Post Office Box 45000 
Salt Lake City. Utah 84145 
Telephone: (801)521-9000 
RECEIVED 
JUL 2 51996 
YOUNG & KESTER 
IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF UTAH COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
RANDY WILSON. Now Deceased and 
CONNIE WILSON. Individually and as 
the Personal Representative of The 
Estate of RANDY WILSON, CHERYL 
DIAMOND, TAMMI FREEMAN, 
SUSAN YOUNG as Guardian of JOHN 
WILSON. BRANDON WILSON, and 
PENNY WILSON, Minor Children, 
Plaintiffs, 
v« 
JOHN W. DAY. D.M.D. and JOHN 
DOES I through V, 
Defendants. 
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION 
TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR 
NEW TRIAL 
Civil No. 930400330 
Judge Steven L. Hansen 
Defendant John W. Day, D.M.D. submits his Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiffs' 
Motion for Neu Trial. 
STTMMARY OF FACTS 
1. Plaintiffs brought a wrongful death action against Defendant alleging that 
Defendant's dental treatment was negligent and caused bacterial endocarditis which caused the 
death of Plaintiffs' decedent. 
2. Pursuant to Defendant's Motion in Limine, the Court excluded evidence offered 
by Plaintiffs regarding the revocation of Defendant's dental license about one year after Defendant 
last treated Mr. Wilson and regarding alleged observations by a dental assistant subsequent to 
treatment of Plaintiffs' decedent. 
3. On June 25, 1996. following a seven day jury trial, a verdict was returned for the 
Defendant. 
4. Plaintiffs now bring a Motion for New Trial based on the exclusion of evidence. 
ARGUMENT 
THE DECISION TO EXCLUDE THE PROFFERED EVIDENCE 
WAS A PROPER EXERCISE OF THE COURT'S DISCRETION 
AND DOES NOT CONSTITUTE GROUNDS FOR A NEW TRIAL. 
Plaintiffs rely on Rule 406 of the Utah Rules of Evidence which provides "Evidence of the 
habit of a person or of the routine practice of an organization, whether corroborated or not and 
regardless of the presence of eyewitnesses, is relevant to prove that the conduct of the person or 
organization on a particular occasion was in conformity with the habit or routine practice/' 
However, as with it's counterpart in the Federal Rules of Evidence, Rule 406 addresses only 
relevancy, leaving the question of admissibility to be resolved under other applicable rules. See 
i 
2 Christopher B. Meuller and Laird C. Kirkpatrick. Federal Evidence §123 (2d Ed. 1994). Rule 
403 provides u[a]lthough relevant, evidence may be excluded if its probative value is substantially 
outweighed by the danger of unfair prejudice, confusion of the issues, or misleading the jury, or 
by considerations of undue delay, waste of time, or needless presentation of cumulative evidence." 
Utah R.Evid.403. The Utah Supreme Court has said "[circumstantial evidence, although 
relevant, may nevertheless be excluded by reason of the genera! principal that the usefulness of 
the evidence is more than counter-balanced by its disadvantageous effects in confusing the issues 
before the jury, or in creating an undue prejudice in excess of its legitimate probative weight/ 
Terrv v. Zions Coop. Mercantile Inst.. 605 P.2d 314, 322 (Utah 1979), overruled QU Other 
grounds by McFarland v. Skaggs Cos. Inc.. 678 P.2d 298 (Utah 1984). In the case at bar, the 
Court properly concluded that evidence regarding the license proceedings concerning matters 
which occurred subsequent to the time of plaintiff s alleged injury had the potential to confuse the 
issues before the jury and to create an undue prejudice exceeding the probative value of such 
evidence. 
Plaintiffs cite two cases in support of applying Rule 406 to the findings of the dental board. 
In the first case, a dentist was allowed to admit evidence of his customary practice, over a period 
of several years prior to the matter in question, of warning patients of the risks of certain 
procedures. Meyer v. United States 464 F.Supp. 317, 321 (D.Colo. 1979). affirmed. 638 F.2d 
155 (10th Cir. 1980). In the second case, a physician's prior experience with thousands of 
angiography patients over the course of his career was admissible to show that his medical 
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judgment in the matter in question was consistent with his routine custom and practice. Sal is V. 
United States. 522 F.Supp 989, 995, n.4 (M.D. Pa. 1981). Neither case involves the findings 
of an administrative review board, and in both cases the pattern of routine practice admitted was 
established over a period of years prior to the matter in question. Thus, they are factually 
distinguished from the case at bar, in which Plaintiffs seek to admit evidence of behaviors which 
relate to a period of time approximately a year after the alleged injury to the deceased. Plaintiffs 
offer no authority to support the use of Rule.406 as a basis for admitting evidence of a custom 
or practice which post-dates the matter in question. 
Plaintiffs also argue that the proceedings should be admitted under the public records 
exception to the hearsay rule. However, the advisory committee note to Rule 803 states that it 
is substantially similar to Rule 63(15) of the 1971 Utah Rules of Evidence, the explanatory note 
to which was quoted by the Utah Supreme Court: "[Rule 63(15)] is not designed to permit the 
admission of a judgment or finding of fact of a court or administrative body for the purpose of 
proving the matters upon which such judgment or finding of fact were based." Bridges v. Union 
Pacific R.R. Co. 488 P.2d 738, 740 (Utah 1971). 
Finally, Plaintiffs argue that Rule 702 provides grounds for the admission of the Licensing 
Division's Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law. Rule 702 states: "If scientific, technical or 
other specialized knowledge will assist the trier of fact to understand the evidence or to determine 
a fact in issue, a witness qualified as an expert. . . may testify thereto in the form of an opinion 
or otherwise." Utah R. Evid. 702. However, Plaintiffs cite no authority in support of the 
-4-
necessary inference that the matters they sought to be admitted are "scientific, technical or other 
specialized knowledge" within the meaning of the Rule. Thus, Plaintiffs have not established a 
foundation for the applicability of Rule 702. The United States Supreme Court, in interpreting 
the identical language in the Federal counterpart, has held that the standard is whether such 
evidence will assist the trier of fact to either understand the evidence or to establish a fact in issue. 
Dauhert v. MerreP Dow Pharmaceuticals. Inc.. 113 S.Ct. 2786 (1993). DauhCEI makes clear that 
Rule 702 confers upon the trial judge "the task of ensuring that an expert's testimony both rests 
on a reliable foundation and is relevant to the task at hand." Id* at 2799. Furthermore, the expert 
witness. Dr. Dobson, through which Plaintiffs attempted to introduce the evidence testified that 
his opinions were not dependent on the proffered evidence. Thus, it was a proper exercise of 
discretion for the trial judge in this matter to exclude the evidence. 
The Court heard Defendant's Motion in Limine before trial commenced, but deferred 
ruling until well into the trial, after reviewing the proffered evidence and after hearing all of 
Plaintiffs* arguments. Much of the proffered evidence would have been inadmissible for lack of 
foundation, based on relevance, and based on hearsay. Additionally, the proffered evidence, even 
if otherwise admissible, did not establish a "habit" or "routine practice" as required for 
admissibility under Rule 406. Regardless of admissibility or lack of admissibility based on other 
grounds, however, the Court, after careful consideration and thorough arguments outside the 
presence of the jury, expressly found that the probative value of the proffered evidence was 
substantially outweighed by the danger of unfair prejudice, confusion of issues or misleading the 
-5-
jury. Accordingly, based on Rule 403 the evidence was excluded. Nothing has changed since the 
Court's carefully considered ruling during trial to warrant or justify a different ruling or a new 
trial. The Coun properly exercised its discretion and the Motion for New Trial should be denied. 
DATED this A clay of July, 1996. 
SNOW, CHRISTENSEN & MARTINEAU 
By ( \^ 1/, 
DaWd G. Williair i ms 
Terence L. Rooney 
Attorneys for Defendant 
John W. Day, D.M.D. 
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AFFinAVITOFSFRVICF 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
: ss. 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE ) 
PATRICIA C. WHITE, being duly sworn, says that she is employed by the law offices 
of Snow, Christensen & Martineau, attorneys for Defendant John W. Day, D.M.D. herein; that 
she served the attached MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' 
MOTION FOR NEW TRIAL (Case-Number 930400330, Fourth Judicial District Court of 
Utah County) upon the parties listed below by placing a true and correct copy thereof in an 
envelope addressed to: 
Randy S. Kester 
Allen K. Young 
YOUNG & KESTER 
101 East 200 South 
Springville, Utah 84663 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
and causing the same to be mailed first class, postage prepaid, and by facsimile on the / / day 
of July, 1996. 
Patricia C. White 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this / £ / d a y of July, 1996. 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
Residing in the State of Utah 
My Commission Expires: 
E 
FRC'N rOUNG KELTER PETRu 80' 489 3298 
RECEIVED | 
J i 
DAVID G. WILLIAMS > A3481» i N " 
TERENCE L. ROONEY (A5789) 
SNOW. CHRISTENSEN & MARTINEAU 
Attorneys for Defendant 
John W. Day. D.M.D 
10 Exchange Place, Eleventh Floor 
Post Office Box 45000 
Salt Lake Or,. Utah 84145 
Telephone: (801 .• 521-9000 
IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF UTAH COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
RANDY WILSON. Now Deceased and 
CONNIE WILSON, Individually and as 
\hc Personal Representative of The 
Estate of RANDY WILSON. CHERYL 
DIAMOND. TAMMI FREEMAN. 
SUSAN YOUNG as Guardian of JOHN-
WILSON. BRANDON WILSON, and 
PENNY WILSON. Minor Children. 
Plaintiffs. 
JOHN W. DAY. D.M.D. and JOHN 
DOES I through V, 
Defendants. 
TO PLAINTIFFS AND THEIR COUNSEL OF RECORD: 
PLEASE TAKE N'OTICE that the attached Order and Judgment were signed by the Judge 
NOTICE OF SIGNING ANT) ENTRY 
OF ORDER AND JUDGMENT 
Civil No. 9304U0530 
Jud?e Steven L. Hansen 
ASEmAHLOF SERVICE 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
: ss. 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE } 
PATRICIA C. WHITE being dulv sworn, says thai she is employed bv the law orfices 
of Snow, Chnstensen &L Maruneau. attorneys for Defendant John W. Day. D.M.D. herein: thai 
she served the attached NOTICE OF SIGNING AND ENTRY OF ORDER AND JUDGMENT 
(Case Number 930400330. Fourth Judicial District Court of Utah County) upon the parties listed 
below bv placm? a true and correct copy thereof in an envelope addressed to: 
Rand: $• Kestsr 
Alien K. Young 
YOUNG k KESTER 
101 Easi 200 South 
Springs iiie. Utah S4663 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
, A 
and causing me same io be rnailea first class, postage prepaid on the J '*> day or January. 199" 
Patricia C. White 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me mis SO' dav of January 1997. 
w ^ 
NOTARY PL^BLfO— 
Residing m the State of Utah 
ly Commission Expires: 
j 
?9-1997 1:20PM FROM YOUNG. KESTER. PtiKU OKJ I 4 * & 5 w ^ - ' w 
DATED this £ 0 day of Januarys 1997. 
SNOW. CHRISTENSEN & MARTINEAU 
o/CQ 
)avid G. Williams 
Terence L. Rooney 
Attorneys for Defendant 
John W. Dav, D.M.D. 
DAVID G. WILLIAMS (A3481) 
TERENCE L. ROONEY (A5789) 
SNOW, CHRISTENSEN & MARTINEAU 
Attorneys for Defendant 
John W. Day. D.M.D. 
10 Exchange Place. Eleventh Floor 
Post Office Box 4500C 
Salt Lake City. Utah $4145 
Telephone: «.?.)!) 521-9000 
IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF ITTAH COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
RANDY WILSON. Now Deceased and 
CONNIE WILSON, Individually and as 
the Persona: Representative of The 
Estate of RANDY WILSON. CHERYL 
DIAMOND. TAMMI FREEMAN, 
SUSAN YOUNG as Guardian of JOHN 
WILSON. BRANDON WILSON, and 
PENNY WILSON, Minor Children. 
ORDER 
Plaintiffs. Civil No. 930400330 
vs. Judge Steven L. Hansen 
JOHN W. DAY, D.M.D. and JOHN 
DOES I through V. 
Defendants. 
Plaintiffs' Motion for New Trial and Plaintiffs' Objections to Defendant's 
vfcmorandum of Costs were fully briefed by the parties and on Ociober 18,1996 the Coun 
1997 1:21PM FROM YOUNG. KESTER. PhTRO 891 4.89 329S F 
heard oral arguments on Plaintiffs' Motion for New Trial. At the hearing on October 18, 
1996 the panies agreed to submit Plaintiffs' Objections to Defendant's Memorandum of 
Costs to the Coun based upon their respective memoranda. The Coun now being fully 
advised, and sood cause appearing, 
IT IS ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED AS FOLLOWS: 
1. The Coun concludes there has been no irregularity in the proceedings of the 
court, jury or adverse party, or any order of the coun. or abuse of discretion by which 
either party was prevented from having a fair trial and that there was no error in law which 
would merit a new trial. Plaintiffs" Motion for New Trial is therefore denied. 
2. One Thousand Three Hundred Twenty-Five Dollars (S 1.325.00) of costs 
claimed by Defendant are disallowed and Defendant is awarded zosis against Plaintiffs in 
the sum of 53,i 83.63. Collection of costs is stayed pending final determination of this 
case on appeal or expiration of the time for filing notice of appeal if notice of appeal is not 
filed. 
DATED mis ^ I day of January, 1997. 
BY THE COURT: 
APPROVAL AS TO FORM: 
Allen 'K. Young ^; 
Attorney for Plaintiffs 
ORDER - Page 3 
• . . / / . — > r 
" • • ' • ' ii 
u 
DAVID G. WILLIAMS (A3481) 
TERENCE L. ROONEY (A57S9) 
SNOW, CKRISTENSEN & MARTINEAU 
Attorneys for Defendant 
JohnW. Day, D.M.D. 
10 Exchange Place, Eleventh Floor 
Post Office Box 45000 
Sak Lake C;ty. Uiah 84145 
Telephone: OT) 521-9000 
IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF UTAH COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
RANDY WILSON. NOW Deceased and 
CONNIE WILSON, Individually and as the 
Persona! Reoresentative or The Estate of 
RANDY WILSON, CHERYL DIAMOND, 
TAMMI FREEMAN. SUSAN YOUNG as 
Outran of JOHN WILSON. BRANDON 




JOHN W. DAY, D.M.D. and JOHN 
DOES I -hrough V, 
Defendants 
This case came on regularly for trial on June 17, 1996 before a jury with the Honorable 
Steven L. Hansen presiding. Opening statements were made by all parties. Plaintiffs adduced 
evidence through testimony and exhibits and rested. Defendant adduced evidence through 
JXTJGMENT 
Civil No. 930400330 
Judge Steven L. Hansen 
testimony and exhibits and rested. Plaintiffs presented rebuttal testimony and rested. The Court 
iiiM") utied the jur. arid closing arguments were made by ail parties. The Court then submitted the 
case to the ji iiy on a Special Verdi y answered the M V r ^ v " < V lv i, i.il \ »c-:i 
as follows: 
1. Considering ail me evidence in this esse, was the defendant, John \Y. Day. 
ANSWER: Yes No _ J L 
If , ,.ne foreperson <i-i"? 3"C si-Ti :rrr "e'Cic; 2nd 
return 1:10 the Cour: without answering the remaining quesi•'••'. 1 is 
"yes", proceed :o question number two. 
IT K ' r ^RERH' i : ORDER.-!', KUH'OQLD AM ' l.'-Y.Rr^D tha; Judgment, no cause 
of action, be and the same is hereby entered :n favor of Defendant and against Plaintiffs. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED. ADJUDGED AND DECREED that Judgment for costs in 
the • m , i v", ;k', (, MIP t,-r(,(. |,|,..r;,i 11 i...•. 1 .• 1 u: Deitnaanr and trains: Plaintiffs 
DATED this ^XM day of January, 1997. 
BY THE COURT: 
' / ' r 
Steven L. JWa^ierg ? 0 
Disrri^ucfee'"" ? ^ V % . ^r; 
C:J v\ 
*U..: ->^  
: ss. 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE ) 
PATRICIA C. WHITE, being duly sworn, says that she is employed by the law offices 
of Snow, Chris-ensen &. Martineau, attorneys for Defencant John W. Day, D.M.D. herein; mat 
she served the attached JUDGMENT (Case Number 930400330, Fourth Judicial District Court 
of Utah Cour.-yt upon the parties listed below by placing a true and correct copy thereof in an 
en\e;ope actresses to: 
Ailen K. Young 
Randv S. Ki-ste: 
YOUNG L KESTER 
10 i East 200 Scum 
Springvilie, Utah 8-4663 
Attorneys fo; Plaintiffs 
/ 
and causing the sair.e to be mailed firs; class, postage prepaid, on the / J t day of January, 1997. 
Patricia C. White 
.w 4L SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this i& day of January. 1997. 
/ 
N07'ARY-P'UBpi€O" 
Residing in the State of Utah 
F 
REPORT Oil JCHN W, DAY, D . M . D . 
b y DE ANN BAILTC 
ron. Dec. 30 
Cn Sat. 29th, Pam and I worked. Lesta Hermansen called with a toothache. I 
called Dr. Day at his Kearns store and he said hefd call her when he got into town. 
Today when I questioned him about lesta, he said hefd called her about 7i00 P.M. 
and she hadn't been home. When Lesta came in today, I told her Dr. Day had tried 
to call her. Lesta told me shefd not left the house all day long. He definately 
had not called her. 
On the day before Christmas, he personally scheduled two patients for 3»30, Phyllis 
Youne nad somebody Barber. I called Phyllis to confirm her aopt. and she came 
unglued. She denied having an. appt. and said she'd never for to him again. I 
asked Dr, Day about her and he became real angry that I#d called her and asked why7 
(I always confirm patients) He kept saying over and over again, "I can't believe 
you called Phyllis Young." I told him he shouldn't have written her name down and 
he said it was a different Phyllis Young, He left the office before the so-called 
3;30 patients. 
Tues. Dec. 3$t 
Dr. Day had an appt. with Jr. Baker, his attorney. Dr, Day later asked me if I 
knew Dr. Sorenson. 
Thurs. Jan 2nd 
There's a stack of files on his desk with several typed allegations. They are all 
in yellow folders with the names written in his handwriting, For that many files 
to all be yellow and in his handwriting and not worn at all is quite suspicious. 
He* s bragging about the new &?0,000,00 home he's going to buy. 
Fri. Jan 3rd 
Dr. Day is working on a patient, doing a root canal anti he calls me in and says, 
"BeAnn.why aren't these root canal set-ups in bags?" "What?" "These root canal 
set-ups use to be put into autoclave baps. Why aren't they now?" "We've never 
lone it." "Well, we use to do it all the time, I rruess someone along the way 
decided not to." He then went on and on, infront of the patient about... what if 
someone just drooped one on the floor and put it back in. I couldn't believe he 
was talking like that in front of a patient. Dr. Day came out later and chewed on 
me for not putting every instrument into their own bag. "Multiule instruments 
should not be put into one bag, they'll be contaminated. Bags need to be sealed 
at both ends" He was telling »fie to do things that have been no big deal to him 
before. He also informed me he wanted the girls to remain in the rooms with their 
patients at all times. *^e want our patients to feel appreciated and loved .'• lie 
also went on to correct m e on something I'd told the girls and he stopped and changed 
his mind. How the assistants stay in the room with the patients all the time 
when he usually only has one asst.? 
Sat. Jan 4th 
Dr. Day got snooty with me about "wasting time" making a day sheet every day. He 
just wants me to copy the appt. hook. I comrrented t^at it didn't look very nice 
and he said he didn't care. When I first started, they were typinr the -lay sheet 
and I started writing them. lie commented at that time how much nicer and easier 
they wer* to read and now, after £ monthr., he doesn't want the!'!? I saw Tracy Hurst 
-it .-ac^ys and as-:ed her if they ever put toot csnq] set-ups ir^o ba,-s and tbev never 
'id. I think Nv's trying to CYA in his lawsuit. I believe -e knew exactly what he 
war. doing yesterday when he r.ade 2 fuss -ih^ ut har^ in-"; the ret sft-uns. L'• -*as just 
co*rerintT himself, ^entioni ii£ t^at, "^e :i*e to do it" V *•- ne^er ••'ii it. .:e's just 
Tues. Jan ?th 
Dr. Day told me that he was sure glad I wasn't moody. ?.e's weird. He was wringing 
his hands in glee because he'd found JUl-a-Dollar's suppliers and now he was going 
to use them. Churchill Trucking called and wanted to verify if an order for All-
a-Dollar was us or someone else. They gave me the address ar ' I confirmed it was not 
us. I told Dr. Day and he said, Mthe o~ipr probably was mine and they're just confused" 
Call ther back and ask who it was sent from." He knew it wasn't his, he just wanted 
to know the supplier. He was in his office and yelled in to me to dial a number. 
I asked him who and he SAIH, "It's in the Roladex" "You have the Rol.i^^r" "I'll 
fj\r yc\[ t>v- r.uirK .'* I called and there was no answer. I asked him what the number 
was again. "oh, for pete sakes DeAnn" MDr. Day, I', dialirg the number you gave me 
and there's no one there" He sits in his office and tells me to dial a number for 
him anJ ho uas M s own phone. 
Wed. Jan 8th 
We cemented a crow: on Doug Erickson. As far as I could see, there is about an 
t-irhth of an inch space between the cro-wn and the mim. That's exoosed tooth. Some 
crown. Pam Peay says the toot canal on Karl Ashton and Larry surtees are way too 
long. Pam Patterson's is way too short. I saw her x-ray and commented, "It's still 
too short" Dr. Day came in, looked at the x-ray and said, "Locks pood." I about 
died, Pam Peay says Lisa Mecham's tooth has a permanent filling but the root canal 
has not been filled. He takes the Nitrous Oxide off without flushing with straight 
oxygen. They don't wipe the nosepiece off eithor. 
Sat.'JanaHtbt': 
I've seen him do a deep scaling on Enrique Barrera using a high speed and diamond 
burr. Several denture patients are unhappy. Margaret Hardy kas cried in the office. 
Pat Parent had an immediate denture done and he didn't file the bone or use gel-foam. 
A dentist in Hawaii wants $500.00 to make her a new pair. Shiron Shugart can't wear 
his and the same for Wanda Smith. Ramona Davis is also unhappy. 
Tues. Jan.I 4th 
Somewhere in ahrough here he did a reline on Mike Hartvigson, He left it in while 
he went to his office and got on the phone. It burned Mike real badly. He was really 
hurting. I warned him he would probably blister and he did. He called up and 
cancelled his next appt. saying he'd never come in again. 
Thurs. Jan. I6th 
Michelle Bray called in to say that Norman had been in to have a broken tooth fixed 
and Dr. Day had fixed the wrong tooth. I called tors. Dockstader to confirm Patti's 
and Holli's appts. She's furious with Dr. Day. They've had theirbraces on for four 
years. He took her twin's braces off without telling her. She and a friend are 
ready to turn him in. 
Mon. Jan. 20th 
He spends his days on the phone and spends very little time with the patients. 
I'm having some problems with La Vonne and told him about them and he told me not 
to worry about it. 
Tues. Jan 21st 
People we need to check into are Amos Archuleta, Rowland Denison, 3ruce Peery, 
Edna Davis, Karl Ashton, Larry Surtees Lisa Kecham. 
Thurs. Jan. 23rd 
A teacher at school called DrfDay and told him Rachelle had vomitted and needed to 
leave school. DtQ Day told me to call Jan and tell her. Jan wasn't home, so I 
told him i'd g> get her. I parked, walked into the school, checked her out. I 
took her to Crest and bought her a 7-Up to settle her stomach. I brought her back 
to the office, made her feel comfortable and kept checking on her. I finally 
Fri. Jan 24th 
Dr. Day had another small claims court to attend. Yesterday I filed a whole huge 
stack of his store stuff. A manila folder with tax stuff was under the pile. I 
asked him if it was what he needed for today and he said, "No, for Monday, so just 
put it awayM I put it on my organizer." -r. .r/ desk. 
Sat. Jan. 25th 
He does not use, or seldom uses dycal, conolite, Vizard Mods-v-.-, ^~nssf rubber dams, 
short needles, cording, injection around a crown prep, slow speed, spoon, chisel, 
rasp for extractions, paper points, water with high speed. 
mon. Jan. 27th 
Pam said Dr. Day came in this morning just in a panic. He was looking for the folder 
for his tax commission review. Parf\ said he was real angry, saying that the folder 
had been sitting on his desk for 3 weeks and now it was gone. Pam tried to help 
him find it and he finally found it right on top of my stuff where Ifd put it Thurs. 
If I hadn't filed his store crap, he'd .never have found it. 
Tues. Jan. 28th 
I walked in this afternoon and there was Destry Johnson laying on the couch, crying. 
Hefd come in with a toothache andDr. Day had started a root canal and not given him 
a shot or Nitrous. He was really hurting and kept asking, "DeAnn, why didn't he 
give me a shot/" It broke my heart. Pam said she was concerned about Destry, so 
she asked Dr. Day to atleast numb him or something. He told her to put him back in 
the chair. Pa* told LaVonne to put"him on gas to rela* him and then Dr. Day told 
LaVonne to remove the cavit. She took an explorer and removed it. Hike 
Christensen asked Dr. Day what hefd like to be if he wasn't a dentist. His first reply 
was Ma Rock star." Then he said, "actually, I'd like to be a General Authority. 
They get all their food and lidging paid for, free travel all over the world and all 
they have to do is give a talk every once in a while." When I first started work inn: 
for him he mentioned he wanted to be a general Authority or Mission President. 
Pretty great goals for a man who doesn't wear his garmentrtops any more because 
t>ey hang beneath his sleeves. 
Wed. Jan. 29th 
Pam said he came in this morning looking for something. He left, and f hour later 
was back, looking for something again. He finally got ready to leave and couldn't 
find his car keys. They were still in his car which had been running for over an hour. 
They took impressions on Kristy 31oomfield. I asked Dr. Day what he was going to do 
with her and he said, "I don't know yet, I'll have to look at the impression." 
Sharlene Vert (Rees) came in and I assisted. I asked him what had been done and he said, 
"Ve started endo on 6,?V and 8. I told him we sealed them and he said ,M0H, yeah." 
Then I asked about #(4 and he said, Mwe closed it" I have no idea what that means. 
We did do a pellet/cavit. -He really acts put out when we ask him about charting. 
He left acid etch on Ernie Torres' teeth for over I 0 minutes while he talked on the 
phone. He was on the phone tonight and finally hung up and said,"well, I just lost 
84 Lumber." "were you going to buy it?" "yeah" "And do vhat... warehouse?" 
"Yes, but someone beat me to it. Oh, well, I'll just have to make sure he goes 
bankrupt. It's just Doug Erickson's brother." Dr. Day did a mesial composite on 
Vicky Bott and didn't even use a sandpaper strip to file it smooth. 
Thurs. Jan. 30th 
I timed his time spent with patients vs. his time spent on the p^one or in his office 
doing store stuff. From S130 -I2O0 he spent a grand total fo 66 minutes with patients. 
3itewings on Richard Lee were terrible. Dr. Tay had already finished endo on Jean 
Catalano. He oDened it up and put pellet and cavit in it. Took a panorex on 
him do that several times. If he's removed a crown to do a root canal, he'll just 
use cavit as a temporary cement to put the crown back on. 
Fri. Jan. 31st 
Cheryl Lee called and her crown (temporally seated with cavit) came off and her tooth 
was throbbing. He'd done a fcoot canal yesterday on a tooth he'd already done one on 
two years ago. The Lee's are real angry and requested copies of their charts and 
x-rays. I had the sign a release. The impressions from Weds, night were still sitting 
out. I chewed on La Vonne. 
Kon Feb. 3rd 
Pam approached Dr. Day about Ralph Garcia's $25^0•02 bill and asked him what to do 
and Dr. Day said, MPut it on my desk." Nashay Lofgren came in to have personalized 
molar bands cemented. I was walking up the hall to make them an appt. and I saw 
her bands still lying on the countertop. I grabbed them and stood in the first 
operatory and asked him, ''weren't we goingto put these on Nashay today?' He took 
them from me and said, "I'll just keep them rightf" and put them behind him. Linda> 
Nashay's mother, heard and asked what Hands he'd used. I told her maybe the generic 
ones. She was angry and said that's why we'd had the custom ones made for her because 
the generic ones kept falling off. They left and come back in a couple of minutes 
later. Dr. Day hadn't used generis ones, he'd recemented her old ones back on. 
He actually gave me a sample of Calgon to use. I was scrubbing instruments in the lab 
while talking to Dr. Day. I flipped some water into an open socket and sparks flew 
out, hitting the instrument I was holding. I received a nice electrical shock. 
My body aches, my face is tingly and my teeth really hurt. I asked him about the teeth 
and he replied,P'could heve received major nerve damage to my teeth and might 
eventually have to have major root canal work done. I asked him the name of a good 
endodontist he could refer me to and he said, Myeah, Me" 
Tues. Feb Uth 
Sylvia Oakeson fell asleep on the Nitrous, Her mother and La Vonne couldn't wake 
her up. I came in an turned the Nitrous off, turned u4 the oxygen and flushed it 
a couple of times. She still wouldn't wake up. I went to get Dr. Day and he was 
on the phone. I told him to get off and he actually did. His reaction when he saw 
her was, "Well, while she's still asleep, let's pull them." He pulled and she woke 
up, just screaming and screaming.. He walked out, grinned at me and said, "It 
works every time. They fall asleep, you pull teeth, they wake up," and he walked 
away. He also pulled them with no x-rays and the teeth numbers on the chart are 
wrong. I questioned him which ones we pulled and he couldn't remember. The chart 
says A and R. His Carpal Tunnel is really bothering him. I feel like a Mack truck 
ran over me. My face still tingles and my teeth still hurt. 
Wed. Feb. 5th 
There was no tooth number charted on Michael Carter. I asked Dr. Day vhich one it was 
and he asked me how old the patient was. As I was looking in the chart, he said, 
"put jfi9 down." Rowland Benison came in and they cesealed his root canal, Cne x-ray 
was eaten by the machine and there's not another one in his chart. Dr. Day sent 
La Vonne on a wild goose chase looking for the ultra-sonic scaler and we don't 
even have one. My body still aches and my teeth hurt and my face tingles, 
Thurs. Feb. 6th 
JoAnn Ross has sharp bone from her extraction. She said D Day told her the bone would 
receed or, he could file it down. All we did on JoAnn was a prophy and she called 
back,wanting some pain pills, "because she was going to start wearing her splint 
afain. Since I've been in today, can he prescribe me something?' He called in 
Darvocet at Smiths, Xlise Grinstead was in for'an extraction. He pulled her ortho 
wire out, making her cry out in pain. He did whatever, sat her up and said, 
"okay, we'll see her in two weeks," Leieh sayr, "aren't you roing to pull, her teet^7f 
lie hadn't looked at the day sheet, her chart, or anything. John "rcrcton was just 
Pam questioned Dr. Day what to do with Haveronfs insurance. It had hot been billed. 
It's over one year old. He told her to get him in for an impression and then bill 
the new insurance company. Pam said, "I can't use the old date.M and he told her to 
change them. He worked over an hour on Dal'? 3eardallfs extraction and used over 
6 carpules on him. Dale called him later on in the evening^still in pain and Dr. 
Day's response was, "that's becaouse of the infection. Wait f hour, take a drink, go 
sit by your hot tub. Dale still has root tips left in. Dr. Day told Pajr. to write 
a narrative on Clinton Olsen and she refused. He got real snooty with her. He 
threw the old rug on my shoes and said, "Take care of this" 
Fri. Feb. 7th 
SV.wing M s priorities, Dr. Day didn't attend the UDA Convention. He braced the 
only dental convention he'd ever gone to was the one right after he'd graduated 
from dental school. He thinks they're total waste o£ time. Cr\ the other hand, he's 
takine two days off later this month to attend a Trade Show in Las Vegas. John Kent's 
wife called *rom ?.oy. D-. Day did two root canals on horn last year and he's in a 
lot of pain. She wanted some antibiotics, I explained to her that we couldn't 
prescribe without seeing hi:.";. That was urt possible, he work at TCD. She questioned 
why he couldn't and I explained the lav i.'culHn't permit it. She ssys/'Aren't the 
laws the same for doctors?" "Y^S" MwV11
 t Vc-^-.c Ho it all the time," "Well, 
they're breaking the law, but I'll ask Dr. Day." lie '*=r.t -vr-r-' ••-)-," r.rrrrcribed 
an antibiotic saying there was nothing wronij with it. 3ruce Peery is sure not happy 
with the work, or lack of it, being done on him. Went to put the Nitrous on Jeanice 
Porter and there was still blood on thp ^ns^oiece, probably from Sarah Hogue the firnt 
oatient of the day. Dr. Day denied p;ivinp; pip the sample of Calgon. My teeth hurt 
and now I havt- :\ headache. JoAnn 'loss called in ;i:Tain siyiwr the Oarvooet made her 
sick and sho was vomittin^r. I questioned why, because we've prescribed her Darvoc<-' 
'•• '*••.••••••. :3he couldnMt explain it but could he cQll her in 7 •.'"••••:.:> I 3 ~ ~.^ ;*-a?? We 
called in in some corrpozine suppositions. 
i.on. Feb. t 3 th 
3ruce Peery TOS back in to have P c/r^rr v••-evented, He told Pam he was goin^ to 
Las Vegas then cone ho;-.? and change dentists. Toni Bosvorth was a new patient 
referred by Gary Garbett and Dr. Day started a root canal. He chastized Pam for not 
collecting some money up-front. Toni called back in later and he called her in some 
Tylemol f3. Trenton Leifson has a toothache on a tooth that Dr. Day just filled. 
Dale Beardall just called and called all day and Dr. Day wouldn't talk to him. 
I finally convinced Dale to give me a message. He already told Pam he'd pulled a 
piece of tooth out and all he wanted was Tylenol without Codeine, Dr. Day really 
chewed on me for turning a new patient away with a toothache. The kid was at school 
and his mom at work and they couldn't come in till after -^lOO. We were packed and 
I told her and she asked for other doctor's names and I gave them to her. Dr. Day 
went on about how we are a health service and we never turn anyone away, Even if 
they have no insurance, no money, no matter, we are here to serve. We had eight 
ortho patients in I .25 hour and we could have fit them in t^ere. I told him that 
yeas, on paper, we could have, but by the time the ortho came around, we'd already 
be one half to three-fourths hour behind. I admitted fault and apilogized. Corie 
told Dr. Day that the tooth he did on Cherie Wolf really hurts, Dallas Schrimer had 
an emergency toothache. When he came to schedule, I asked him if we were doing a 
root canal and he said he thought so but he thought it was on a tooth we'd done a root 
canal on before. He asked Dr. Day, but Dr. Day said he couldn't see in the chart 
where we'd done one before. It was definately charted. Alene and I were discussing 
the chart and he showed up and feigned suprise. Dr. Day asked Pai£ to do something 
dishonest with Deone Davis* chart. Kelly Van Dam \ w.|U-9f#>l endo start 
^2 I DG amalgam 
1-3-9? #21 endo start • 
Mr. Chatwin from Delta asked me for an asprin for a headache, I asked Dr. Day and 
he said, "If you give it to him don't let me know. 
Hfc«w 
Feb. I Oth cont. 
Dr. Day was bragging that hefd found out what the lab was going to do downstairs.. 
They needed more room'because they were going to train new lab techs for Arrowhead 
Dental Lab. He was going to find someone "To ruin the guys downstairs." 
Tues. Feb. I I th 
He did an extraction on ferjiieJifllognA.j*ithqut *n x-ray. _0ru2-l 0-92, he-did ja_ 
root canal on Toni Bosworth. Pam asked^-^Do" you-j^ed_ajx^M?a3tl^_^Yes" 
"I don't^o x*rays-^!L__"oh, ye ah .^ and he, walk ed '.away. Rhonda^SmithVs mother wonft 
let -h^xlcsm§i^}_3n^J^^ Her fiTlingsLjaaep falling ou£. KevinBowman's crown is 
terrible, there is only a ridge-oT~£ooth left to 'support a crown. He definately 
needed a post and core build-up. Dr. Day sent both Ira Jones and Lorna Draper away 
today without doing a shade and mold on eithor of them. I specifically asked on Ira if 
he needed anything else and Dr. Day said, "Mo,Just get the framework from him." 
I did calling all morning long for his new office, Jan was bossing me around and 
she couldnft come because she wasn't dr&ssed yet. 10:00 and she wasn't dressed. 
I teased her and later she very curtly asked me never to tease her aeain, it embarrassed 
her that she wasn't dredsed yet. Pam Peay said that Carol Braithwaite said of Greg 
Twitchell, "He's handicapped, so he'll always be a problem." That's the way he treats 
Greg and Dale and Dell and others like them, Caroline's Singleton's crown is off. 
We've v vl impressions for over two weeks on "lena Heaton. "::,,":*%r^ " .
 v ' 
v;i;,r.t-4 ne to trim them, I did. Then he wanted the x-ray. I piave it to him. Next, 
he told me to put them on his desk, I did. He put everything back onto my desk. 
This happened twice. The next time, he needed tracing paper and a ruler, which I 
took to him. He brought everything back and laid them down. Nothing has been done 
with them. He started cleaning his desk off. Everything is ending up on mine. 
Wed. Feb. \ 2th 
I arrived at » IOO and he's all excited about the new plans. Kristy Bloomfield 
came in but no appliance. He said it :-:as r-o big deal because she didn't even know 
what he was doin^. Amberly l.Y-1 son's gum is really swollen and it was Mon. when she 
came in but he didn't even notice. He said the endo seal on Margaret Brailsford was 
perfect and it wasn't. Pam say's he's all worried about the insurance company and 
Kathy Taylor. Beverly Kelly cancelled the second time and had Dental Wise take her 
name off the list. She'd only been in once. He Rx meds on Kathy Martines. She 
came in and made an appt. and walked out with Keflex and Tylemot #3. Dr. Day said 
he only wanted Nitrous in one operatory and I said, "No way, atleast two." 
"There's no way. I have to be in the room with them if they're on Nitrous. It scares 
me to have too much Nitrous." He never stays in the room when people are on Nitrous. 
He got snooty with me because I didn't know the doctor's name who had drawn up some 
office plans. He's also chastising me for the pin turner missing. "deAnn, where 
is it? It was in Santaquin last night." I informed him he and Laura are the ones 
who work in Santaquin. Laura's suppose to bring everything back over and put it 
away, so ask her where it is. Valerie Germic commented on how I could hold my own 
with him. Pam said Richard Keele last week was in and Dr. Day pulled his tooth. 
He's only ? and Dr. Day did it without his mother's permission. Leon Arnold Clark 
225-3350, or 221-0230 called several times and wanted to talk directly to Dr. Day 
regarding lower dentures. I made an appt. for him on Fri• and then Dr. Day Rx 
Lortab to Salmon's in Orem. Dr. Day is suspicious of him and bets he won't be in. 
If not, I'm suppose to bill him. 
Thurs, Feb. I/Vhh 
Recemented crowns on David Harmon, Ron Fullmer, Barbara Horton and Caroline Singleton*. 
Cody EmerThe^s work was ^one 2-11^9'?^ Ve pre^authorized arro"wn prop done on 
1-30-^2 for Caroline Singleton", after she received he KX car^. Ross Barney's 
chart has not been tagged for his allergies to meds. I needed Dr. Day to tell rne if 
Mr. Barney needed upper and lower dentures or what. He couldn't rerember and asked 
for s-rays. I put them on his c\esV and two or three more vL.-^ s askc-d him to look at 
pg.7 
Thurs. Feb. 13th cont. 
and said, "Find the x-rays and put them right here." He and Dr. Stapley were not 
agreeing on the price'for the blueprints. Dr. Day said i'ez Stewart said 35^ per 
square foot was fair, but since he was going to make changes, hefd offer him $200.00. 
(vs $490.00) Dr. Day bragged,, "I've ruined the guys downstairs." Gary Averett and 
Ron Fullmer were both in the operatories at 9*10. Dr. Day was on the phone till 
9120. Dale Beardall came in. He hurts real badly and is all swollen and infected. 
I took an x-ray and there is still a root tip. Dr. Day told him to take his antibiotic 
religiously and come back next week Tues. I couldn't get him in on Tuesday and tried 
to do a Wed. Dale said, "D~ Day said Tuesday, I don't know if T7ed will be Okay." 
I had to askDr. Day before Dale would schedule on the Wed. Dale trusts him and Dr. 
Day treats him so poorly. Holli Dockstader asked Dr. Day when he was going to take 
her braces off and so he just ripped them off. Pajp said he was hurting her. Carol 
Braithwaite comfirmed my suspicions that he's never had and ultra-sonic scaler. 
Fri. Feb. lUth 
First thing this morning, Ron Fullmer and David Harmon were both in having their 
cro^.ns/bridges recemented. Both were in yesterday. He uses plastic temporary molds 
as the actual temporary. He was working on a young girl and he was talking about 
women being good for one thing and after that youpan throw then away. He then went on 
to say, "You know what we use to say about women at dental school?" I replied, 
"Ho, Dr. Day, and Ifm sure soandso doesn't." "Oh, yeah, probably not." I assisted 
with Kelly Van Dam. I was charting and asked him which tooth ve did on I'elly. He 
said j?2.r. I asked, "What did we do, an endo start?" He replipd, "Well, basically." 
Hi*r ch«rt sa;/n U-?!;-^ l //• <°P ^ndo st-al ;m.l UM "b.qsi<\ql.lyi started on*-* a^ain? 
#9^ on >>lly is ;inc!i short. raula Gorez came in with a story about a toothache 
ani HXI* var.ted pain pills. I had called Dr. Hamblin and checked out : er storj :=;.->: 
:-.ar;.t-c Dr. Lay. He actually refused to call her in anything. Leon Arnold Clark 
<ie. Tve.l., never showed up and after Dr. I»ay Rx v,i. drugr. 
::-.:.. 7-b 17th 
Valeria Hassard's chart needs to be checked "^ or overwork. I o^.r rr' r-h-ling f^.-r and he 
yells out of his office and ask? r:e "Is 1^ oz. of jam for *lrr" a good buy?" He 
talked on the phone from Ili31 to 12i04. '.'e h ^ V,t^ - o' *-" • ?. -v--
 hl * Sarah Home 
waiting. Brandy I vie has a cavity on ver tooth "here her braces were, i-.argo Wyler 
didn't even know what we had done on her (a ret) Mrs. Wyler came in with Corie. 
Dr. D*y sat in his operatory chair and just stared and s V sat and there was no 
conversation. Ve did a root canal on Cherie Wolf on a tooth we had just crowned. 
Check Leland Lowreyfs c'-art for tooth worked on. Check Gr^g T^tche!!'c Tor re-seal 
endo. Kashay Lofgren has a cavity so bad she h.^ s to have a root canal. Ke never 
checks ortho patier.t^ *,• -* - ^'ises them on oral hygiene. Judy TTento:'i aslced him about 
Plena's problem and he said he'd checked it rir.' he vy^ds to nn^e her jaw. I got sick. 
First of all, he never carted :t, ve just took it from vis desk and put it on mine. 
Secondly, has V,e over had training in charting ortho? 
Tues. Feb. 1 rth 
Ceek '/anda Zeeman. She's having a real bad toothache on a root canal tooth. 
Kelly Van Dam is really hurting on her re-endo tooth, I tried to get him to work 
on some lab stuff. He looked at Judy He«ton's impression and said he needed it poured 
up. I did so, seperated it and put it back on the counter. I pulled hin back and 
sail, "dr. Day, I poured Judy's impression. " He walked away and said, "I told you to 
pour it up first." I slugged him in the arm *nd said, ••.->. Day, it's poured." He 
looked at me and said, "DeAnn, I need it poured up first." 
Wed. Feb. lyth 
Kathy Taylor-- endo seal #4 1-2^-90 endo start j*U 9-3-^1. He received a notice 
from another attorney. A patient is suing him. He reads it, throws it down and says, 
"Oh. brother." He later told me about it,. I encouraw! yzu-. tu settle ar.d as-:eJ hix;. 
Pg. S 
Wed. Jan. 19th cont 
about his problems with the State and he says, "It's no big dealM and he giggled. 
MThe investigator on my case retired and the person with the Attorney General's 
office left, so the case is on the back burner. I'll be counter suing: a couple of 
former assistants for slander. They're both poor, but I'll go after $100.00 per 
month for 10 years just to hurt them. The State violated my rights, so they're in 
trouble." Russell Christenserr came in at 2;10 and needed to be gone by 3J05. Dr. 
Day sat in his office on the phone till 3ilU. Tammy Finlaysen's chart says 
2-1-92 #11 stuck??? He uses the high speed without water. Mardene Nelson, 
3-29-88 endo fill #13 10-11-91 endo start #13. Ed Francis had a crown cemented 
atliU5 and he called at 3*23 and it was loose again. 
Thurs. Feb. 20 
Jacque Fausett— did a pellet with formocreosol and then put in an amalgam filling. 
He was on the phone and I was in the back room. He walked in and said, Mpam's getting 
mixed up with her year on insurance11 Mon who, JoAnn Ross?" MNo, and insurance 
company just called and Pam must be forgetting it's 92 because she's put down 91.M 
"NO way, Dr. Day. The computer automatically changes dated, so Pam hasn't made any 
mistakes." "Well, maybe the computer didn't do it correctly." The insurance company 
was Mike Christensen's. Alene has seen him use a burr on a person that he'd used 
on the previous patient. He seats patients without letting us clean the rooms. 
He asked me to pay bills. Two of them were for license renewals for the states of 
Colorado and Montana. On one, he had to fill out some questions and I filled out the 
top part. At the bottom was the question, "Do you have any litigation against you 
presently of have you in the past?" I handed him the form and said, "3r. Day, did 
I fill this out correctly?" He looked, signed it, folded it and put it on my der>k. 
He had actually answered the question "NO" 
Fri. Feb. 21st 
To check John Orr's extraction he didn't even lean him back or use any instrument. 
!!•- c?"!»-^nr-.^  vff his desk so that you can actually se< iu . Hr- bragged tl-st ><is would 
be the first o?f:ct In the county to be 0SIIA approved and he would advertise it as 
such and say that all other offices in the county are substandard. Mardene Nelson's 
tooth still hurts, She said to "pull the sucker, I'm in tremendous pain." Kelly v*n 
Dam is really hurting. Amanda Hartman became black and blue after her extraction. 
He extracted without an x-ray and from the looks of the tooth he pulled bone. Bonnie 
still has the tooth. A rep from Patterson Dental came in and Dr. Day cleaned his desk 
and didn't say a word to him. Jim Holmes waited for one hour. I asked Dr. Day 
if he would just take a quick peek at him because he had to go to work. "NO" 
We finally got Jim back and 15 min. later Jim is still in the chair. Dr. Day is 
eating chips back in his room. "Dr. Day, Jim is still here." "So, let him go." 
"You need to check him first." "Oh, yeah" He treated him for dry socket. Tynelle 
Nelson's mom left and came back. We were an hour behind and he's talking with Kirk 
Peery about office plans. He had a conversation with Jay Webb's law office. Dr. 
Day fcot real snooty with the attorney, called him sonny and hung up on him. The 
attorney called Dr. Day back and Dr. Day refused to talk to him. Dr. Day actually 
changed dates and added proceedures on Ralph Garcia's chart. 
Sat. Feb. 22nd 
He's left handed but works on the right side and therefore, curves his hand. He 
hardly ever uses a mirror for anything but to retract the cueek. I've never seen him 
use gel foam or sutures. Pat Parent and Shiron Shugart both bled and bled after 
receiving extractions for immediate dentures. 
Ken. Feb ?'ith 
'rie9 s out of town to a trade convention. Several people call uiv\ for pain meds. 
Mary Padilla, i'elly Van Dam, Taimai Stone, Dan Evai'iS 
PS-9 
Tues. Feb. 25th 
Tainmi Stone called again. Dr. Day was suppose to call in so he could get his messages. 
He never did. Kelly Van Dam went to the EE and the doctor tried to numb her mouth. 
The infection was so bad he couldn't get all the fluid in. Kelly says he told her 
it was so hard he couldnft do it. Greg Twitchell came in with his mother, Virginia. 
He was really hurting, Dr. Taylor agreed to see him, He wouldn't touch him and sent 
him to D" Christiansen in Orem. I sent them copies of his charts and x-rays. 
They came back and poor Virginia was close to tears. Greg's infection was so bad 
the Dr. wouldn't even pull the tooth because the infection could possibly kill him 
in minutes. The antibiotics Dr. Day gave Greg weren't even touching the infection 
so he gave him three new subscriptions. He told them the infection was spreading 
from tooth to tooth. Even the most minute piece of enamel or dust particle or any 
foreign object in the canal would make the tooth go bad. Since Dr. Day never takes 
any measures to keep the area clean and sterilized, such as rubber dams and paper 
points, why should it surprise me that his teeth are bad? Virginia told Tim, a 
dental supply saleman, Mevery time Dr.-Day does a root canal on Greg his tooth starts 
hurting" 
Wed. Feb,26th 
Harcia Lund, a clerk a& his Spanish F~~k Dollar store just waived in and asked to 
fill out a form.. Dr. Day, the Friday before, had called her in sor»e rneds and >.e'd 
told her to come in and fill out a form to prove that she was a patient. She walked 
out with Fironal. Today, she called in with pain and asked, "for 10 or 12 more." 
He called her in some. He told Pam, Mwe need to watch her. Justin and Shauna I'yler 
came in with extra time scheduled because they live a ways away. Dr. Day got Justin 
in, did a little bit and went to send him out and his mother pitched a fit. She'd 
taker, thn day off and s'-.o was not leaving til he was done. Dr. Day told llrs. Ilyler, 
"the conditions aren't ri^ht today." Alicia Thorns had two cavities and he only 
filled one and sent her off. :-e allowed linda and Cheyenne Labrur to co^e in early 
atili3*l and he did root canals on both of t^ fip, -They were only scheduled for recall. 
Ilary Papilla two ret on ?2 Alan I'yler t^o ret on ^ 2 anA f3 IV-rill IMlson 
had lots of wor1' lone in^ 51 but half needs to he suhr.j tted in fl nnd the other urlf 
in^?. Francis Gull is unhappy with h&r crowds and had no idr-.r *V- had a urr—pai_? 
plan. Linda llako wants x-rays of her ro«»t onr'n , Dr. IT'j r-.M-i-d \*iV : <.» about 
how handicapped *irlsf "grabbed hirs La"n .V 
F r i . r u b . ?Pt>, 
In Ivav and June he added p r o c e d u r e s t o severa l p a t i ^ r . t r 1 o" ••-,-• s ?.::<*• insurance f o r n s . 
On F r i I-iay 10th Or. Day to l . ; Fir: t- .-t P"1." i i .suranc* ^rnr t h r o n g im before i t s e t s 
sent o u t . 
*/.on. :\ar. 2nd 
-,V» r»C) r. .». '-^ ve '.-Jrrv^^ f:i C «* or. +w~ -^ntal o^rir^. %refvr» V-r ** v-ir^ a root canal or. 
Jack Perry and Tr. Day pulled the tooth. Sarah "o^ne i~ r--•->""•" '"^ir:?,, The splint 
didn't work. Infact, it broke. S^ fs ruVM1-. vr^ ;>r... £ r # r^y v,a5: qr. x-ray takon. 
He tells i'ary he thinks he ^eels a hur^ p on th** tooth and t^re mipM. be an infection. 
He puts h^r or; antihiot.ics and says if it's not t>at toot1-, uofll ch^ck the one n^ rt. 
to it n^ 3ct appt. There is innjor insurance fraud ^ap'v-'i^ •; •-' l".v- Ya.'.-i sari's. Margie 
came in an 3 told Pam that i!.-».t*-y t'jr1 told ver they'd take care of tl e insurance o^r 
a ry^ro-' of two to three years. Margie jrave h^r a check fr~-\ t > ' r '^.*-tr.PH company 
for $500.^. Par. asked Dr. Day aV;-+ i" il. .nrnft illegal arJ lie told ]>-r to nut 
their charts o.n vis desi;. 
Tu»;s. l.ar. 3rd 
Gre^ Twitchell vis in.Di". D-v/Vv; co:.-:-.«»r.t about hi': to-th is t^t i*fs "ovp.'^ .-as:^  •" 
'I-- T^» t on and on about Greg's teeth and vo-' .nuo'
 v-.r- •-•-••' *•-•-v
 :
,r" -.nd Dr. So and 
So hain't F.x hi.i. any antibiotics and ro the infection hH.» sjr»-~il. Then v-e v*nt on 
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Tues. iv:ar. 3rd cont. 
r> sealed Sharlene Verts1 toot car.al. He put oerr-pnt in *n th files and there ™&s 
actually blood still "inside the teeth. It ^as getting on the cement and he kept 
petting more. He approached me about the way Fain handles the p^one. He said nhe 
cut Jim Gause off and now he won't call back. Actually, she put him on hold and he 
hung up. Dr. Day is trying to pit Pam and I against each other. He mentioned to 
her on Fri. that some people are on the payroll who aren't on the work schedule, 
(meaning Carmen) 
Wed. Mar. 4th 
I came to work late (9*00). I walked in and the door was wide open and he was in 
my chair, talking on the phone. I asked him if he were raised in a barn. He 
asked if Ifd typed his store numbers for him. I showed him and he said, "You didn't 
finish it." He had wanted me to figure out the rest of the figures and type them in. 
He didn't tell me this, just expected me to read his mind. He saw a letter on my 
shelf which I'd typed yesterday and heM put on my desk. He started in again. 
"If I put something on your desk, I expect it to be mailed immediately." I let him 
know never to "expect" anything, but to tell us or write an ASAP note, later he came 
to me really angry about the dentures and partials getting mixed up. "They're 
suppose to be wax try-ins and they're coming back finished. It's got to stop." 
"Dr. Day, it's not my job." "It's your responsibility to check everything before 
it goes out." "NO WAY. The girls should be asking you before they send it out. 
When it goes past my desk, it's in a sealed envelope. If you're so angry, talk to 
those responsible." He came in again, opening drawers and going through them. 
"What are you looking for?" I asked. "A patient progrees chart." I, at first, didn't 
know what he WAS talking about, then >">e saw thpm and took one. I asked him, "are you 
sure you need only one?" "Yeah" It wes Kyle Eggetts'. He changed and asked Pam 
to copy it. She questioned him where the original was and he said there wasn't one. 
She pressed him so he said the insurance company didrft need all the ortho information 
that was on his old chart. He must be doing well with his stores. He's openig a 
new store in Salt Lake. 
Thurs. Mar. 5th 
He called us in for a staff meeting to talk abour Osha requirements. Later on he 
instructed me that when people do not show of cancel, I need to keep a running log 
so we can prove that if something went wrong with the tooth "and the patient died" 
it was their fault for not coming back in. He went on to say we can't just pull 
teeth on someone just because they want us to. It's considered Malpractice. We 
have to prove need. I questioned him if Stephanie Serrano "needed" (I know She 
wanted) His response, "She had real bad gum problems. She'd been in before ans she 
hadn't gotten any better. Sherri Starks had a composite done. When she put her 
retainer on, it fit too tightly. :>. Hadn't *•; yothed the filling. He told hertHe 
bonding agent r&-'^ it made it a little thicker. It would brusH off when she hrus1 r-d 
*••"•••
 K
- ^ . He keeps talking about see-through shower stalls in our new office so 
he can make sure we wash every crevice of our bodies. He changed charts on Kyle 
Ergett, Margie and Jimmy Yamasaki and Cole Ckelberry. He also informed me that it 
was malpractice if you don't ctown a tooth that's had a root canal. 
Fri. Far. 6th 
Sherri Starks came in at 9i35,am. She had quit wearing her retainer because it hurt 
so bad]y. She brushed and brushed like he told her to but it wouldn't corne off. 
Dr. Day handed me the phone caddy and all the cards were out and rnired up. Karcia 
Lund called at Ili30 and asked for him and asked for drugs. He said he'd call her 
in some. She called again later on to see if he'd called her Fironal in yet. Her 
appt. isn't till next Tuesday. Betsy I-icKeil called in and cancelled her appt. but 
needed antibiotics and pain pills. A "couple of family members had passed away." 
PC- • ' •*-
Fri. Mar. 6th cont 
He commented that some of her relatives died last time she cancelled. He actually 
did a trim temporary on Karci Hclman. With Sandy Swell standing by me, he started 
talking about body condoms and shower stall and washing our crevices again. 
Cole Ckelberry called and came in because on of his crowns had come off. I had his 
chart pulled and put it in the wall holdor. I left for lunch and when I returned, 
Cole was still sitting there. They kept calling patients infront of him because 
his chart had dissappearod for the holder. I looked several times through the box 
for it and so did Alene and we didnft see it. It was gone. We became one hour 
behind. 
Sat. Kar. 7th 
I called in and they were swamped, so I vent over. I actually saw him do an exam 
on Dallin Albertson without a mirror and explorer. I saw Dr. Lay sit down and lean him 
back and I went to grab a pencil to chart and opened up the bag with the instruments 
in it and he sat Dallin back up and said "OK. Ho cavities." He hadnft even had x-rays 
taken on him yet. Dr. Day received a large envelope from some attorney's office in 
Salt Lake. 
Aon. Kar. 9th 
He actually did a Trim temporary on Jack Perry. That's two I've seen him do. 
The Fullmers are scheduled for filling. K* just does or. cr- each of them. On one 
of the boys he did a pulpotomy. Dr. Day finished hiir., sat him up and said M0K" 
and walked out. He needed to spit so I walked him back to the restroom and when the 
poor kid saw the blood he started to cry. I comforted him and called his mother back 
to help him. Dr. Day galnced up from the next patient and said, m,7ho'se crying?" 
ZIs he oksa7M If he would have really cared he would have walked the kid out by 
himself and explained to the mother what we had done. Fe extracted a tooth on Jill 
Searle without an x-ray. JoAnn Ross called in and said s\ie '^ ad an appt. with Dr. 
Bridge in two weeks but lost her splint and she hurts. Could he help her. 
Actually, she came in because I told her she needed and appt. and he [rave her a 
fix for D "'-cet. She now works at Hales !'ursing Home in Spanish Fork. Bryan and 
jUuberly IIolsoi. c :>' *-.21 the way over from Flesant Grove arid V J:i^s Bryan hcxk, 
says "Looking good," and sets him back up. He wasn't even in the chair for 15 sec. 
Pallas Schrimer told me that Dr. Day told M m the infection had spread from one tooth 
to the other so he started a root canal on the next tooth (UL) Dr. Day commented 
that the Toga Wear guys were going to die when they find out hie sold the UV light 
out from underneath them. 
Tues. Kar. 10 
Sylvia Oakesons was in again to have her spacers put on and he tried to force them 
in with extraction forceps. Jr. Baker's office called him in the late afternoon. 
Wed. Kar. 11th 
Jill Searle was in this morning and he said she had a dry socket. She was in 
tremendous pain and was swollen ami black and blue. She mentioned she'd had 
teeth pulled before, but had never had problems. She was back in again tonight. 
:/h en I first walked into the office this afternoon, Dr. Day immediately came to mc 
and said to call Garcia Lund and if she was still hurting, s^e needed to come in. 
And then he said I needed to call the kid ve did the missionary recall on to see if 
he was in pain and if he was to come in. He had TLy them sone neds, TT.ile he was 
talking about the missionary,, he was scouring the apnt. book trying to find his name. 
It was CIA at itfs worst. Linda Lofgren questioned him about Ilashay and he extrac-
ts.; u:w Lootl or. the upper left side. Hary Fadilla told hir. she'd heard ve was 
bnin?; sued and was it Vrue. !> ;•;>;<» , r <: . Tn. arked M m later what Mary had aske^ 
him and he said, "I dan't know, I cahft remember." He Actually waited for me to 
clean the room and then asked me, "Is it re-ndy ncw?f I looked at hir. and saic?, 
"-.rees, Cr. Day, since vhtjn has that stcnivi you." h> •• rrked .-r. Rachel Bishop, a 
H5« — 
Wed. l-'.ar. 10th cont. 
3-4 year old without and assistant for a few minutes. Me wrozo "Katthev" down 
in the appt. book. Dan and I-atthew Brinkerhoff came in. He actually asked I\atthev 
if he flossed. I've never heard him mention floss to a patient before. Levi Hunt 
came in and Dr. Day brought me his chart and asked, "'•'hat are we doing with hifltf" 
"I Hon't know Dr. Day, it's rot in my handwriting" "Well, what are we doing on 
him?" MI don't know* Why don't you ask him?" He was really on one. He had a 
meeting this morning. Becky Youd is bringing her handicapped daughter in so he can 
do a gin^ ivectoniy on her. That scares me. He received a letter and complaint 
from the Better Business Bureau regarding his other businesses with the Day/i eade 
Enterprises. Laura informed Pain that "John had asked her to be the medical manager." 
Dr. lay phoned in an ?JC for Gary Garbett. Gary was in "last \-:e»:) r-r.d \ (- left vith 
Tylenol *3. Gary called in to say he w-..s allergic to Codeine ar.d needed something 
else. Laura also told Pam that here is a rumor going around that hefs buildiner his 
new office because he double bill insurance companies. Patfs placing the source o^ 
the nimor on the former employees who made the allegations against him. They 
couldn't g«st him one- way so they're goin^ * to try and get him another wav. Linda 
peterson waited over ^5 minutes. There w»re only four people left, counting I.inda, 
when I l«-ft. 
Thar3. & r , 12th 
Kendall Srdmann ca^ ie in at 9:10 an^ Dr. D.?y ~ot to him ;->t ;:~~ -'i.sty lobinscr. 
•\rrived at 9113 for a retainer check and ^e got to her at 9:^7. Me sat in his office 
and talked with Robert II . «on. Valerie Hassard's crown came off arcain. :!*•.• *li } a post 
on it. Shirona Newell carne in. Her tooth, #10, had broken ri~ht off. He put one 
FIrl in it and did an amalgam core and prepped it for a crown. I4" --as very unstable. 
i\ary Morue is very unhappy wit!; the run-a-ro-md he's jiviiv S.irah. She didn't fill 
the Rx for Ibuprophen he gave her. She mentioned that maybe Dr. Day could refer 
her to a specialist. I J-"d her he didn't do that. Me told ne to call Cindy at Payson 
City Offices and do this and that for his new office. I + old him I didn't like 
doing this for him and why didn't he. Tfe said "I can't, I'- busy." He also told me 
to call Jan and get her to call the bank and authorize ajlCOn.r.r check for Fayson 
Ci*y. Robert Kelson said he would pick it up. Jan called later and he chastised her 
for not going to the bank. She tried to tell him I told her to have Robert do it 
and he lost it. I told him if he didn't like what I did for him . to do it for himself. 
He sat in his office and asked me for the phone number for American Stores. I took 
it to him immediately. Fifteen minutes later he as^ed me for I-lez's phone #. I 
told him I had already given it t.< him. He chastised me for the post/pin kit being 
gone. Everything goes over my desk to leave this office and I need to check it. 
I told him to talk to Laura and La Vonne. He told me to make a check-off list 
for Santaquin stuff and I told him Laura should do it. While Pam was gone for a moment 
this afternoon, he called in some Fironal at Art City Pharmacy for Marcia Lund. 
He was using the same bur all afternoon. The chuck is stripped and the burr wouldn't 
come out. 
Fri. Mar. 13th 
He came in and asked how I was and then pressed me about it. He then asked about 
Pam. He's obviously noticed we're in bad moods. Pam needed me to pick her up at 
Crouches. I went to leave and he called me back and said I -ouldn't go. He was on 
the phone and couldn't answer the one up front should it ring. I told him to let it 
ring. His response was, "That would be inappropiate" I said, "inappropriate, shit." 
-^ walked away. It's okay for LaVonne to wear and off the shoulder midriff to work, 
it's okay for him to do poor work but I can't leave the phone unattended for a few 
minutes. Jan called and told'me John was quite concerned about me lately. He really 
cared and what could he do to make it better, We were all they talked about on their 
date last night. I said, "He could pay me $10,00 per hour." Jan said, "Don't take 
advantage fo the poor thing.Don't think he's insensitive and uncaring. He wants 
happy employees.M I don't know why, but ,rr p^ t i r. -n; H-^ r.in's hill fr^m Design West 
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Fri. Mar. 6th cont 
from the store to support her habit. Hosues bave taken 3->>\Vi to Dr. Cailister. 
Judy Hcaton has gone to Z. . ~V/:
 w . TV i: .'-..ranee company on Ralph Garcia sent bac': 
* .innial of benefits. They didn't have insurance till March 1991, and Dr. Day 
dated one insurance form Jan. 1991. His response.."No coverage? We'll make a payment 
plan of $100.00 per month. Call Meridith. She can fight it out with her insurance 
company. He and I were talking and I mentioned the scheduling;, He said he has about 
ten ortho patients scheduled and he can see those in 15 minutes. I was doing a 
pre-authorization on Melanie Eastwood. He stood over me and asked what I was doing. 
I told him and then realized we'd already pre-authorized with Mass Mutual. The 
Eastwoods have new insurance with Aetna. I asked him what we were doing and he said, 
"W're pre-authorizing ortho on Melanie and Clint." "I thought it was just on Clint." 
"We need to do it on Clint also or tia new insurance company won't pick up the 
payments, so pre-authorize Clint's as if it's brand new." All his tax stuff is 
unopened and filed away. After he found out about Ralph Garcia*s denial, he later 
told Pa, "We need to verify insurance If the work is over $500.00." 
Mon. Mar. l6th 
Corie is charting Cleora Forbush's chart and she comes up to IaVonne and me and says, 
" We did a root canal seal on Cleora and we didn't ever do an endo start." Even 
Corie is wondering. Dr. D~v call in an Rx for JoAnn Ross. She called in for an 
appt. Pam noticed the same burr being used on the following peoples Creed Crosby, 
Carol Singleton, Carol Gonzales, Darlene Wilcox. 
Tuns. Mar. 17th 
There was a diamond burr in the handpiece this morning when I came to work. He 
used the same diamond burr all day long. He did a root canal and crown prep on 
Rachel Brailsford. LaV ^ e came and told me to call her mother and tell her that 
Rachell NEEDED a root canal and a crown prep on ^29. I called M^zaret and she was 
very hesitant about both. She eventually approved the root canal but said not to 
do a crown. I looked at Rachel's chart later on md raw he'd done both. JoAnn 
Ross didn't show for her appt. Judy Heaton took her girls to Dr. Reiser. Monicafs 
teeth are moved, but not her roots. Every time she swallows, her tongue forces her 
teeth apart. One side of her bite is ans overbite and the other side is ans underbite. 
It'll take another 18 months to 2 years to sa^e her jaw. Elena—Dr. Reiser commented 
that Dr. Day could have never helped her because her bone structure is too complex. 
Dr. Day told Judy it was a sin.ple case. Betsy— They're going to take a wrist/hand 
x-ray to determine her growth pattern. Judy used the word "NUMB" to describe how 
she feels. Monica has cried all afternoon. The diamond burr was used on the follow-
ing people; Dallas Schrirner, Greg Twitchell, Tony Sorenson, Dorotha Mller and who 
knows who last night. 
Wed. Mar. lfith 
Pam called to say Jill Searle's husband had called and he'd taken Jill to Dr. 
Farley and hod some bone removed. They charged him $63.00 and he wanted Dr. Day 
to pay for it. She approached Dr. Day and he couldn't remember who she was and then 
he said he'd never pulled a tooth on her. He asked to see her chart. Sarah Hogue 
saw Dr. Dobson. He said the only positive thing Dr. Day did was do a splint. He 
never should have removed the wisdom tooth bud, that he, himself, wouldn't even atte-pt 
that. He thinks Dr. Day perforated the sinus cavity so he's sending he to Dr. Gihb. 
Kary said Sarah really swelled u, her eye swelled shut and she turned black and blue. 
Dr. Day used only one handpiece all day long. Pam went to Santaquin to get stuff 
that LaVonne had left and she looked for the other handpiece and couldn't find it. 
I asked Dr. Day what he'd done with the handpiece that I'd brought over to Santaquin 
£ov him and he said he had no idea what I was talking about. Jackie Johnson came in 
with sores in her mouth and he Rx her some antibiotics. She later called and told hir 
of a Rx that her neice had for the same thing, so he called in some fro her. I 
nr,:iuJ Dr. Farlev. Jill (^r-lo ha* O_J, ~v -* i • 
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Wed. Mar. 18th cont. 
fractured into the sinus. Dr Farley also had a patient of ours1 whom Dr. Day 
cemented a diamond burr into her tooth to use as a post. 
Thurs. Mar. 19th 
Barbara Hassard called me at 7s00 am. Valerie's abscess is back. Dr. Day told hor 
that if it came back again, they would have to do a marsupolization. He explained 
that hefd drill a hole into the bone so that the infection could drain out. I told 
Barbara to call Dr. Christiansen. Rex took her over that afternoon. Dr. 
Christiansen gave them two options. The post was already loose in the tooth and the 
crown was too large. He could redo the surgery and the post or he could extract the 
tooth and do a bridge. Marcia Lund came in to have her crown seated. She called 
back later and asked for drugs. He said,no, but I feel it was because I was sitting 
there. There is water all over the floor in the second operatory. He said his 
handpiece in the first operatory leaks.- Nashay Lofgren has an unbelievable amount 
of cavities and very poor oral hygiene. I"ve never heard him say anything to her or 
Linda about better care. All-a-Dollar is threatening a lawsuit against him for 
him naming his store almost like theirsf. He says they,re just blowing smoke. 
He had an incident like this before. He advertised as "your dentist avrj from home" 
Hefd gotten the idea from another dentist in Pfcovo and the guy got angry and threatened 
to SUH • ;:.. '-e welcomed All-a-Dollar threatening him. "They're going to be real 
angry when I mega-drop flyers all over their parking lot this weekend." Dr. Day, 
Youfd better be ready to fight the battle because it might ^et worse if you push 
them." His response to me was, "Listen, I donft get mad when somebody does 
something to me, I get real mean and even." While working on Kelly Van Dam, he had 
a phone call. After the call, he walked back in, sat down and worked on her without 
washing his hands or putting gloves on. Kelly is still hurting and she asked him 
if she should take the antibiotics that arenft helping her. His answer was, "Yes. 
The reason it's not helping is it might not be that tooth. I opened it up and it was 
clean, so itfs probably the one next to it that's the problem. It's letting off little 
squirts of infection every now and then. With LaVonne, Kelly and I standing there, 
he told us that Jan wanted him to get a blanket and go to the hole and initiate it 
the risht way. Kathy Cook told me that Dr. Day begged her not to call the State when 
she quit. Pan questioned him about double billing insurance companies. His response, 
"They will catch it themselves if they overpay,through their computers. If you call 
them up they won't even know what to do with you. I have called them before." He 
told Brandy Ivie that the root canal Dr. Taylor di^ on her was too short. I saw the 
x-ray at Dr. Taylor's and it looked wonderful. John Black came in for a seat crown 
and they couldn't find it in our office or the lab. They sent him home. He had 
never had a crown prep done and all they would have had to do was just look in his 
chart. 
Fri. Kar. 20th 
Valerie Germic questioned him if he was being investigated by the State for double 
billing insurance companies; Ke told hev the rumor was just that. I got to work at 
10s30 and there was no water. They were replacing a hot water heater downstairs. 
I told Dr. Day we had no water and questioned him on what we should do with the 
patients. "We don't need water. Why do we need water? The only reason we would 
need it is to rinse patients out with and \*e can give them bottled water for that." 
"What about washing our hands?" "Who does that? We wear gloves." "0SKA requires 
us to wash our hands even after we wear gloves." He asV&d Parr if she could set up 
an account fn the computer for another dentist. Something to do with his other 
husin«ss^ ;f? and t.sa purposes, and work trade on his building. Cleora Forbush— 
crown prep ,f!9 10-1C-88 crox-m prep #19 3-l6->2. 
PS. 15 
Sat. Mar. 21 
Cleor.i Forbush called and* is really hurting. Toby at Design West told me that 
they pet redos from Dr. Day and nobody else. They appreciate his large account, but 
his crown preps are very difficult to read the margins on. On 3-1&-92 £**• ^Y did 
an extraction on Esmeralda Salazar without an x-ray. 
Sun. i-.'ar. P.2::d 
Barbara Hassard called. Valerie's post and crown came rigM: out of her tooth. 
I called Dr. Rees but he had the flu. He told me he's seen soi.iC- pretty awful work 
of Dr. Day's coming through his office. I reached Dr. Atwood and he called Hassards 
and saw them. 
G 
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Telephone- (801) i)J0-6b*>H 
BEFORE THE DIVISION OF OCCUPATIONAL & PROFESS UINMI l,H'| N »I Nb 
OF THE DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
* TEE STATE OF UTAH 
C PRACTICE AS A DENT 
N THE STATE OF UTAH 
LICENSE OF 
TOT1CJS UF AGENCi 
AND HEARING 
Case •*• C P L - 9 1 - 9 0 
)Nf 
DIVISION OR CCCUPATIONAL 
ABOVE-NAME:; FESPONDENT: 
ISIJNAL LICENSING TO 
. .-z i.--.**^ -w. ~i occupational & Professional Licensing ."the 
:v:s;Dn"i hereby files this Notice of Agency Action. Said 
action is based upon the Emergency Order, or order of immediate 
suspension, a copy of ^Hirh is attached hereto and incorporated 
herein by reference. 
:ed on a f?rraI basis 
nated herein is to ^ 
.^u may represent yuu;s>t-i. or bt. itH:e e:;'^ . , \ . e:; • .  
*is*-l at all times while this action is pendmc Ycur ,e~:-
r-* I sna.l :" .. e *~:T.h -he Division an Entry of Appeara* <• nn 
i sunmit a written response *" *•-- " - * <-•--, ~~. - -
t .;-";:', ~; sch^dii.ed herein. 
Notice is hereby given that a bearing on the Emergen •, i i li i 
II he held on the following date and appointed hour in 
Nfnience Room 451, of the Heber H Wills Fuildmg, 160 East Hi 
South Salt Lake City, Utah. 
Apn 992 I , Utl p IU 
ihe hearing will piuixtptly commentx a> -»«hedulel II you 
have any questions as to the evidence to be offered t> the 
Division during the hearingr please contact Robert Steed, 
. istant Attorney General, at (801) 533-3200 or Beneficial life 
Tower, 16 South State street, 11th Floor, Salt Lake City, UT 
84111. 
Danny the hearing, you w.ll hai* ihe opportunity t present 
evidence, argue, respond, conduct cross-examination and submit 
rebuttal evidence. niter the hearing, the Administrative Law 
Judge will submit f iiuJinqs of fart, conclusions of law and a 
ai id Professional Licensing for" hi s subsequent revi ew and ac t i oi 1. 
T h e p r e s j ^ n g officer at the hearing will be J Ste'v «ei i 
EJelund, Administrative Law Judge, Department of Commerce. If you, 
have any questions as to the procedures relative to the hearing, 
he can be contacted at P.O. Box 4 5802, Salt Lake City, UT 8 414 5-
0802, His telephone number is (8-01) 530-6648,. 
Should you fail to appear for any scheduled hearing, you maj'1" 
be held in default and an order may enter consistent with *.' e 
terms of the Emergency Order without prior notice to y a\, 
P lease .TU, I ,„ "' (-oiino.Jf accord ingly. 
D<-;'i +• e d a n d m a i . 1 . e d t;! 11 ••,
 mmd2iU^JL "' ,„ " '"'q ? • 
David E. Robinson 
Director * 
PAUL VAN DAM, #3 312 
Utah Attorney General 
ROBERT STEED, #6036 
Assistant Attorney General 
DELLA M. WELCH, 
Assistant Attorney Gen* 
3 6 South State Street 
Beneficial Life Tower, 11th Floor 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Telephone: (801) 533-3200 
MAY 
BEFORE ""HI-- DIVISION OF OCCUPATIONAL, ft, I'ROKESSTONAL Li'CENSTNG 
wF THE DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
I I I I N V «',"l / M ' l ' I ' l l ' l l ' l ii | | 
«. i * . k U ^ * t i " i ^ . *. *_» 
,1CENSE OF JOHN 
"O PRACTICE DENTISTRY 
'
 mTT
^ STATE OF UTAH 
ilJNlJlNGS OF FACT, 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW, 
AND EMERGENCY ORDER 
CASE NO i'L 91-90 
riiML1., NJW Hobeirt I n i - I I I I U^ I -hi f-r the Division 
of Occupational and Professional Licensing ("Division1") pursuant i 
* -ili nJf /-ii i in it •; amended ("l.1, c. A, " j , §63~46b~20f 
providing for t-/nergenc2 w.djudicat.i ve pro- 'ee« i i "'i«.j,-». 
Before proceed! ng under the provisions of U.C.A. §63-46b-20, 
t h e ui u-isu i (i'M i'-»wnMi MM1 \ n- i 'i »osed a c t i o n aqa ins* ' h'1 Ul Da, 
( "Respondent l f ) »«jl;li »i i i o iu tu t t ee o i l i c e n s e e s {M..onuni i. i.•.'».• n um 
i\piij a, Lei I17 tii*1 D e n t i s t s *nri Denta l H y j l e n i s t s Board ,w '" 
The Committee cuii:-»isted in I.IIP \\W III*MMII i 111.11 m in i »i *. i i i^n^pH mini 
•rood s t a n d i n g w i t h t h e D i v i s i o n : Howard C a l l , Jay S h i e l d s , Gar> 
r s ai it I I ! mi iir'imti*1 ir i i m m. 
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The Commit tee , c o u n s e l for t h e D i v i s i o n , and Diane l.J.i!^ , 
D i v j s i o n n..'....(- i J ". Ii i« f i i . , j i ' Fiir-nni nf H e a l t h P r o f e s s i o n s 
L i c e n s i iKj
 ir met hy c o n f e r e n c e c a l l on Marcn , i n i n m / 
i ransidered t h e D i v i s i o n ' s P e t i t i o n finl A f f i d a v i t s , a t t a c h e d 
h e r e t o , e x c e p t Mu' , ' Ii" i ' l \thv ji i I ! nh Miner and DwigiiL 
C. H i l l were n o t y e t a v a i l a b l e . 
STATEMENT 0F AUTHORITY 
i TT r *n ^ 5 p - 7 - . j n i H M Hnt i f ies i imn ul L ^ L L U I U J in li 
i n c l u d e * " m a l t r e a t i n g p a t i e n t . 1 h2 r e a s o n nl u r o s i HI i iiin 
« 11J i J ] n e s s , '-in ' < 
li c
 f /n ^c,H-7-] J f*7) (o) d e f i n e s u n p r o f e s s i o n a l i JIKJIH i i i 
n I null p , l ;eepu¥j uue &> o f f i c e , m s t r u m e n " I i L o r a t o r i e s , 
equiprat'i I , a p p l i a n c e s , o r s t t p p l i e 1 ' i onH t i r» 
1
 Utah A d m i n i s t r a t i v e Code (199C 1 , G , '» R j l . j - > - j 1 i ) | ( 1 ) 
- • — - -* i s* Ni 
i-.cw a patient Lu oe unattenaea at any time during 
genera-, anestnesia deep sedation, parenteral conscious 
sedation, cr "whi> n.nrous oxide anc oxygen conscious 
seda*i-~ , \ ne.nc , ; - : st ered *" *"- -at:er~. 
Tr.c v.^sion, upon itiLunuucr iu ;, ^^
 WAiW jjuaiu,, may 
.-end or revoke the license ot a dentist or a dental 
..i3.er.ist for unprofessional I oonduc 
1. * -i'r; , .professional 
p^nd'--* as defined :. /at, jt-
^ - * Jaj. L. uidt. 
! L i An agency may issue an order on an emergency basis 
without complying with tho requirements of t-his chapter if: 
f he tacts known by the luenw. oi presented to 
the agency show that an immediate and significant danger 
to the public health, safety, or welfare exists; and 
fb] the threat enquires immediate action I I In 
I'-
ll! i ssuinq Its emergency order the agency shall: 
|U/ * *.a. L f -.LJ I lor to ,i , L:*< t iy the action 
necessary to prevent or avoid rne ddnqer to the public 
health, safety, *--• • ••-; 
(b) issue prompt!; written order, effective 
immediately, that includes a brief statement of findings 
of fact, conclusions of law, and reasons for the agency's 
vtilira** * ^  of emergency adjudicative proceedings. 
The D.,*-iw premises and upon the 
unanimous recommendation * t ne Committee- */ enters the following 
l:"j ndi.ru "* *.nd Order. 
FINDINGS OF FACT 
1. The Division's Petition, filed June 20, :l 993 , alleges 
among uLlit1. i lu y rn'ii Keiiponoon! pnririopn in acts and practices 




 w1", ,h " lo la ted t h e p r o v i s i o n s of t^e e n t i s t s and 
;e ;Kd. Hygien is t s Licensing Act i i 
Specifically, Respondent is charged with the following: 
a. t (i i i i nu in L U L U in., office, instruments, laboratory, 
equipment, appliances, or supplies in a sanitary conditio!", 
h
 leaving a
 ratient unattended while administering 
n 11 irons :»x i J* . 
No immediate action was taken iqainst Respondent's 
j
» .if the t j mo the ret It ion was filed, ni loui1 because the 
Divisj. MI reasonably believed that the I I J H U J ii Pet. iM.h 
agains* Respondent would Jikely prompt hu spondent to correct any 
o i icjc.i 111 II intuit u i«.] II f i n M,i f 111 | mi 111! 11 health, safety and 
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w e l f a r e The p r o c e e d i n g on t h e .June 20 :99i P e L . t , . J , , ,r„„ *n"1: ! , 
i in Mi -.1" r / e r in n r p s s n e n d i n a a fo rma l h e a r i n g b e f o r e t h e Boai rl 
1
 in March i/rJL, tin i MI • i nm n ''' i '» il inMit i ond l 
'"^impla J n t s I n d i c a t i n g tha i Res»fn MIMIII I S c o n t i n u i n g li * nuan^ in 
.*e u n p r a i e b b i u n iml ' r e f e r e n c e d in paraciraf -f above,, 
c o n s t i t u t i n g a b a s i s L i b e l i e v e t h a t liiu i. I . i,. i 1-4 i ei>*. ' 
,,i ii ' if "rint and xiamediato d a n g e r tv t h e p u b l i c h e a l t h , s a f e t y aril 
w e l f a r e , 
II II! ' o m p l a i n t s , which a r e supper 4""^ by a f f i d a v i t s 
lir-d I-M-L in1 i * f [x r a t . p l h e r e i n , I n d i c a t e t h a t : 
H uu ui a b o u t Decembei IDiJl, tun 1 Ru;.ipi,n Ji« 
p a t i e n t s in h i s Payson , Utah o f f i c e o b s e r v e d U'»it '""is 
o t t i c e wa« J*!11, M ' " ' d r i e d b] ood on t h e 
d e n t a l I n s t r u m e n t s u s e d by Responden t and t h e y o t h e r w i s e 
appeared H i T '[" y / thit- w h i l e Responden t was w e a r i n g r u b b e r 
g l o v e s , he t i e d h i b s t iuei j , uliLUh in I I I mi i M m n il 
d id not wash h i s h a n d s or change h i s r u b b e r g l o v e s b e f o r e 
resuming t r e a t m e n t ui )M in 1 inni t i n t t h e r e * i s no c inV 
or o t h e r means a v a i l a b l e in t h e o p e r a t e ! } t u .n i - . t tm\ 
o u t of the p a t i e n t ' s mouth ; and t h a t t h e p a t i e n t ' s mouth 
subsequent. 1 y bexaifit n fiui i i iii PI t ed mi I i i i|ui i i « i tj p a t m e n t 
a t t h e Payson H o s p i l a I . 
11 ^iiplnynv- in F e s p o n d e n t ' s Payson , Utah o f f i c e 
obse rved luni uu (*uii \:\i i u „ L - J J^ , ue^iujiutr'ui u M.II I hi MIIIIC 
d r i l I. n fou r p a t i e n t s w i t h o u t p r o p e r l y c l e a n i n g t h e d r i l l and 
used ail iiiiii.il upt'i, |PI i.ii.i-dui I 'it11» i i | i ih i n uxL be tween 
patients. 
c. i pceptionist in Respondent's Payson, Utah office 
-
 1
 n e r v e d , d u r i n g h e r employment bei-jjin MIHI , I L " I ' P I I m o i ju 
and ironMnuinq al n a s t t o t'he date} ol th€ a f f i d a v i t : t h a t 
ppspcndtfrii "1"' I i I 1 i nun nl i-iifli d r i e d b lood on them a?"p 
p l a c e d i n t o an a u t o c l a v e w i t h o u t f i r s t b e i n g s c r i i L i e d , ' In.1 
1 I if > lh unit ill operator ' 1 ; i * not c l e a n e d n r tween p a t i e n t s ; t h a t 
d e n t a l d r x l l b i t . , J»S "i,« ' • *er > <"> j . f T
 r M t . t h - , i 
s t e r i l i z a t i o n ? and u ia i she r e c a l l s i p a r t i c u l a r t h a t DM 
M i l l I i R e s p o n d e n t Mil * h ^ S^Ft^ d r i l l b i t ? n n foiji 
p a t i e n t s w i t n o u t s t e i i l i z a t i o n ; t h a i Lt'.,..pundaiiL ui i t-u \u i , 
it" h h j s hand? betwepn p a t i e n t s ; and tha t nn f-^bruary >i I i'j 
Respondent ititt a p j L ^ i i . « • it-nut-;. .V ' i 1 .: : t r a t i o n 
cil n i t r o u t ; OK i lh 
c
 | n * He a l t h Depa r tmen t c t I ' tah Count" 
( " H e a l t h Department * l r e c e i v e d a compla in r I L I.IJ IJMIIII I I in uiibdiij! i 
" o n d i t i o n s ' ri • ne of R e s p o n d e n t ' s o f f i c e s d u r i n q December 1991, 
' ihe h e a i i n nepat Liiif M I I L mi if * t I IMM:}I M 1I in inii \ s u b s e q o p n t i1 
a s s u r e d t h a t he liai c o r r e c t e d t h e c o n d i t i o n s y i u n g r i s e t i , t l u 
iii|»l i i i »"( fc'l^ a t t a c h e d a f f i d a v i t of Pr J o s e p h M i n e r . ) 
i' MM u] abou t Mai J J , I I i i IK i Mil i III I I i i i r f P?M | 
s a n i t a r i a n f o r t h e H e a l t h Depar tment , i n s p e c t e d R e s p o n d e n t s Paysou 
HIM unit aqu 111 iiiiini HI n ( i *• mi i l l found t i iaL LIM u n s a n i t a r y 
c o n d i t i o n s had rot beei c o r r e c t e d and a r e of a s e i *.?u« n. > L \ 
fSee t h e a t t a c h e d a f f i d a v i t of Dfcight ^ . rim.j 
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CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
i I'l'io facts presented t"n the Division, as outlined above 
show that an limned iat *.•. .1 il ,. 1 >;jn i * '.M'I1 "la 'fr ( f-h« public health, 
safety, or welfare exists, requiring immediate actiun n 1 in 
I I I ' J 1 , ; » 1 I ,1 II I . 
The a p p r o p r i a t e i m m e d u t u a c t j 1 I I h 111 vi •; 1 n \* nni 
o r d e r i m m e d i a t e l y s u s p e n d i n g R e s p o n d e n t ' s l i c e n s e t o p r a c t i c e a* a 
" ien txs 1 L \ a «> n1 ' ' ' ' ' 'nqei Lo Llie p u b l i c h e a l t h , 
s a f e t y in" w e l f a r e . 
iiil|r, o r c | e r Q£ Immedia te s u s p e n s i o n i s l i m i t e d t o r e q u i r e 
o n l y t r ie a c t i o n n e c e s s a r y 1 u pi i-'veii 1 "i1 MI MM lanqe i tii t h e 
p u b l i c h e a l t h , s a f e t y , 01 w e l f a r e . 
4 . Min1 nn,tet 1 in m moil i a t e s u s p e n s i o n shou ld r ema in in e f f e c t 
u n t i l a h e a r i n g i s h e l d in t h i s m a t t e r a s requ i re ' . 1 I ) ," A. 
§ 6 3 - 4 6 b - 2 0 I 3 I . 
5 . T h e pncpj^r , 1 • \iv it • i, , -1 » I ^rrmln€ ^, 1 fniL 
t h i s o r d e r of Immed ia t e s u s p e n s i o n i s a p p r o p r i a t e and yliel l iei Hie 
i t ispen" 1 ni'i nhrm [ [ \:mt" i n ie u n t i l an Order i s s u e s w i t h r e s p e c t tu 
t h e J u n e 20, 1991 P e t i t i o n , 
ORDER 
Fin 'siijiiii il MI 1 lit' mi iini if,j 1: e f e r e n c e d h e r e i n a b o v e , anc ^ ~ 
c a u s e a p p e a r i n g .it i s h e r e b y or der ed t h a t : 
1 R e s p o n d e n t ' s h > e r s e to p r a c t i c e a s IU"ntist i 1; -
suspend* d , e t t e c t . L >/e inwit-
- 6 . 
2. a hearing on this order of immediate suspension, as 
required under U.C.A. §63-46b-20(3), shall convene on April 8, 1992 
unless rescheduled for good cause; and 
3. the purpose of the hearing will be to determine whether 
the order of immediate suspension issued herein should remain in 
effect until an Order issues with respect to the June 20, 1991 
Petition. 
DATED this J&3 - day of ^fTZ^^^^f 0 1992. 
/l^x^L^L 
DAVID E. ROBINSON, Director 
D i v i s i o n of ^-Occupational and 
Profess iona l Licensing 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the JS ] day of March, 1992, I 
caused to be personally served a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Emergency Order 
on: 
John W. Day 
111 South 500 West 
Payson, Utah 84651 
and 
S. Junior Baker 
Taylor, Baker and Hicken 
Attorney for Respondent 
275 North Main Street 
Spanish Fork, Utah 84660 
W. Don Roger£ 
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AFFIDAVIT 
1. I, Debbie Mitchell, of Spanish Fork, Utah do declare under 
penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of Utah that I have 
personal knowledge of the following information- If called as a 
witness, I would competently testify of the following: 
2. In December, 1991, I had an on-going tooth ache. Dr. Day 
recommended a root canal. My husband told me to go ahead and have 
the work done. Dr. Day prolonged the treatment for about a month. 
I cannot remember how many visits, 
3. I received dental treatment on the affected tooth 
sometimes twice a week for several weeks before he decided the 
tooth needed to be extracted. 
4. My husband was with me when the tooth was pulled. The 
tooth broke when he pulled it. He cut out part of my gum while 
pulling the tooth. His dental tools appeared to be dirty. I 
noticed dried blood on the drill bits. My husband also commented 
tc me concerning the blood on the drill and general uncleanliness 
cf the office. 
5. There was dust all over the doctor's office.. He bent down 
to tie his shoes. He was wearing his rubber gloves. His shoe laces 
were very long. I noticed on the floor that there was blood on his 
shoes. He did not wash his hands or change rubber gloves after he 
bent down to tie his shoes. 
6. After he pulled my tooth, he accidently cut my gum, 
causing my mouth to fill with blood. He did net tell me to rinse 
my mouth. He did not mention anything about packing the tooth. 
Nor was there a sink or other means available to rinse my mouth. 
7. I got up and his assistant went to the bathroom to wash my 
mouth out. In the bathroom I noticed the bone protruding from the 
place where Dr. Day had pulled my tooth. 
8. Dr. Day's office is just around the corner from the 
bathroom. When I entered his office I saw he was eating his lunch. 
I told him that I have a piece of bone sticking out of my mouth. 
He told me "You need bene surgery." He wanted me to make an 
appointment for bone surgery and wanted me to schedule it with him. 
9. I went back out to the receptionist desk and asked for 
some packing for the tooth. I had had other teeth pulled 
elsewhere, and knew that dentists used packing to stop bleeding and 
to prevent infection. 
10. We went back into the dental room and the dental 
assistant literally threw some packing at me. I was not told how 
to use the gauze. The gauze was put into an envelope. I did not 
know where the gauze had been, but it seemed unsterilized. 
11. The tooth was a top molar on the right side or my mouth. 
I do not know the number of the tooth. 
12. As a result of Dr. Day's negligent and incompetent 
treatment described above, my mouth in the area of the extracted 
tooth became very badly infected. I had to go the Payson Hospital 
to obtain anti-biotics to treat the infection. 
13. I had Dr. Day take impressions of my teeth. His 
assistant brought in the impression mold. It was covered with 
dust. They took an impression, but Dr. Day did not supervise this 
procedure. 
14. During the time that Dr. Day worked on my teeth, he 
discussed his stores which he owns and seemed to be more interested 
in his stores than what he was doing to my tooth. 




1. My name is DeAnn Bailey. I reside in Spanish Fork, Utah. 
If called to testify, I could competently testify and I have 
personal knowledge of the following facts- I declare the following 
information to be true under penalty of perjury under the laws of 
the State of Utah. 
2. I have been employed as a receptionist for Dr- Day at his 
Payson Office, 111 South 500 West, Payson, Utah, since April, 30, 
1991- I am aware that he has a dental office at 40 West Main 
Street, Santaguin, Utah, where he practices dentistry on Tuesday 
afternoons. 
3. Since working for Dr. Day these past eleven months, I have 
observed many things that are very disturbing to me. I noted that 
Dr. Day is a dentist whose practice includes endodontics (root 
canals), prosthodontics (dentures), orthodontics (braces), 
periodontics (deep scaling), and general dentistry. 
4. I am aware of an incident involving the administration of 
nitrus oxide by Dr. Day to S.O. that occurred on February 4, 1992. 
I believe that she was probably 9 or 10 years old. She came in 
with her mother to see Or. Day to have two teeth extracted. 
5. S. 0. was taken to the dental operatory where Dr. Day 
began the administration of nitrous oxide. I remember that a short 
while later, the dental assistant came to me and told me that she 
and the child's mother could not wake S.O. up. I immediately 
walked in and turned the nitrus oxide off, and turned on the 
oxygen. I determined that she was still breathing. 
6. I went to get Dr. Day, He was in his office on the 
phone. I told Dr. Day that "You have a patient that will not wake 
up.M Dr. Day got off of the phone. He said, "Since she is asleep, 
let's pull her teeth." Later, Dr. Day told me that, "It works 
every time. They always wake up when you pull their teeth." She 
did wake up, but did so screaming in pain. There were no x-rays 
taken of her teeth. She was having her teeth pulled in order to 
obtain braces. This occurred ift Dr. Day's Payson, Utah, office. 
8. I am very concerned with the sanitary conditions of his 
dental instruments. I do not believe that he sterilizes them 
properly. 
9. The instruments are thrown into the octaclave without 
being properly scrubbed. There is still blood on the instruments. 
10. I am aware that he brings patients back into the dental 
chair without properly cleaning up from the previous patients. 
11. I am aware that he has used drill bits over and over 
again on several patients without properly sterilizing them. I am 
aware that on Tuesday, March 17, 1992, Dr. Day used the same drill 
bit on the following patients without sterilizing it: G. T., T. 
S., E. P., D. M. (The names are withheld to protect privacy. 
12. I am aware that he does not wash his hands between 
patients. 
13. I am aware that he did a root canal on R. D. He drilled 
through the tooth and I am also aware that Dr. John Day also 
into the jaw bone. He did not tell the patient. He did not take 
x-rays of this A This wasted Jea 1993S-L^-> 
14. I am also aware of C. 0. that he did a very bad 
perforation on him into the jaw during a root canal. This was 
earlier this year in 1992. 
15. I am further aware that he uses a high speed drill on all 
of his patients. He does not -use a probe with this. He very 
seldom uses a^mirror for his dental work. 
16. He never uses rubber dams in his dental work. I believe 
that this is a serious violation. He does not have anything to 
isolate the tooth. He seldom uses water. I fear that he may burn 
the tooth without water running. 
17. He has a lot of overhangs in his dental work because he 
does not use a wizard wedge. 
18. I am aware of another patient he treated, J. S 
r/ Chy 
treated her for^a wisdom tooth 
. He
 n ^ f 
«
 ADr. Day fractured hei>. sinuses. tier, --
pulled 2-4 pieces of Bone and"sutured 4Jfc and^  closed it up. This 
was on the upper right^
 v She was in terrible pain and became 
This occurred since 
LZta^ *"FW*5 * ^ x -*"*Y 6*-^ *t *->< 
i n f e c t e d . Dr. Day.(KM a p o o r x - r a y , 
t h e f i r s t of t h e y e a r . 





1. My name is Pam Patterson. I have personal knowledge of 
the following information. If called to testify, I could 
competently testify of the following information. I declare that 
the following information is true under penalty of perjury: 
2. I am employed in the office of Dr. Day in Payson, Utah. 
3. I have personal knowledge that on March 16, 1992, that Dr. 
Day used the same drill on the following patients: C. C , H. G., 
C. S., D. W. without properly cleaning the drill. (names withheld 
for privacy reasons) 
4. I am aware that he sprays the drill bit with a substance 
called Cetylecyed. ^hi q ig not a proper cleaning procedure to 
sterilize between patients, a'icu,iding to what I wgs—Liaiu^d in my 
training rn rr»r1r i" r rental Tffirp. 
DATED this j 1 day of 1/VSkAJ>/ , 199^1 
fo^fS^O 
STATE OF UTAH 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE 
ss. 
Acknowledged before me this QJ day o ^ f l ^ ^ / \ ^ * 1992 
a ^ ^ 
JTARY PUBLIC , > y . , , 
IIDING AT: &e/ft6flSLjUjf7ZJ^ 
COMMISSION EXPIRES: 
<£/l 3ft 3 
Post-It'" branch fax transmittal memo 7671 
1 U f\ T ^*\-'<c/\ 
* ot pages • ""-" ! 
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AFFIDAVIT 
1. My name is Dwight C. Hill, Registered Sanitarian, City, 
County Health Department of Utah County, 589 South State Street, 
Provo, Utah 84606. I provide the following information under 
penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of Utah. If called 
as a witness, I have personal knowledge and could competently 
testify of the following information. 
2. On March 24, 1992, I had occasion to inspect the dental 
offices of Dr. John W. Day, located at Payson and Santaquin, Utah. 
3. During my inspection, I observed serious problems in Dr. 
Day's Payson dental office regarding sanitation procedures. I 
noticed in his cramped laboratory room an autoclave as well as a 
tray in which dental instruments were placed in a solution 
presumably of a sanitizing liquid. I observed that Dr. Day's 
procedure for sterilizing his dental instruments was 
unsatisfactory, and far below the recognized standard of practice 
for insuring the sterilization of dental instruments. It appeared 
that Dr. Day presumably autoclaved his dental instruments. 
However, after autoclaving, they are placed in an unsanitary 
environment. He specifically does not place the autoclaved 
instruments in proper storage bags, but rather places them in a 
drawer all mixed together with other objects. 
4. The laboratory space was poorly constructed and 
inadequate. In addition, I noticed that the surfaces on the 
counters are impossible to clean properly and that those areas 
which could be cleaned were not clean. 
5. I further noticed in one of Dr. Day's operatories, where 
his suction lines are located, that the end of the suction line 
where the suction instrument itself attaches, was in contact with 
the floor, exposing it for likely contamination. Further, that Dr. 
Day had used masking tape on the suction line to prevent loss of 
suction rather than applying appropriate seals and clamps. The use 
of this kind of taping of dental instruments makes it impossible to 
clean, sanitize and sterilize the instrument. The water dispensing 
instrument that is used to spray water into a patient's mouth had 
hard water deposits on it. This is evidence of a lack of 
appropriate and necessary care in assuring the sanitary and 
sterilized condition of this instrument. 
6. A similar inadequate and inappropriate procedure is used 
by Dr. Day regarding the dental instruments used in his Santaquin 
office. Based on my personal inspection, the laboratory room in 
Santaquin was very poorly lit. The light used is a household lamp 
without a shade. The room itself was also unkept, unsanitary, with 
clutter and litter evident throughout. I saw disposable rubber 
gloves lying on the floor in the laboratory room and in the 
operatories. I also saw trash receptacles in the operatories over-
flowing with garbage lying next to them on the floor. The general 
impression that I obtained from my inspection of Dr. Day's 
Santaquin office leads me to the conclusion that this office also 
falls short of the high standards required and expected for 
sanitation in a dental office. 
7. As a result of my inspections, I have concluded that the 
procedures used for sterilizing and sanitizing equipment and 
utensils of dentistry in Dr. Day's office must be changed 
immediately. If he does not change, he must cease his operations 
immediately. He must begin using proper procedures for 
sterilization and sanitization. Dr. Day has taken insufficient 
steps to maintain a safe and sanitary environment for providing 
dental treatment despite the fact that he was admonished to correct 
his procedures in December of 1991. 
8. We have been made aware that the Division of Occupational 
and Professional Licensing is currently taking action on this 
matter. Accordingly, we are deferring to the result of their 
proceeding prior to taking further action in this matter. 
Signed: 
Dwight C. Hill, R. S. 
Dated: March 25, 1992 
Witnesseth: 
AFFIDAVIT 
1. I make this following Affidavit under penalty of perjury 
under the laws of the State of Utah. 
2. My name is Dr. Joseph Miner. My position is Executive 
Director of City, County Health Department of Utah County, 589 
South State St., Provo, Utah 84606. 
3. I have personal knowledge of a complaint that was received 
on or about December 1991 from one, Debbie Mitchell, a resident of 
Spanish Fork, Utah. Ms. Mitchell complained that she had been a 
patient of Dr. John W. Day, having gone to him for dental treatment 
involving a tooth ache. Ms. Mitchell complained that during her 
dental appointments, she observed the dentist's office to be 
unclean and unsanitary. 
4. I am aware that Glade Shelley, an employee of this office, 
wrote a letter to Dr. Day that a complaint had been received by 
this office, that his office was unclean. He was asked in the 
letter to correct any problems relating to cleanliness and 
sanitation of his office. 
5. I am aware that one of Dr. Day's employees telephonically 
contacted Mr. Shelley acknowledging that they had received his 
letter and that measures were being taken to assure that Dr. Day's 
office would be maintained in a clean and sanitary condition. 
Dated: Signed: 
Dr. Joseph Miner, Executive 
Director of the City, County 




PAUL VAN DAM (#3312) 
Utah Attorney General 
ROBERT E. STEED (#6036) 
Assistant Attorney General 
Fair Business Enforcement Division 
36 South State Street, #1100 
Beneficial Life Tower 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Telephone: (801) 533-3200 
BEFORE THE DIVISION OF OCCUPATIONAL 
& PROFESSIONAL LICENSING *OF THE DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
OF THE STATE OF UTAH 
OF JOHN DAY 
TO PRACTICE AS A DENTIST 
AND TO PRESCRIBE AND 
ADMINISTER CONTROLLED 
SUBSTANCES IN THE 
STATE OF UTAH 
JOHN DAY D.D.S. ("Respondent") and the Division of 
Occupational & Professional Licensing ("Division"), by and through 
counsel, Robert E. Steed, Assistant Attorney General, hereby 
stipulate and agree as follows: 
1. Respondent is and has been* a licensee of the 
Division at all times relevant to this case. 
2. Respondent admits the jurisdiction of the Division 
over him and over the subject matter of this action. 
3. Respondent acknowledges that he enters into this 
Stipulation voluntarily, and that no promise or threat whatsoever 
has been made by the Division, or any member, officer, agent or 
representative of the Division to induce him to enter into this 
Stipulation. 
4. Respondent acknowledges that he has been informed of 
his right to be represented by counsel, and that he is and has been 
STIPULATION AND ORDER 
Case No. OPL-91-90 
represented in this matter by Junior Baker, attorney at law and 
John Spencer Snow, attorney at law. 
5. Respondent waives the right to confront adverse 
witnesses and the right to a hearing before the Division. 
6. Pursuant to numerous complaints, the Division 
initiated an investigation into alleged violations of the Dentists 
and Dental Hygienists Practices. Act, Utah Code Ann. § 58-7-1, 58-
37-1, et. sea. 
7. The Division has completed its investigation and 
alleges that Respondent is in violation of the provisions cited in 
paragraph 6 above, based upon the allegations of fact contained in 
the Amended Petition filed in the present case. 
8. Furthermore, on May 22, 1992, Respondent entered a 
plea of guilty in the Fourth District Court in the State of Utah, 
Utah County to the following crimes: 
1. Count I - Pattern of Unlawful Activity, a Second 
Degree Felony, in violation of Utah Code Ann. § 76-10-
1602(r) (1953 as amended) in that Respondent, on or 
between January 27, 1989 and March 24, 1992, in Utah 
County, Utah, did conduct or participate, directly or 
indirectly, in the conduct of an illegal enterprise's 
affairs through a pattern of unlawful activity. 
2. Count II - False or Fraudulent Insurance Claim, a 
Second Degree Felony, in violation of Utah Code Ann. § 
76-6-521 (1953 as amended) in that Respondent, on or 
about February 5, 1992, in Utah County, Utah, presented 
or caused to be presented a false or fraudulent claim, 
and the claim was for property valued in excess of 
$1,000. 
3. Count III - Communication Fraud, a Second Degree 
Felony, in violation of Utah Code Ann. S 76-10-1801 (1953 
as amended) in that Respondent, on or about March 16, 
192, in Utah County, Utah, having devised a scheme or 
artifice to defraud another or to obtain anything of 
value by means of false or fraudulent pretenses, 
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representations or promises or material omissions did 
communicate directly or indirectly with another person 
for the purpose of executing or concealing the scheme or 
artifice. 
4. Count IV - False or Fraudulent Insurance Claim, a 
Third Degree Felony, in violation of Utah Code Ann. § 76-
6-521 (1953 as amended), in that Respondent, on or about 
February 5, 1992, in Utah County, Utah, presented or 
caused to be presented a false or fraudulent claim, and 
the claim was for property valued in excess of $250 but 
less than $1000. 
5. Count V - Communication Fraud, a Third Degree Felony, 
in violation of Utah Code Ann. § 76-10-1801 (1953 as 
amended), in that Respondent, on or about December 5, 
1991, in Utah County, Utah, having devised a scheme or 
artifice to defraud another or to obtain anything of 
value by means of false or fraudulent pretenses, 
representations or promises or material omissions, did 
communicate directly or indirectly with another person 
for the purpose of executing or concealing the scheme or 
artifice. 
9. Respondent specifically denies the allegations 
contained in the amended petition except that Respondent admits to 
the criminal convictions referred to in paragraph eight (8) of the 
amended petition. 
10. Respondent admits that each of the criminal 
convictions specified in paragraph eight (8) constitutes violations 
of section 58-7-1.1(7)(a)(1)(m)(1990) and properly forms the basis 
for the imposition of an appropriate sanction against his licenses. 
11. Based on the allegations and convictions stated 
above, Respondent agrees to the imposition of the following 
sanction: Respondent's licenses to practice Dentistry and to 
prescribe and administer controlled substances are revoked. 
3 
12- Respondent acknowledges that upon the approval of 
the Director of the Division, this Stipulation and Order shall be 
the final compromise and settlement of this matter. 
13. This document constitutes the entire agreement 
between the parties and supersedes and cancels any and all prior 
negotiations, representations, understandings or agreements between 
the parties. There are no Verbal agreements which modify, 
interpret, construe or affect this agreement. 
DIVISION OF OCCUPATIONAL & 
PROFESSIONAL LICENSING 
ROBERT E. STEElTf 
Assistant Attorney General 
Date: /—//— 5.7L 
RESPONDENT 
ft 
JOHN DAY DM.ff1. \ 
R^ g^orident \ } 
Date: <) U IQ.-L 
Approved as to content: 
cran Spencer Snow, Esq. Daxe 
ttorney ror Respondent A
Junior Baker, Esq. 




The above Stipulation is hereby approved by the Division 
of Occupational and Professional Licensing and constitutes my 
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law in this matter- The terms 
and conditions of the Stipulation are hereby adopted as the Order 
and of the Division of Occupational and Professional Licensing and 
supersedes the interim order I entered on April 20, 1992. 
DATED this /5"^av of v^Z^Z,, 1992. 
DAVID E. ROBINSON, Director 




I hereby certify that on the (U day of September, 
1992, a true and correct copy of the foregoing STIPULATION AND 
ORDER was sent first class mail, postage prepaid, to the 
following: 
John W. Day 
111 south 500 West 
Payson UT 84651 
S. Junior Baker 
275 North Main 
P.O. Box 288 
Spanish Fork UT 84660 
John Spencer Snow 
261 East 300 South #300 
Salt Lake City UT 84111 
Carol W. Inglesby 
Administrative Assistant 
DIVISION OF OCCUPATIONAL AND PROFESSIONAL LICENSING SEP 1 2 1;;-
Heber M. Wells Building 
160 East 300 South - P. O. Box 45802 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145 
Telephone: (801) 530-6628 
BEFORE THE DIVISION OF OCCUPATIONAL & PROFESSIONAL LICENSING 
OF THE DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
OF THE STATE OF UTAH 
IN THE MATTER OF THE LICENSE OF 
JOHN DAY 
TO PRACTICE AS A DENTIST 
AND TO PRESCRIBE AND ADMINISTER 
CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES IN THE 
STATE OF UTAH 
A M E N D E D 
P E T I T I O N 
CASE NO. OPL-91-90 
PRELIMINARY STATEMENT 
These claims were investigated by the Utah Division of 
Occupational & Professional Licensing (the Division) upon 
complaints that JOHN DAY (Respondent), a licensee of the Division, 
has engaged in acts and practices which constitute violations of 
the Dentists and Dental Hygienists Act, and the Controlled 
Substance Act, Utah Code Ann. (U.C.A.), §58-12-1, et seo. 
PARTIES 
1. The Division is a Division of the Department of the 
Department of Commerce of the State of Utah, established by virtue 
of Section 13-1-2, U.C.A. 
2. Respondent is a licensee of the Division. 
- 2 -
STATEMENT OF ALLEGATIONS 
3. a. On or about 1984 to the present, Respondent 
jmaintained dental offices in Payson and Santaquin, Utah. 
b. On or about 1984 to on or about 1989, Respondent 
treated M.R., (name withheld for confidentiality), for periodontal 
disease at the Payson office. After a complaint regarding the care 
of this patient was received, the Division had the patient's 
records reviewed by another dentist. He found the following: 
c. The dental records were flawed and incomplete 
with no evidence of proper diagnosis or plan of treatment. The x-
rays were not of diagnostic quality, and only two or three 
panoramic and bitewing films were taken in spite of extensive 
periodontal bone and gum surgery, multiple root canal treatments, 
and extensive crown and bridgework. The reviewing dentist also 
found that the multiple films in the x-ray packets did not 
correspond to the packet labels, and he felt their dates and 
identities were questionable. 
d. On or about February 4, 1986 and February 20, 
1986, Respondent performed osseous surgery and gingivectomy on the 
lower right and lower left quadrants of M.R., even though there was 
no documentation in the dental records to show there was a need for 
this surgery. 
e. On or about 1987, Respondent treated M.R. for 
advanced periodontitis. He performed root canal therapy on tooth 
#2 which should not have been attempted considering the advanced 
stages of the Periodontitis. 
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f. On or about February 4, 1987, Respondent, while 
performing a root canal on tooth #31 of M.R., broke an instrument 
in the canal and failed to tell the patient. On May 111, 1987, he 
performed an apicoectomy on tooth #31 to remove the broken 
instrument. On January 3, 1989, the tooth was extracted. The loss 
of this tooth could have been ^ voided if Respondent had referred 
this patient to an endodontist immediately after breaking the 
instrument in the tooth. 
g. On or about August 13, 1985, to on or about 
December 29, 1988, Respondent treated N.G., (name withheld for 
confidentiality), for dental problems• When a complaint arose 
regarding this patients care, the Division had the patients records 
reviewed by another dentist who found that in the treatment of this 
patient a core build up was done on tooth #2, even though there was 
no x-ray evidence to show a need for one. Crowns and core build 
ups were performed on teeth #'s 23, 24, and 25, even though there 
was no x-ray evidence to show a need for the crowns and core build 
ups. 
h. On or about August 1, 1985 to on or about August 
8, 1989, Respondent employed B.B. (name withheld for 
confidentiality) as a dental assistant and receptionist in the 
Payson office. This office had two operatories and one set of 
instruments for each operatory. On several occasions Respondent 
failed to give B.B. enough time between patients to sterilize the 
instruments. B.B. often observed Respondent wipe off the 
contaminated instruments with alcohol and use them on the next 
- 4 -
patient. She also observed that on several occasions, Respondent 
used the same instruments, bib, and prophy paste on family members 
without sterilizing the instruments between each use, and without 
washing his hands between each patient. B.B. also observed that 
Respondent failed to change the suction tips after each patient and 
that during the treatment of maoy patients the suction was not even 
working. Respondent instructed B.B. not to clean and sterilize the 
burrs. He often used these same burrs on consecutive patients, 
even though they had not been clean and sterilized. 
i. On or about 1985 to on or about 1989, Respondent 
had two fee schedules. One for cash patients and another for 
patients with insurance. In 1986 and 1987, Prior to a Medicaid 
audit, B.B. observed Respondent make changes to patient records to 
cover services he had billed for but had not provided. Respondent 
told B.B. that if Medicaid questioned the services rendered, he 
would tell them she was the one at fault for-the false billings. 
j. On or about 1985 to on or about 1988, on several 
occasions when Respondent was away on vacation, B.B. cleaned the 
Santaquin dental office. Each time, she found the cold 
sterilization vat orange with rust, the instruments were rusty, 
debris was caked in the instrument drawer, and the floor and walls 
were dirty. Upon Respondent's return, he told her she had better 
things to do than to clean, and that there were more important and 
better use of her time than cleaning. 
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k. On or about August 1, 1985 to on or about August 
8, 1989, on several occasions, B.B. observed Respondent dip cotton 
into a bottle of desensitizing agent, put the cotton in the 
patients mouth, and then re-dip this same cotton back into the 
bottle, contaminating the remaining desensitizing agent-
Respondent told B.B. it was top' wasteful to pour a portion into a 
dipping dish for single patient use. 
1. On or about 1985 to on or about 1988, B.B. 
observed Respondent on several occasions, without x-rays, use only 
pain level symptoms and swelling to determine if root canal therapy 
was needed in his patients. 
m. On or about 1985 to on or about 1989, B.B. 
observed Respondent, when performing root canal therapy, insert 
gutta percha into the root canal, remove it, then roll the 
contaminated gutta percha into the container of sealer, then 
reinsert it into the root canal, contaminating the sealer for use 
on other patients. 
n. On or about 1985 to on or about 1989, Respondent 
allowed non-certified personnel to develop x-rays with instruction 
not to fill the x-ray tank more than once a month. This resulted 
in x-rays that were unreadable. 
o. On or about 1986, Respondent, while preparing 
for insurance company inspections to determine whether or not he 
could service their dental patients, directed B.B. to bag the 
instruments to indicate they had been sterilized. When in fact, 
- 6 -
these instruments had only been cold sanitized, as the autoclave 
was out of order. 
p. On or about 1986, in the Payson dental office, 
Respondent refused to let B.B. call a plumber when the toilet 
overflowed and the sink backed up. Instead, newspapers were spread 
on the floor to walk on, and instruments were washed in the backed 
up sink. 
q. On or about January 1986 to on or about August 
1988, Respondent employed D.W. (name withheld for confidentiality) 
as a dental assistant in his Payson and Santaguin offices. The 
Santaquin office had one operatory, and Respondent over booked it, 
not allowing D.W. enough time between patients to properly 
sterilize the instruments. On several occasions, D.W. observed 
Respondent, wipe off instruments with alcohol or use them 
unsterilized. 
r. On or about January 1986 to on or about August 
1988, in the Santaquin office, on several occasions the oxygen tank 
became depleted, and D.W. observed Respondent continue to use 
Nitrous-oxide without oxygen. When D.W. expressed her concern, 
Respondent told her the patients were getting enough oxygen from 
the air in the room. 
s. On or about January 1986 to on or about August 
1988, D.W., on several occasions, observed Respondent put braces on 
teeth without taking either measurements or impressions. 
t. On or about January 1986 to on or about August 
1988, D.W. observed Respondent, on several occasions, submit claims 
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to insurance for cores, osseus surgery, for study models, for 
cleaning and fluoride treatment of children, when in fact these 
services had not been rendered. When D.W. expressed her concern 
about the fluoride, Respondent told her the fluoride is in the 
toothpaste. 
u. On or about January 1986 to on or about August 
1988, in the Santaquin office, Respondent placed all x-rays 
together on the counter without identification on each x-ray. On 
several occasions, when insurance requested x-rays that had not 
been made, D.W. saw Respondent go through the x-rays and submit an 
x-ray of the same tooth of another patient. 
v. On or about January, 1986 to on or about August 
1988, in the Santaquin office, D.W. saw Respondent use a high speed 
drill without water, and then fail to wash the debris from the 
teeth before filling them. 
w. On or about January 1986 to on or about August 
1988, in the Santaquin office, D.W. saw Respondent, on several 
occasions when treating patients, place just used syringes next to 
other used syringes, even though the syringe could have been used 
again on the same patient and intermingling them with other used 
syringes which could have resulted in contamination of the patient. 
Respondent placed patients instruments on the same tray with other 
instruments that had been used on other patients, and reused rubber 
gloves which he washed on his hands. 
x. On or about January 1986 to on or about August 
1988, Respondent kept garbage, which included syringes with needles 
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and blood gauze, bagged in plastic bags in the back room of his 
Santaquin office for weeks, before disposing of them. 
y. On or about 1986 to on or about August 1988, in 
the Santaquin office, D.W. observed Respondent give patients an 
injection, then administer nitrous-oxide, and while waiting for the 
sedation to take effect, leave the office and go across the street 
for a coke. 
z. On or about 1986 to on or about October 17, 
1989, Respondent treated K.N., a child, (name withheld for 
confidentiality) for dental problems in the Santaquin office. 
There are no x-rays or documentation in the dental records to 
support the need for the care given, which included root tip 
surgery, treatment and re-treatment of the teeth, followed by 
extraction. 
aa. On or about 1987, Respondent administered 
Vistaril, a prescription drug, and Chloral Hydrate, a Schedule IV 
controlled substance, to K.N. for sedation prior to performing 
dental treatment. When the medication didn't calm the child, 
Respondent placed an adult sized mask over the child's nose and 
mouth, and while holding it tight against the face, administered 
nitrous oxide, without oxygen. The child became very quiet, his 
eyes were open, the pupils were dilated, he had no reaction to 
light, he was not breathing and had no reflexes. D.W. told 
Respondent the child was not breathing and asked him to remove the 
mask. Respondent released his hand from the mask but did not 
remove it. D.W. again told him the child was not breathing. When 
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Respondent failed to remove the mask, D.W. then proceeded to remove 
the mask in preparation for CPR, when the grandfather grabbed the 
child and shook him vigorously until he started breathing. 
Respondent told D.W. the child had been fighting and crying, 
causing him to breath too much oxygen, when in fact, no oxygen had 
been administered. 
bb. On or about 1986 to on or about September 17, 
1987, Respondent treated H.M., (name withheld for confidentiality), 
for dental problems. In the treatment of this patient, the x-rays 
were poorly processed and inadequate to show any need for the 
extraction of tooth #26, or the bridge covering #'s 22 to #27. A 
later review of the case by a Division appointed dentist determined 
that there is no documentation of any diagnostic tests, history, or 
x-ray having been made for the need of root canal therapy on teeth 
#'s 20, 21, 22, 23, 27, 28, and 29. Six simultaneous endodontic 
treatments are very unusual. 
cc. The review of H.M.'s case also determined that 
on or about 1986, Respondent recorded in the dental records of H.M. 
that he had performed root planing and curettage. When he billed 
the patient's insurance carrier, he included a billing for osseous 
surgery for each of the four quadrants. There is no documentation 
in the records that this surgery was ever performed. 
dd. On or about June 1986 to on or about 1988, 
Respondent performed orthodontic treatment for M.R., a child (name 
withheld for confidentiality). The x-rays used by Respondent in 
his treatment of this patient were not of diagnostic quality, study 
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models were not made, and no entry was made in the dental records 
to indicate the progress or action taken. On April 4, 1988, 
Respondent removed the braces and documented in the dental records 
the patient was uncooperative. 
ee. On or about August 1987 to on or about January 
1988, Respondent employed T.A. (-name withheld for confidentiality), 
as a dental assistant in the Payson dental office. While thus 
employed, T.A. did all the prophylaxis for children, and 
occasionally for adults. T.A. was concerned about the lack of 
sterilization and office cleanliness. She observed Respondent 
administering drugs to children, then administering nitrous-oxide, 
and leaving the children alone with a parent while he worked on 
another patient. 
ff. On or about May 31, 1988, Respondent treated 
J.C.T., a 40 year old male patient, (name withheld for 
confidentiality), for dental problems. In the treatment of this 
patient, Respondent performed and billed the patients insurance 
carrier for a pulpotomy on tooth #14. This form of treatment is 
not acceptable treatment for an adult. 
gg. On or about March 24, 1988, Respondent performed 
emergency root canal therapy on tooth #30 of B.B. (name withheld 
for confidentiality). In doing so, he perforated the tooth 1/3 the 
distance from the end of the root. Respondent failed to inform 
B.B. of the perforation, failed to prescribe an antibiotic for 
infection, and failed to refer her to an endodontist. When the 
tooth continued to be painful, Respondent then prescribed an 
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antibiotic, and told B.B. it would take six to seven months for the 
tooth to settle down. Thereafter, on several occasions, B.B. 
returned to Respondent complaining of pain. He continued to tell 
her to give the tooth time to settle down and failed to provide 
further treatment. 
hh. On or about. October 14, 1988, B.B. sought 
treatment from another dentist. This dentist in performing an 
examination, found infection had developed into the bone, which 
required surgery, bone grafting, and an apicoectomy. 
ii. On or about May 17, 1989, Respondent treated 
J.H., (name withheld for confidentiality), for dental problems. In 
the treatment of this patient he filled three (3) teeth without 
taking any x-ray's. J.H. had previously had implants prepared by 
another dentist. When Respondent told her he had experience 
working with implants, J.H. allowed him to prepare the restorative 
prosthetics. Without x-rays, Respondent also prepared a 14 unit 
bridge. It is not acceptable to undertake complete reconstruction 
of the entire upper arch, a 14 unit bridge, without x-rays. In 
trying to fit the prosthetics on the implants, Respondent 
traumatized the two teeth in front of the implants, necessitating 
root canal therapy on these two teeth. When the temporary 
prosthetics kept coming off, Respondent told her to put sugarless 
chewing gum on the pegs to keep the prosthetics on. J.H. later 
required the services of another dentist to correct Respondent's 
work which the other dentist characterized as "terrible". 
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jj. On or about June 5, 1989 to on or about February 
2, 1990, Respondent performed orthodontic services for MS., a child 
(name withheld for confidentiality). In the treatment of this 
patient, Respondent extracted tooth #13 and failed to extract the 
same tooth on the opposite side. M.S. now has a large gap on one 
side of her mouth. This patieftt sought out another dentist, and 
this dentist believes tooth #13 did not need to be extracted, and 
that now the front teeth will shift towards the gap, making them 
off center. 
kk. On or about November 30, 1989, Respondent wrote 
a prescription to himself for 443 m. of Noctec, a Schedule IV 
controlled substance, for office use. 
11. On or about January 12, 1990, Gay Trello, a 
Division investigator, requested Respondent to produce his 
controlled substance records for review. Respondent had no records 
and admitted that he had failed to keep a separate record of the 
quantity of controlled substances he had purchased and those he had 
administered, and prescribed to each patient. 
mm. On or about May 22, 1992, Respondent entered a 
plea of guilty in the Fourth District Court in the State of Utah, 
Utah County to the following crimes: 
1. Count I - Pattern of Unlawful Activity, a 
Second Degree Felony, in violation of Utah Code 
Ann. § 76-10-1602(r) (1953 as amended) in that 
Respondent, on or between January 27, 1989 and 
March 24, 1992, in Utah County, Utah, did 
conduct or participate, directly or indirectly, 
in the conduct of an illegal enterprise's 
affairs through a pattern of unlawful activity. 
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2. Count II - False or Fraudulent Insurance 
Claim, a Second Degree Felony, in violation of 
Utah Code Ann. § 76-6-521 (1953 as amended) in 
that Respondent, on or about February 5, 1992, 
in Utah County, Utah, presented or caused to be 
presented a false or fraudulent claim, and the 
claim was for property valued in excess of 
$1,000. 
3. Count III - Communication Fraud, a Second 
Degree Felony, in violation of Utah Code Ann. § 
76-10-1801 (1953 as amended) in that Respondent, 
on or about March 16, 1992, in Utah County, 
Utah, having devised a scheme or artifice to 
defraud another or to obtain anything of value 
by means of false or fraudulent pretenses, 
representations or promises or material 
omissions did communicate directly or indirectly 
with another person for the purpose of executing 
or concealing the scheme or artifice. 
4. Count IV - False or Fraudulent Insurance 
Claim, a Third Degree Felony, in violation of 
Utah Code Ann. § 76-6-521 (1953 as amended), in 
that Respondent, on or about February 5, 1992, 
in Utah County, Utah, presented or caused to be 
presented a false or fraudulent claim, and the 
claim was for property valued in excess of $250 
but less than $1000. 
5. Count V - Communication Fraud, a Third Degree 
Felony, in violation of Utah Code Ann. § 76-10-
1801 (1953 as amended), in that Respondent, on 
or about December 5, 1991, in Utah County, Utah, 
having devised a scheme or artifice to defraud 
another or to obtain anything of value by means 
of false or fraudulent pretenses, 
representations or promises or material 
omissions, did communicate directly or 
indirectly with another person for the purpose 
of executing or concealing the scheme or 
artifice. 
The above referenced crimes are related directly to 
Respondent's conduct and practice as a Dentist. 
COUNT I 
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4. Paragraphs 1 through 3 are hereby incorporated by 
reference. 
5. Section 58-7-2 (6), U.C.A. provides that the Division 
upon recommendation of the Board, may suspend or revoke the license 
of a dentist or a dental hygienist for unprofessional conduct. 
6. Section 58-7-1.1^(7) U.C.A. defines unprofessional 
conduct to include: 
(k) maltreating patients by reason of 
gross ignorance, willfulness, or 
neglect; 
7. Because Respondent maltreated patients by reason of 
gross incompetence, willfulness or neglect, as described in 
paragraph number 3 above, respondent has violated Section 58-7-1.1 
(7) (k), U.C.A. constituting grounds for imposing appropriate 
sanctions against his licenses under the provisions of 
Section 58-7-2(6), U.C.A. 
COUNT II 
8. Paragraphs 1 through 7 are hereby incorporated by 
reference. 
9. Section 58-7-1.1(7), U.C.A., defines unprofessional 
conduct to include: 
(o) keeping one's office, 
instruments, laboratories, equipment, 
appliances, or supplies in an 
unsanitary condition; 
10. Because Respondent failed to keep his office clean, 
instruments, equipment, appliances and supplies in a sanitary 
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condition, as described in paragraph number 3h, j/k, m, o, p, q/ 
w, x, and ee, above, Respondent has violated Section 58-7-1.1(7) 
(o), U.C.A., constituting grounds for imposing appropriate 
sanctions against his licenses under the provisions of Section 58-
7-2(6), U.C.A.. 
COtftTT III 
11. Paragraphs 1 through 10 are hereby incorporated by 
reference. 
12- Section 58-7-1.1 (7), U-C.A., defines unprofessional 
conduct to include: 
(a) obtaining any fee by fraud or 
misrepresentation; 
(e) making any misrepresentations 
or false promises directly or 
indirectly to influence, persuade, or 
induce dental patronage; 
13. R153-7-6 (B) of the Dentists and Dental Hygiene Rules 
(Rules) defines "MisrepresentationM to include the following 
pursuant to third party billing: 
(2) Reporting charges for services 
not rendered; 
(3) Incorrectly reporting services 
rendered for the purpose of obtaining 
payment; and/or 
(4) Generally representing a charge 
to a third party that is different 
than that charged the patient. 
14. Because Respondent filed insurance claims for dental 
services not rendered, for x-rays that were not taken, had 
different fee schedules for cash patients and patients with 
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insurance, as described in paragraph number 3 i, t, u, and cc, 
above, Respondent has violated Section 58-7-1.1(7)(e), U.C.A., and 
R153-7-6 (b) (2), (3), and (4) of the Rules of the Dentists and 
Dental Hygiene Board (Rules), constituting grounds for imposing 
appropriate sanctions against his licenses under the provisions of 
Section 58-7-2(6), U.C.A. 
COUNT IV 
15. Paragraphs 1 through 14 are here by incorporated by 
reference. 
16. R153-7-3 (E) of the Rules of the Dentists and Dental 
Hygienists Board (Rules) provides that the Division, pursuant to 
the procedure outlined in Section 58-1-16, may, independent of any 
other action against a license to practice dentistry, refuse to 
issue or renew, and may suspend, revoke or place on probation the 
permit to administer or supervise the administration of conscious 
sedation, deep sedation or general anesthesia of any dentist who: 
(1) is or has been guilty of unprofessional 
conduct, as defined by statute or rule; 
(2) is or has been guilty of a violation of 
the Utah Controlled Substances Act; 
17. Rl53-7-3 (B) of the Rules provides that: 
(3) No dentist shall allow a patient to be 
unattended at any time during general 
anesthesia, deep sedation, parenteral conscious 
sedation, or nitrous-oxide and oxygen conscious 
sedation is being administered to the patient. 
18. R153-7-6 (4) of the Rules defines unprofessional 
conduct to include allowing unlicensed auxiliary personnel to 
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perform any service except under the direct or indirect supervision 
of a licensed dentist, and allowing a dental assistant to: 
(e) Remove stains, deposits, or 
accretions, except as is incidental to 
polishing teeth coronally with a 
rubber cup; 
(f) Initially introduce nitrous 
oxide and oxygen" to a patient for the 
purpose of establishing and recording 
a safe plane of analgesia for the 
patients, except under the direct 
supervision of a licensed dentist; 
(g) Expose radiographs without 
having taken and passed a course 
approved by the Board; 
19. Because Respondent allowed a dental assistant to 
perform prophylaxis, remove scale from teeth, administer nitrous-
oxide without direct supervision; and because he left patients 
unattended while administering nitrous-oxide, administered nitrous-
oxide without oxygen, and allowed non-certified personnel to expose 
x-rays, as described in paragraph number 3 n; r, y, aa., and ee., 
above, Respondent has violated R153-7-6(4), (e), (f), and (g) of 
the Rules, constituting grounds for imposing appropriate sanctions 
against his licenses under the provisions of R153-7-3(E), (1) and 
(2) of the Rules. 
COUNT V 
20. Paragraphs 1 through 19 are hereby incorporated by 
reference. 
21. Section 58-37-6(4), U.C.A., provides that a license 
pursuant to subsection (2) to manufacture, produce, distribute, 
administer, or conduct research with a controlled substance may be 
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denied, suspended, or revoked by the department upon finding that 
the applicant has 
(vi) violated any department rule that 
reflects adversely en the licensee's reliability 
and integrity with respect to controlled 
substances. 
22. R153-37-9 of the Controlled Substance Rule provides 
that: 
In addition to the acts and practices 
enumerated in subsection 58-37-6(4) (a) of the 
Controlled Substances Act, the Division may deny 
issuance of a license or may revoke, suspend, 
restrict, or place on probation a controlled 
substance license if the applicant or licensee: 
(2) has violated any federal or 
state law relating to controlled 
substances. 
23. Section 58-7-6(5), U.C.A., provides that: 
(b) (i) Every physician, dentist, 
veterinarian, practitioner, or other 
person who is authorized to administer 
or professionally use a controlled 
substance shall keep a record x>f the 
drugs received by him and a record of 
all drugs administered, dispensed, or 
professionally used by him otherwise 
than by a prescription. 
24. Section 58-37-8(3) (a), U.C.A., provides that it is 
unlawful for any person: 
(iv) to refuse or fail to make, keep, or 
furnish any record, notification, order form, 
statement, invoice, or information required 
under this chapter: 
25. Section 1306.04(b), Code of Federal Regulations 
provides that a prescription may not be issued in order for an 
individual practitioner to obtain controlled substances for 
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supplying the individual practitioner for the purpose of general 
dispensing to patients. 
26. Because Respondent obtained a Schedule II controlled 
substance for office sue by writing a prescription to himself and 
because he failed to make and keep records of his controlled 
substance inventory, as described in paragraph number 3 (kk.) and 
(11.) above, Respondent has violated the provisions of Section 58-
7-6(5) (b) (i), 58-37-8(3) (a) (iv), U.C.A., R153-37-9(2) of the 
Controlled Substance Rules and Section 1306.04(b), of the code of 
Federal Regulations, constituting grounds for imposing appropriate 
sanctions against his controlled substance license under the 
provisions of Section 58-37-6(4), U.C.A. 
COUNT VI 
27. Paragraph 12 is hereby incorporated by reference. 
Section 58-7-1.1(7), U.C.A., provides that is unprofessional 
includes: 
(a). obtaining any fee by fraud or 
misrepresentation; 
(1). gross immorality, dishonorable or improper 
conduct, or conviction of a felony; 
(m). violating or aiding others in violating this 
chapter. 
28. Because Respondent was convicted of five felonies as 
specified in paragraph 12 above, all of which were directly related 
to Respondent's practice as a dentist, Respondent has violated the 
provisions of Section 58-7-1.1(7)(a)(1)(m), U.C.A., of the Dentists 
and Dental Hygienists Practices Act, constituting grounds for 
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imposing appropriate sanctions against his licenses to practice 
dentistry and to prescribe and administer controlled substances. 
WHEREFORE, the Division requests the following relief: 
1. That JOHN DAY be adjudged and decreed to have engaged 
in the acts alleged herein. 
2. That by engaging in the above actsf JOHN DAY be 
adjudged and decreed to have violated the provisions of the 
Division of Occupational and Professional Licensing Act, Dentists 
and Dental Hygienists Act, the Controlled Substance Act and the 
Code of Federal Regulations. 
3. That an Order be issued imposing an appropriate 
sanction against the licenses of JOHN DAY to practice as a dentist 
and to administer and prescribe controlled substances in the State 
of Utah. 
DATED this 3L>^ day of A^Q. , 1992 ±V 
«J. ,LL )^i <ts^SL. 
Divis ion of Occupational 
& Profess ional Licensing 
Department of Commerce 
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STATE OF UTAH ) 
: ss. 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE ) 
On the go^ day of xkdL , 1992, personally 
appeared before me Don Rogers, and after being duly sworn, deposes 
and says; that she has read the foregoing Petition and knows the 
contents thereof; and the same is true to the best of her knowledge 
except as to matters stated on information and belief, and that as 
to those matters she believes it to be true. 
'f-Mn A^Wv^ 
Investigator 
Division of Occupational & 
Professional Licensing 
SWORN AND SUBSCRIBED to before me this ^ - day of JWl/^  
1992. 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
My Commission Expires 
PAUL VAN DAM, #3312 
Utah Attorney General 
ROBERT STEED, #6036 
Assistant Attorney General 
DELLA M. WELCH, #5025 
Assistant Attorney General 
36 South State Street 
Beneficial Life Tower, 11th Floor 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Telephone: (801) 533-3200 
BEFORE THE DIVISION OF OCCUPATIONAL & PROFESSIONAL LICENSING 
OF THE DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
OF THE STATE OF UTAH 
IN THE MATTER OF THE ) FINDINGS OF FACT, 
LICENSE OF JOHN W. DAY ) CONCLUSIONS OF LAW, 
TO PRACTICE DENTISTRY ) AND EMERGENCY ORDER 
IN THE STATE OF UTAH ) 
) CASE NO. OPL 91-90 
COMES NOW Robert E. Steed and Delia M. Welch for the Division 
of Occupational and Professional Licensing ("Division") pursuant to 
Utah Code Annotated (1953), as amended ("U.C.A."), §63-46b-20, 
providing for emergency adjudicative proceedings. 
Before proceeding under the provisions of U.C.A. §63-46b-20, 
the Division reviewed the proposed action against John W. Day 
("Respondent") with a committee of licensees ("Committee") duly 
appointed by the Dentists and Dental Hygienists Board ("Board"). 
The Committee consisted of the following four dentists licensed and 
in good standing with the Division: Howard Call, Jay Shields, Gary 
Hayes and John Chamber1in. 
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The Committee, counsel for the Division, and Diane Blake, 
Division Associate Bureau Manager, Bureau of Health Professions 
Licensing, met by conference call on March 23, 1992, at 1:40 p.m., 
and considered the Division's Petition and Affidavits, attached 
hereto, except that the affidavits"of Dr. Joseph Miner and Dwight 
C. Hill were not yet available. 
STATEMENT OF AUTHORITY 
1. U.C.A. §58-7-1.1(7)(k) defines unprofessional conduct to 
include: "maltreating patients by reason of gross ignorance, 
willfulness, or neglect". 
2. U.C.A. §58-7-1.1(7)(o) defines unprofessional conduct to 
include: "keeping one's office, instruments, laboratories, 
equipment, appliances, or supplies in an unsanitary condition". 
3. Utah Administrative Code (1990) ("U.A.C.") R153-7-3 (B) (3) 
provides that it is unprofessional conduct for a dentist to: 
...allow a patient to be unattended at any time during 
general anesthesia, deep sedation, parenteral conscious 
sedation, or [while] nitrous oxide .and oxygen conscious 
sedation is being administered to the patient. 
4. U.C.A. §58-7-2(6) provides that: 
The division, upon recommendation of the board, may 
suspend or revoke the license of a dentist or a dental 
hygienist for unprofessional conduct.... 
1. Is or has been guilty of unprofessional 
conduct, as defined by statute or rule.... 
5. U.C.A. §63-46b-20 states in relevant part that: 
(1) An agency may issue an order on an emergency basis 
without complying with the reguirements of this chapter if: 
(a) the facts known by the agency or presented to 
the agency show that an immediate and significant danger 
to the public health, safety, or welfare exists; and 
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(b) the threat requires immediate action by the 
agency. 
(2) In issuing its emergency order, the agency shall: 
(a) limit its order to require only the action 
necessary to prevent or avoid the danger to the public 
health, safety, or welfare; 
(b) issue promptly a written order, effective 
immediately, that includes a brief statement of findings 
of fact, conclusions of law, and reasons for the agency's 
utilization of emergency adjudicative proceedings.... 
The Division, being fully advised of the premises and upon the 
unanimous recommendation of the Committee, now enters the following 
Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Order. 
FINDINGS OF FACT 
1. The Division's Petition, filed June 20, 1991, alleges, 
among other things, that Respondent engaged in acts and practices 
which failed to conform to the standards of the profession of 
dentistry and which violated the provisions of the Dentists and 
Dental Hygienists Licensing Act ("Act"), U.C.A. 58-7-1 et seq. 
Specifically, Respondent is charged with the following: 
a. failing to keep his office, instruments, laboratory, 
equipment, appliances, or supplies in a sanitary condition. 
b. leaving a patient unattended while administering 
nitrous oxide. 
2. No immediate action was taken against Respondents 
licenses at the time the Petition was filed, in part because the 
Division reasonably believed that the filing of its Petition 
against Respondent would likely prompt Respondent to correct any 
ongoing or immediate threat to the public health, safety and 
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welfare. The proceeding on the June 20, 1991 Petition is currently 
in the discovery process pending a formal hearing before the Board. 
3. In March 1992, the Division received additional 
complaints indicating that Respondent is continuing to engage in 
the unprofessional conduct referenced in paragraph 1, above, 
constituting a basis to believe that his actions represent a 
significant and immediate dangBr to the public health, safety and 
welfare. 
4. The complaints, which are supported by affidavits 
attached hereto and incorporated herein, indicate that: 
a. On or about December 1991, one of Respondent's 
patients in his Payson, Utah office observed: that his 
office was dirty; that there was dried blood on the 
dental instruments used by Respondent and they otherwise 
appeared dirty; that while Respondent was wearing rubber 
gloves, he tied his shoes, which had blood on them, and 
did not wash his hands or change his rubber gloves before 
resuming treatment of his patient; that there was no sink 
or other means available in the operatory to rinse blood 
out of the patient's mouth; and that the patient's mouth 
subsequently became badly infected and required treatment 
at the Payson Hospital. 
b. An employee in Respondent's Payson, Utah office 
observed that on March 16, 1992, Respondent used the same 
drill on four patients without properly cleaning the drill and 
used an improper procedure to sterilize a drill bit between 
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patients. 
c. A receptionist in Respondent's Payson, Utah office 
observed, during her employment beginning eleven months ago 
and continuing at least to the date of the affidavit: that 
Respondent's dental instruments, with dried blood on them, are 
placed into an autoclave without first being scrubbed; that 
the dental operatory is .-not cleaned between patients; that 
dental drill bits are used on successive patients without 
sterilization; and that she recalls in particular that on 
March 17, 1992, Respondent used the same drill bits on four 
patients without sterilization; that Respondent often does not 
wash his hands between patients; and that on February 4, 1992, 
Respondent left a patient unattended during the administration 
of nitrous oxide. 
5. The City-County Health Department of Utah County 
("Health Department") received a complaint regarding the unsanitary 
conditions in one of Respondent's offices during December 1991. 
The Health Department contacted Respondent and was subsequently 
assured that he had corrected the conditions giving rise to the 
complaint. (See the attached affidavit of Dr. Joseph Miner.) 
6. On or about March 24, 1992, Dwight C. Hill, a registered 
sanitarian for the Health Department, inspected Respondent's Payson 
and Santaquin dental offices. Hill found that the unsanitary 
conditions had not been corrected and are of a serious nature. 
(See the attached affidavit of Dwight C. Hill.) 
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CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
1. The facts presented to the Division, as outlined above, 
show that an immediate and significant danger to the public health, 
safety, or welfare exists, requiring immediate action by the 
Division. 
2. The appropriate immediate action by the Division is an 
order immediately suspending Respondent's license to practice as a 
dentist to prevent or avoid the danger to the public health, 
safety, or welfare. 
3. The order of immediate suspension is limited to require 
only the action necessary to prevent or avoid the danger to the 
public health, safety, or welfare. 
4. The order of immediate suspension should remain in effect 
until a hearing is held in this matter as required by U.C.A. 
§63-46b-20(3). 
5. The purpose of the hearing will be to determine whether 
this order of immediate suspension is appropriate and whether the 
suspension should continue until an Order issues with respect to 
the June 20, 1991 Petition. 
ORDER 
Pursuant to the authority referenced hereinabove, and good 
cause appearing, it is hereby ordered that: 
1. Respondent's license to practice as a dentist is 
suspended, effective immediately; 
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2. a hearing on this order of immediate suspension, as 
required under U.C.A. §63-46b-20(3), shall convene on April 8, 1992 
unless rescheduled for good cause; and 
3. the purpose of the hearing will be to determine whether 
the order of immediate suspension issued herein should remain in 
effect until an Order issues with respect to the June 20, 1991 
Petition• 
DATED this &sr* day of 
DAVID E. ROBINSON, Director 
Division of^Occupational and 
Professional Licensing 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the oZS n day of March, 1992, I 
caused to be personally served a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Emergency Order 
on: 
John W. Day 
111 South 500 West 
Payson, Utah 84651 
and 
S. Junior Baker 
Taylor, Baker and Hicken 
Attorney for Respondent 
275 North Main Street 
Spanish Fork, Utah 84660 
-£V /L^v, ln> *JLS^ 
W. Don Rogfers 
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BEFORE THE DIVISION OP OCCUPATIONAL £ PROFESSIONAL LICENSING 
OF THE DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
OF THE STATE OF UTAH 
IN THE MATTER OF THE LICENSES OF 
JOHN W. DAY 
TO PRACTICE AS A DENTIST AND TO 
PRESCRIBE AND ADMINISTER CONTROLLED 
SUBSTANCES IN THE STATE OF UTAH 
INTERIM ORDER 
OF REVOCATION 
Case No. OPL-91-90 
Upon stipulation of the parties and good cause appearing, it 
is hereby ordered: 
1. The order of immediate suspension of Respondent's 
license to practice as a dentist, issued on March 25, 1992, is 
terminated. 
2. The hearing on the March 25, 1992 order is cancelled. 
3. Respondent's licenses to practice as a dentist and to 
prescribe and administer controlled substances are revoked. 
4. This Interim Order of Revocation will be the final order 
in this matter; unless and until such time as a stipulation and 
order is signed by the parties and presented for my approval. 
Dated this ?/)^ day of April, 1992 
o' v~^ ~i&v \*V. David E. Robinson *. ' - « • ' 
ij^^S*. ;. v. jr\. Division Director 
DIVISION OF OCCUPATIONAL AND PROFESSIONAL LICENSING 
Heber M. Wells Building 
160 East 300 South - P. 0. Box 45802 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145 
Telephone: (801) 530-6628 
BEFORE THE DIVISION OF OCCUPATIONAL & PROFESSIONAL LICENSING 
OF THE DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
OF THE STATE OF UTAH 
IN THE MATTER OF THE LICENSES OF 
JOHN DAY 
TO PRACTICE AS A DENTIST AND 
TO PRESCRIBE AND ADMINISTER 
CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES 
IN THE STATE OF UTAH 
P E T I T I O N 
CASE NO. OPL-91-90 
PRELIMINARY STATEMENT 
These claims were investigated by the Utah Division of 
Occupational & Professional Licensing (the Division) upon complaints 
that JOHN DAY (Respondent), a licensee of the Division, has engaged in 
acts and practices which constitute violations of the Dentists and 
Dental Hygienists Act, and the Controlled Substance Act, Utah Code Ann. 
(U.C.A.I. §58-7-1, §58-37-1, et sea. 
PARTIES 
1. The Division is a Division of the Department of Commerce of 
the State of Utah, established by virtue of Section 13-1-2, u.c.A. 
2. Respondent is a licensee of the Division. 
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STATEMENT OF FACTS 
3. a. On or about 1984 to the present, Respondent 
maintained dental offices in Payson and Santaquin, Utah. 
b. On or about 1984 to on or about 1989, Respondent 
treated M.R., (name withheld for confidentiality), for periodontal 
disease at the Payson office. After a complaint regarding the care of 
this patient was received, the Division had the patient's records 
reviewed by another dentist. He found the following: 
c. The dental records were flawed and incomplete with no 
evidence of proper diagnosis or plan of treatment. The x-rays were not 
of diagnostic quality, and only two or three panoramic and bitewing 
films were taken in spite of extensive periodontal bone and gum 
surgery, multiple root canal treatments, and extensive crown and 
bridgework. The reviewing dentist also found that the multiple films 
in the x-ray packets did not correspond to the packet labels, and he 
felt their dates and identities were questionable. 
d. On or about February 4, 1986 and February 20, 1986, 
Respondent performed osseous surgery and gingivectomy on the lower 
right and lower left quadrants of M.R., even though there was no 
documentation in the dental records to show there was a need for this 
surgery. 
e. On or about 1987, Respondent treated M.R. for advanced 
periodontitis. He performed root canal therapy on tooth #2 which . 
should not have been attempted considering the advanced stages of the 
Periodontitis. 
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f. On or about February 4, 1987, Respondent, while 
performing a root canal on tooth #31 of M.R., broke an instrument in 
the canal and failed to tell the patient. On May 11, 1987, he 
performed an apioectomy on tooth #31 to remove the broken instrument. 
On January 3, 1989, the tooth was extracted. The loss of this tooth 
could have been avoided if Respondent had referred this patient to an 
endodontist immediately after breaking the instrument in the tooth. 
g. On or about August 13, 1985, to on or about December 
29, 1988, Respondent treated N.G., (name withheld for confidentiality) , 
for dental problems. When a complaint arose regarding this patients 
care, the Division had the patients records reviewed by another dentist 
who found that in the treatment of this patient a core build up was 
done on tooth #2, even though there was no x-ray evidence to show a 
need for one. Crowns and core build ups were performed on teeth #fs 
23, 24, and 25, even though there was no x-ray-evidence to show a need 
for the crowns and core build ups. 
h. On or about August 1, 1985 to on or about August 8, 
1989, Respondent employed B.B. (name withheld for confidentiality) as 
a dental assistant and receptionist in the Payson office. This office 
had two operatories and one set of instruments for each operatory. On 
several occasions Respondent failed to give B.B. enough time between 
patients to sterilize the instruments. B.B. often observed Respondent 
wipe off the contaminated instruments with alcohol and use them on the 
next patient. She also observed that on several occasions, Respondent 
used the same instruments, bib, and prophy paste on family members 
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without sterilizing the instruments between each use, and without 
washing his hands between each patient. B.B. also observed that 
Respondent failed to change the suction tips after each patient and 
that during the treatment of many patients the suction was not even 
working. Respondent instructed' B.B. not to clean and sterilize the 
burrs. He often used these same burrs on consecutive patients, even 
though they had not been cleaned and sterilized. 
i. On or about 1985 to on or about 1989, Respondent had 
two fee schedules. One for cash patients and another for patients with 
insurance. In 1986 and 1987, prior to a Medicaid audit, B.B. observed 
Respondent make changes to patient records to cover services he had 
billed for but had not provided. Respondent told B.B. that if Medicaid 
questioned the services rendered, he would tell them she was the one at 
fault for the false billings. 
j. On or about 1985 to on or -about 1988, on several 
occasions when Respondent was away on vacation, B. B. cleaned the 
Santaquin dental office. Each time, she found the cold sterilization 
vat orange with rust, the instruments were rusty, debris was caked in 
the instrument drawer, and the floor and walls were dirty. Upon 
Respondent's return, he told her she had better things to do than to 
clean, and that recalls were more important and a better use of her 
time than cleaning. 
k. On or about August 1, 1985 to on or about August 8, 
1989, on several occasions, B.B. observed Respondent dip cotton into a 
bottle of desensitizing agent, put the cotton in the patients mouth, 
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and then re-dip this same cotton back into the bottle, contaminating 
the remaining desensitizing agent. Respondent told B.B. it was too 
wasteful to pour a portion into a dapping dish for single patient use. 
1. On or about 1985 to on or about 1988, B.B. observed 
Respondent on several occasions*, without x-rays, use only pain level 
symptoms, and swelling to determine if root canal therapy was needed in 
his patients. 
m. On or about 1985 to on or about 1989, B.B. observed 
Respondent, when performing root canal therapy, insert gutta percha 
into the root canal, remove it, then roll the contaminated gutta percha 
into the container of sealer, then reinsert it into the root canal, 
contaminating the sealer for use on other patients. 
n. On or about 1985 to on or about 1989, Respondent 
allowed non-certified personnel to develop x-rays with instruction not 
to fill the x-ray tank more than once a month. This resulted in x-rays 
that were unreadable. 
o. On or about 1986, Respondent, while preparing for 
insurance company inspections to determine whether or not he could 
service their dental patients, directed B.B. to bag the instruments to 
indicate they had been sterilized. When in fact, these instruments had 
only been cold sanitized, as the autoclave was out of order. 
p. On or about 1986, in the Payson dental office, 
Respondent refused to let B.B. call a plumber when the toilet 
overflowed and the sink backed up. Instead, newspapers were spread on 
the floor to walk on, and instruments were washed in the backed up 
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sink. 
q. On or about January 1986 to on or about August 1988, 
Respondent employed D.W, (name withheld for confidentiality) as a 
dental assistant in his Payson and Santaguin offices. The Santaguin 
office had one operatory, and Respondent over booked it, not allowing 
D.W. enough time between patients to properly sterilize the 
instruments. On several occasions, D.W. observed Respondent wipe off 
instruments with alcohol or use them unsterilized. 
r. On or about January 1986 to on or about August 1988, 
in the Santaquin office, on several occasions the oxygen tank became 
depleted, and D.W. observed Respondent continue to use nitrous-oxide 
without oxygen. When D.W. expressed her concern, Respondent told her 
the patients were getting enough oxygen from the air in the room. 
s. On or about January 1986 to on or about August 1988, 
D.W., on several occasions, observed Respondent put braces on teeth 
without taking either measurements or impressions. 
t. On or about January 1986 to on or about August 1988, 
D.W. observed Respondent, on several occasions, submit claims to 
insurance for cores, osseus surgery, for study models, for cleaning and 
fluoride treatment of children, when in fact these services had not 
been rendered. When D.W. expressed her concern about the fluoride, 
Respondent told her the fluoride is in the toothpaste. 
u. On or about January 1986 to on or about August 1988, 
in the Santaguin office, Respondent placed all x-rays together on the 
counter without identification on each x-ray. On several occasions, 
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when insurance requested x-rays that had not been made, D.W. saw 
Respondent go through the x-rays and submit an x-ray of the same tooth 
of another patient• 
v. On or about January, 1986 to on or about August 1988, 
on several occasions, D.W. saW Respondent use a high speed drill 
without water, and then fail to wash the debris from the teeth before 
filling them. 
w. On or about January 1986 to on or about August 1988, 
in the Santaguin office, D.W. saw Respondent, on several occasions when 
treating patients, place just used syringes next to other used 
syringes, even though the syringe could have been used again on the 
patient and intermingling them with other used syringes could have 
resulted in contamination of the patient. Respondent placed patients 
instruments on the same tray with other instruments that had been used 
on other patients, and reused rubber gloves -which he washed on his 
hands. 
x. On or about January 1986 to on or about August 1988, 
Respondent kept garbage, which included syringes with needles and blood 
gauze, bagged in plastic bags in the back room of his Santaquin office 
for weeks, before disposing of them. 
y. On or about 1986 to on or about August 1988, in the 
Santaquin office, D.W. observed Respondent give patients an 
injection, then administer nitrous-oxide, and while waiting for the 
sedation to take effect, leave the office and go across the street for 
a coke. 
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z. On or about 1986 to on or about October 17, 1989, 
Respondent treated K.N., a child, (name withheld for confidentiality) 
for dental problems in the Santaquin office. There are no x-rays or 
documentation in the dental records to support the need for the care 
given, which included root tip surgery, treatment and re-treatment of 
teeth, followed by extraction. 
aa. On or about 1987, Respondent administered Vistaril, 
a prescription drug, and Chloral Hydrate, a Schedule IV controlled 
substance, to K.N. for sedation prior to performing dental treatment. 
When the medication didnft calm the child, Respondent placed an adult 
sized mask over the childs nose and mouth, and while holding it tight 
against the face, administered nitrous oxide, without oxygen. The 
child became very quiet, his eyes were open, the pupils were dilated, 
he had no reaction to light, he was not breathing, and had no reflexes. 
D.W. told Respondent the child was not breathing and asked him to 
remove the mask. Respondent released his hand from the mask but did 
not remove it. D.W. again told him the child was not breathing. When 
Respondent failed to remove the mask, D.W. then proceeded to remove the 
mask in preparation for CPR, when the grandfather grabbed the child and 
shook him vigorously until he started breathing. Respondent told D.W. 
the child had been fighting and crying, causing him to breath too much 
oxygen, when in fact, no oxygen had been administered. 
bb. On or about 1986 to on or about September 17, 1987, 
Respondent treated H.M., (name withheld for confidentiality) , for 
dental problems. In the treatment of this patient, the x-rays were 
poorly processed and inadequate to show any need for the extraction of 
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tooth #26, or the bridge covering #'s 22 to #27. A later reviewing by 
a Division appointed dentist of the case determined that there is no 
documentation of any diagnostic tests, history, or x-ray having been 
made for the need of root canal therapy on teeth #fs 20, 21, 22, 23, 
27, 28, and 29- Six simultaneous endodontic treatments are very 
unusual. 
cc. The review of H.M.fs case also determined that on or 
about 1986, Respondent recorded in the dental records of H.M. that he 
had performed root planing and curettage. When he billed the patient's 
insurance carrier, he included a billing for osseous surgery for each 
of the four quadrants. There is no documentation in the records that 
this surgery was ever performed. 
dd. On or about June 1986 to on or about 1988, Respondent 
performed orthodontic treatment for M.R., a child (name withheld for 
confidentiality). The x-rays used by Respondent in his treatment of 
this patient were not of diagnostic quality, study models were not 
made, and no entry was made in the dental records to indicate the 
progress or action taken. On April 4, 1988, Respondent removed the 
braces, and documented in the dental records the patient was 
uncooperative. 
ee. On or about August 1987 to on or about January 1988, 
Respondent employed T.A. (name withheld for confidentiality), as a 
dental assistant in the Payson dental office. While thus employed, 
T.A. did all the prophylaxis for children, and occasionally for adults. 
T.A. was concerned about the lack of sterilization and office 
cleanliness. She observed Respondent administering drugs to children, 
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then administering nitrous-oxide, and leaving the children alone with 
a parent while he worked on another patient. 
ff. On or about May 31, 1988, Respondent treated J.C.T., 
a 40 year old male patient, (name withheld for confidentiality), for 
dental problems. In the treatment of this patient, Respondent 
performed and billed the patients insurance carrier for a pulpotomy on 
tooth #14. This form of treatment is performed on children as an 
alternative to root canal treatment, and is not acceptable treatment 
for an adult. 
gg. On or about March 24, 1988, Respondent performed 
emergency root canal therapy on tooth #30 of B.B. (name withheld for 
confidentiality). In doing so, he perforated the tooth 1/3 the 
distance from the end of the root. Respondent failed to inform B.B. of 
the perforation, failed to prescribe an antibiotic for infection, and 
failed to refer her to an endodontist. When the tooth continued to be 
painful, Respondent then prescribed an antibiotic, and told B.B. it 
would take six to seven months for the tooth to settle down. 
Thereafter, on several occasions, B.B. returned to Respondent 
complaining of pain. He continued to tell her to give the tooth time 
to settle down and failed to provide further treatment. 
hh. On or about October 14, 1988, B.B. sought treatment 
from another dentist. This dentist in performing an examination, found 
Infection had developed into the bone, which required surgery, bone 
grafting, and an apicoectomy. 
ii. On or about May 17, 1989, Respondent treated J.H., 
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(name withheld for confidentiality), for dental problems. In the 
treatment of this patient he filled three (3) teeth without taking any 
x-ray's. J.H. had previously had implants prepared by another dentist. 
When Respondent told her he had experience working with implants, J.H. 
allowed him to prepare the restorative prosthetics. Without x-rays, 
Respondent also prepared a 14 unit bridge. It is not acceptable to 
undertake complete reconstruction of the entire upper arch, a 14 unit 
bridge, without x-rays. In trying to fit the prosthetics on the 
implants, Respondent traumatized the two teeth in front of the 
implants, necessitating root canal therapy on these two teeth. When 
the temporary prosthetics kept coming off, Respondent told her to put 
sugarless chewing gum on the pegs to keep the prosthetics on. J.H. 
later required the services of another dentist to correct Respondent's 
work which the other dentist characterized as "terrible." 
jj. On or about June 5, 1989 to-on or about February 2, 
1990, Respondent performed orthodontic services for M.S., a child (name 
withheld for confidentiality). In the treatment of this patient, 
Respondent extracted tooth #13 and failed to extract the same tooth on 
the opposite side. M.S. now has a large gap on one side of her mouth. 
This patient sought out another dentist, and this dentist believes 
tooth #13 did not need to be extracted, and that now the front teeth 
•ill shift towards the gap, making them off center. 
kk. On or about November 30, 1989, Respondent wrote a 
prescription to himself for 443 ml of Noctec, a Schedule IV controlled 
substance, for office use. 
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11. On or about January 12, 1990, Gay Trello, a Division 
investigator, requested Respondent to produce his controlled substance 
records for review. Respondent had no records and admitted that he had 
failed to keep a separate record of the quantity of controlled 
substances he had purchased and those he had administered, and 
prescribed to each patient, 
COUNT I 
4. Paragraphs 1 through 3 are hereby incorporated by 
reference. 
5. Section 58-7-2 (6), U.C.A. provides that the Division upon 
recommendation of the Board, may suspend or revoke the license of a 
dentist or a dental hygienist for unprofessional conduct. 
6. Section 58-7-1.1 (7) U.C.A. defines unprofessional conduct 
to include: 
(k) maltreating patients by reason of gross 
ignorance, willfulness, or neglect; 
7. Because Respondent maltreated patients by reason of gross 
incompetence, willfulness or neglect, as described in paragraph number 
3 above, Respondent has violated Section 58-7-1.1(7)(k), U.C.A. 
instituting grounds for the imposing of an appropriate sanction 
igainst his licenses under the provisions of Section 58-7-2(6), U.C.A. 
COUNT II 
8. Paragraphs 1 through 7 are hereby incorporated by 
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reference. 
9. Section 58-7-1.1(7) , U.C.A. , defines unprofessional conduct 
to include: 
(o) keeping one's office, instruments, 
laboratories, equipment, appliances, or 
supplies in an unsanitary condition; 
10. Because Respondent failed to keep his offices clean, 
instruments, equipment, appliances and supplies in a sanitary 
condition, as described in paragraph number 3 h, j, k, m, o, p, q, w, 
x, and ee. above, Respondent has violated Section 58-7-1.1(7)(o), 
U.C.A.. constituting grounds for the imposing an appropriate sanction 
against his licenses under the provisions of Section 58-7-2(6), U.C.A.. 
COUNT III 
11. Paragraphs 1 through 10 are hereby incorporated by 
reference. 
12. Section 58-7-1.1 (7), U.C.A., defines unprofessional 
conduct to include: 
(a) obtaining any fee by fraud or 
misrepresentation; 
(e) making any misrepresentations or false 
promises directly or indirectly to influence, 
persuade, or induce dental patronage; 
13. R153-7-6 (B) of the Dentists and Dental Hygiene Rules 
(Rules) defines "Misrepresentation11 to include the following pursuant 
to third party billing: 
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(2) Reporting charges for services not 
rendered; 
(3) Incorrectly reporting services rendered 
for the purpose of obtaining payment; and/or 
(4) Generally representing a charge to a 
third party that .is different than that 
charged the patient.-4" 
14. Because Respondent filed insurance claims for dental 
services not rendered, for x-rays that were not taken, had different 
fee schedules for cash patients and patients with insurance, as 
described in paragraph number 3 i, t, u, and cc. above, Respondent has 
violated Section 58-7-1.1(7), (e) , U.C.A., and R153-7-6 (b) (2),(3),and 
(4) of the Rules of the Dentists and Dental Hygiene Board (Rules) , 
constituting grounds for the imposing of an appropriate sanction 
against his licenses under the provisions of Section 58-7-2(6), U.C.A. 
COUNT IV 
15. Paragraphs 1 through 14 are hereby incorporated by 
-eference. 
16. R153-7-3(E) of the Rules of the Dentists and Dental 
[ygienists Board (Rules) provides that the Division, pursuant to the 
rocedure outlined in Section 58-1-16, may, independent of any other 
ction against a license to practice dentistry, refuse to issue or 
enew, and may suspend, revoke or place on probation the permit to 
dminister or supervise the administration of conscious sedation, deep 
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sedation or general anesthesia of any dentist who: 
(1) is or has been guilty of unprofessional 
conduct, as defined by statute or rule; 
(2) is or has been guilty of a violation of 
the Utah Controlled Substances Act; 
17. R153-7-3 (B) of the Rules provides that: 
(3) No dentist shall allow a patient to be 
unattended at any time during general 
anesthesia, deep sedation, parenteral 
conscious sedation, or nitrous-oxide and 
oxygen conscious sedation is being 
administered to the patient. 
18. R153-7-6 (4) of the Rules defines unprofessional conduct to 
include allowing unlicensed auxiliary personnel to perform any service 
except under the direct or indirect supervision of a licensed dentist, 
and allowing a dental assistant to: 
(e) Remove stains, deposits, or accretions, 
except as is incidental to polishing teeth 
coronally with a rubber cup; 
(f) Initially introduce nitrous oxide and 
oxygen to a patient for the purpose of 
establishing and recording a safe plane of 
analgesia for the patient, except under the 
direct supervision of a licensed dentist; 
(g) Expose radiographs without having taken 
and passed a course approved by the Board; 
19. Because Respondent allowed a dental assistant to perform 
)rophylaxis, remove scale from teeth, administer nitrous-oxide without 
lirect supervision; and because he left patients unattended while 
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administering nitrous-oxide, administered nitrous-oxide without oxygen, 
and allowed non-certified personnel to expose x-rays, as described in 
paragraph number 3 n, r, y, aa., and ee., above, Respondent has 
violated R153-7-3 (B)(3), and R153-7-6(4), (e), (f), and (g) of the 
Rules, constituting grounds for the imposing of an appropriate sanction 
against his licenses under the provisions of R153-7-3(E), (1) and (2) 
of the Rules. 
COUNT V 
20. Paragraphs 1 through 19 are hereby incorporated by 
reference. 
21. Section 58-37-6(4), U.C.A., provides that a license 
pursuant to subsection (2) to manufacture, produce, distribute, 
administer, or conduct research with a controlled substance may be 
denied, suspended, or revoked by the department upon finding that the 
applicant has: 
(vi) violated any department rule that 
reflects adversely on the licensee's 
reliability and integrity with respect to 
controlled substances. 
22. R153-37-9 of the Controlled Substance Rule provides that: 
In addition to the acts and practices 
enumerated in subsection 58-37-6(4)(a) of the 
Controlled Substances Act, the Division may 
deny issuance of a license or may revoke, 
suspend, restrict, or place on probation a 
controlled substance license if the applicant 
or licensee: 
(2) has violated any federal or 
state law relating to controlled 
substances. 
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23. Section 58-7-6(5), U.C.A., provides that: 
(b)(i) Every physician, dentist, 
veterinarian, practitioner, or other person 
who is authorized to administer or 
professionally use a controlled substance 
shall keep a record of. the drugs received by 
him and a record of all drugs administered, 
dispensed, or professionally used by him 
otherwise than by a~-prescription. 
24. Section 58-37-8(3)(a), U.C.A., provides that it is 
unlawful for any person: 
(iv) to refuse or fail to make, keep, or 
furnish any record, notification, order form, 
statement, invoice, or information required 
under this chapter: 
25. Section 1306.04(b), Code of Federal Regulations provides 
that a prescription may not be issued in order for an individual 
practitioner to obtain controlled substances for supplying the 
individual practitioner for the purpose of general dispensing to 
patients. 
26. Because Respondent obtained a Schedule II controlled 
substance for office use by writing a prescription to himself and 
Decause he failed to make and keep records of his controlled 
substance inventory, as described in paragraph number 3 (kk.) and 
[11.) above, Respondent has violated the provisions of Section 58-7-
>(5)(b)(i), 58-37-8(3)(a)(iv), U.C.A.. R153-37-9(2) of the Controlled 
Substance Rules and Section 1306.04(b), of the code of Federal 
Regulations, constituting grounds for imposing an appropriate 
sanction against his controlled substance license under the 
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provisions of Section 58-37-6(4), U.C.A. 
WHEREFORE, the Division requests the following relief: 
1. That JOHN DAY be adjudged and decreed to have engaged in 
the acts alleged herein* 
2. That by engaging in the above acts, JOHN DAY be adjudged 
and decreed to have violated the provisions of the Division of 
Occupational and Professional Licensing Act, Dentists and Dental 
Hygienists Act, the Controlled Substance Act and the Code of Federal 
Regulations. 
3. That an Order be issued imposing an appropriate sanction 
against the licenses of JOHN DAY to practice as a dentist and to 
administer and prescribe controlled substances in the State of Utah. 
DATED this \ \ day of ^'^ , 
1991. 
;
 : — * - -^-i ^ 
Division" of Occupational & 
Professional Licensing 
Department of Commerce 
